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ABSTRACT
Like rulers of light, optical frequency combs consist of hundreds to millions of
coherent laser lines, which are capable of measuring time and frequency with the
highest degree of accuracy. Used to rely on table-top mode-locked lasers, optical
frequency combs have been recently realized in a miniaturized form, namely the
microcomb, using monolithic microresonators. Besides a reduction of footprint,
microcombs could also achieve parity with traditional frequency combs in perfor-
mance by mode-locking through the formation of “light bullets” called dissipative
Kerr solitons. These soliton microcombs not only serve as a unique platform to
study nonlinear physics, but also offer scalable and cost-effective solutions to many
groundbreaking applications, spanning spectroscopy to time standards. In this thesis
I will trace the physical origin of solitonmicrocombs, followed by their experimental
realization in high-Q silica microresonators. The impact of several nonlinear pro-
cess on solitons will be discussed, which leads to novel soliton systems, e.g., Stokes
solitons and counter-propagating solitons. Utilizing these nonlinear properties, we
show that solitonmicrocombs can be adapted for high-precision spectroscopic appli-
cations. In the end, a real-time method for monitoring transient behavior of solitons
will be presented.
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modes are involved. (b) Intracavity intensity versus polar angle at dif-
ferent detunings as marked in (a). I: Turing pattern; II: modulational
instability comb; III: solitons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
3.1 Silica wedge resonator. (a) Top view of a silica wedge resonator
taken by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The scale bar is 1
mm. Image is from Lue Wu. (b) SEM image showing cross section
of a wedge resonator. The scale bar is 5 µm. Image is from Dr.
Seung Hoon Lee. (c) Finite element method (FEM) simulation of
TM1 mode profile. (d) Typical transmission spectrum while tuning
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diameter and 8 µm in thickness. The Lorentzian fitting (red) reveals
intrinsic Q factor over 300 million. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
3.2 Dispersion engineering via resonator thickness control. (a) A ren-
dering of a silica resonator with the calculated mode profile of the
TM1 mode superimposed. (b) Cross-sectional SEM images of the
fabricated resonators with different thickness. White scale bar is 5
µm. (c) Simulated regions of normal and anomalous dispersion are
shown versus silica resonator thickness (t) and pump wavelength.
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3.3 Measured frequency dispersion (blue points) belonging to the soliton-
forming mode families are plotted versus relative mode number, µ.
To construct this plot, mode frequency relative to a µ = 0 mode
(mode to be pumped) is measured using a calibrated Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (fiber optic based). To second order in the mode
number, the mode frequency is given by the Taylor expansion ωµ =
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2D2 and the dashed red curves are parabolic fittings
with fitted parameters on the top of each panel. In the plot, the mode
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make clear the second-order group dispersion. The measured modes
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to a wavelength close to 1550 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
3.4 Pump power transmission versus tuning across a resonance used to
generate the solitons. The data show the formation of steps as the
pump tunes red relative to the resonance. Both blue-detuned and red-
detuned operation of the pump relative to the resonance are inferred
from generation of an error signal using a Pound-Drever-Hall system
operated open loop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
3.5 (a) Simulated intracavity power in which the pump laser scans over
the resonance from the blue side to the red side. The steps on
the red-detuned side indicate soliton formation. (b) Schematic of
experimental setup. (c) Four phases of feedback-controlled soliton
excitation: (I) pump laser scans into cavity resonance from blue-
detuned side; (II) laser scan stops and pump power is reduced (∼
10 µs) to trigger solitons, and then increased (∼ 100 µs) to extend
soliton existence range; (III) servo-control is engaged to actively lock
the soliton power by feedback control of laser frequency; (IV) lock
sustains and solitons are fully stabilized. The cavity-pump detuning
(vertical axis) is relative to the hot cavity resonant frequency. . . . . . 32
xiii
3.6 Demonstration of capture and locking of a soliton state. (a) Soli-
ton excitation with "power kicking" but no active locking is shown.
The soliton state destabilizes around 22ms due to thermal transients.
Soliton power is shown in red and a Mach Zehnder (MZI) reference
is in blue. (b) Soliton excitation with active locking is shown with
conditions similar to panel (a). (c) Zoom-in view of panel (b). The
four phases are indicated using the same background color scheme
as in Figure 3.5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
3.7 Continuous soliton measurement over 19 hours. Soliton power are
plotted versus time in hours. The soliton power experiences a slow
drift to lower values which is attributed to a slow variation in either
the power set point of the electronic control or in the detected power
(perhaps due to temperature drift). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36
3.8 Experiment setup, soliton mode-family dispersion, optical spectrum
and autocorrelation. (a) Experimental setup. EDFA: erbium-doped-
fiber-amplifier; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PD: photodetector;
ESA: electrical spectral analyzer; OSA: optical spectral analyzer;
FROG: frequency resolved optical gatings. (b) Measured mode fam-
ily dispersion (blue points) belonging to the soliton-forming mode
family is plotted versus relative mode number, µ. The presence of
non-soliton forming mode families can be seen through the appear-
ance of avoided mode crossings (spur-like features) that perturb the
parabolic shape. Simulations of the non soliton mode families be-
lieved to be responsible for these spurs are provided (see mode 1
and mode 2 dashed curves). In addition, the normalized transverse
intensity profiles for the soliton and non-soliton spatial modes are
provided at the top of the panel (red indicates higher mode intensity).
The simulation used the Sellmeier equation for the refractive index of
silica. Oxide thickness, wedge angle, and radius were fine-adjusted to
produce the indicated fits. (c) Optical spectrum of single soliton state
is shown with a sech2 envelope (red dashed line) superimposed for
comparison. The pump laser is suppressed by 20 dB with an optical
Bragg filter. (d) FROG (upper) and autocorrelation trace (lower) of
the soliton state in c. The optical pulse period is 46 ps and the fitted
pulse width is 250 fs (red solid line). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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3.9 Detected phase noise and electrical spectra for three devices with cor-
responding mode dispersion and soliton data. Phase noise spectral
density function plotted versus offset frequency from the detected
soliton repetition frequency of three different devices. A Rohde
Schwarz phase noise analyzer was used in the measurement. In-
set shows the electrical spectrum of the soliton repetition frequency
(21.92 GHz) for one device. The other devices had similar spec-
tra with repetition frequencies of 22.01 and 21.92 GHz. The phase
noise of the fiber pump laser is shown in green and was generated
by mixing 2 nominally identical pump lasers to create a 2.7 GHz
electrical beatnote. Several features in the pump laser phase noise
are reproduced in the soliton phase noise (see features near and above
20 kHz). The black line connecting square dots is the measurement
floor of the phase noise analyzer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
3.10 Microresonator dispersion engineering and soliton generation at 1064
nm. (a) Simulated dispersion (GVD) of TM mode families versus
resonator thickness. The angle of the wedge ranges from 30◦ to
40◦ in the colored regions. Measured data points are indicated and
agree well with the simulation. (b) Measured relative mode frequen-
cies (blue points) plotted versus relative mode number of a soliton-
forming TM1 mode family in a 3.4 µm thick resonator. The red
curve is a parabolic fit yielding D2/2pi=3.3 kHz. (c) Experimental
setup for soliton generation. A continuous-wave (CW) fiber laser is
modulated by an electro-optic phase modulator (PM) before coupling
to a ytterbium-doped-fiber-amplifier (YDFA). The pump light is then
coupled to the resonator using a tapered fiber. Part of the comb power
is used to servo-lock the pump laser frequency. FBG: fiber Bragg
grating. PD: photodetector. PC: polarization controller. (d) Optical
spectra of solitons at 1064 nm generated from the mode family shown
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frequency. The solid curves are sech2 fittings. Inset: typical detected
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3.11 Control of soliton properties. (a) Measured soliton comb output
power is plotted versus measured soliton pulse width (red points)
with comparison to Eq. (3.1) (dashed red line). The measured
power per central comb tooth is plotted versus pulse width (blue
points) with comparison to Eq. (3.4) (dashed blue line). (b) The
observed soliton spectra at the limits of the measurement in Figure
3.8(a) is shown (see arrows A and B in Figure 3.8(a)). Solid orange
and green curves are simulations using the Lugiato Lefever equation
including Raman terms. The indicated wavelength shifts between
the pump and the center of the soliton spectrum result from Raman
interactions with the soliton. The location of the pump line for both
spectra is indicated by the dashed black line and has been suppressed
by filtering. The inset shows a magnified view near the central
region of the blue spectrum. The green (purple) envelope provides
the Lugiato Lefever simulation with (without) Raman terms. The
green spike is the location of the pump. (c) Measured minimum
pump power for soliton existence is plotted versus measured soliton
pulse width (red points) with comparison to Eq. (3.5) (dashed red
line). Measured efficiency is plotted versus measured soliton pulse
width (blue points) with comparison to Eq. (3.6) (dashed blue line).
Simulation using Lugiato-Lefever equation including Raman terms
improves agreement with data (small dashed red and blue lines). . . . 42
4.1 (a) Optical spectra measured for a dissipative Kerr cavity soliton at
two operating points. The pump power is suppressed using a fiber
grating filter. A sech2 fit is shown as the orange curves and pulse
widths inferred from the fitting are shown in the legend. The location
of the pump line is indicated as the black line. The centers of the
spectra are indicated by the green lines. (b) The measured Raman
self-frequency-shift plotted versus 1/τ4s for two devices. The red line
is a linear fit according to Eq. (4.17). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
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4.2 The measured efficiency versus soliton pulse width is plotted (blue
points) for two devices and compared with theory. Theory compar-
ison with Raman (solid blue lines) and without Raman (dash blue
lines) is presented. There are no free parameters in the compari-
son. The small deviations between the measurement and the theory
could result from the presence of weak avoided mode crossings in
the dispersion spectrum. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
5.1 Principle of Stokes soliton generation. The Stokes soliton (red) max-
imizes Raman gain by overlapping in time and space with the primary
soliton (blue). It is also trapped by the Kerr-induced effective optical
well created by the primary soliton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
5.2 Stokes soliton formation in a microresonator. (a) Simulated intracav-
ity comb power during a laser scan over the primary soliton pumping
resonance from the blue (left) to the red (right) of the resonance. The
detuning is normalized to the resonance linewidth. The initial step
corresponds to the primary soliton formation, and the subsequent
decrease in power corresponds to the onset of the Stokes soliton. The
Stokes soliton power is shown in red. (b) Zoomed-in view of the indi-
cated region from panel a. (c) Experimentally measured primary and
Stokes soliton power during a laser scan showing the features simu-
lated in panels a and b. (d) Simulation of the intracavity field in the
moving frame of the solitons plotted versus the pump laser detuning.
The detuning axis is scaled identically to Figure panel a. The Figure
shows the primary soliton step region (below threshold) as well as the
onset of the Stokes soliton (above threshold). (e) Temporal overlap of
the primary and Stokes solitons is numerically confirmed in the plot
of normalized power versus location angle within the resonator. The
overlap confirms trapping and co-propagation. (f) Intracavity optical
spectra of the primary and Stokes solitons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62
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5.3 Experimental setup and observation of Stokes soliton. (a) Experi-
mental setup. (b) Free spectral range (FSR) versus wavelength mea-
sured for four mode families in a 3mm disk resonator. The mode
families for the primary and Stokes soliton are shown in green and
red, respectively. The FSR at the spectral center of the primary soli-
ton is shown as a dashed horizontal line. Extrapolation of the Stokes
soliton data (red) to longerwavelengths gives the FSRmatchingwave-
length where the Stokes soliton forms. The background coloration
gives the approximate wavelength range of the Raman gain spectrum.
(c) Measured primary and Stokes soliton spectra. The Stokes soliton
spectral center closely matches the prediction in (c). Sech2 envelopes
are shown on each spectrum. The primary soliton spectrum features
a small Raman self-frequency shift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
5.4 Observation of Stokes solitons in multiple devices. (a) Dispersion
spectra (see Figure 5.3(c)) for the Stokes soliton forming mode fam-
ily measured in three devices (the upper spectrum is the device from
Figure 5.3). Other mode families have been omitted in the plots for
clarity. The horizontal dashed lines give the repetition frequency
of the primary soliton in each device. Extrapolation of the disper-
sion data attained by simulation is provided to graphically locate
the predicted Stokes soliton wavelength. (b) The measured primary
and Stokes soliton spectra corresponding to the devices in (a). The
spectral locations of the Stokes solitons agree well with the graphical
predictions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
5.5 Soliton pulse and frequency measurements. (a) Frequency-resolved-
optical-gating (FROG) traces of the primary and Stokes solitons. The
primary soliton is amplified to 500 mW by an EDFA before coupling
into the FROG setup, while the Stokes soliton is amplified to 10 mW
by two cascaded semiconductor optical amplifiers with gain centered
around 1620 nm. The period of the primary and Stokes solitons
are 46 ps, the cavity round trip time. (b) Electrical spectra of the
detected primary soliton pulse stream (blue) and the Stokes pulse
stream (red). (c) Beatnote between neighboring comb teeth of the
primary and Stokes solitons for a device like that in Figure 5.3. The
beatnote is much noisier than the repetition frequency in (b). . . . . . 67
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5.6 Stokes soliton spectra, power and threshold measurements. (a) Soli-
ton spectra are plotted below and above threshold. The upper in-
sets show the spatial mode families associated with the primary and
Stokes solitons. (b) Measurement of Stokes soliton power and pri-
mary soliton peak power versus total soliton power. The primary
soliton peak power (blue) versus total power experiences threshold
clamping at the onset of Stokes soliton oscillation. The theoretical
threshold peak power from Eq. (5.13) is also shown for comparison
as the horizontal blue dashed line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
6.1 Dispersive wave generation by spatial mode interaction. (a) Mea-
sured relative-mode-frequencies (blue points) of the soliton-forming
mode family and the interaction mode family. Mode number µ = 0
corresponds to the pump laser frequency of 193.45 THz (1549.7
nm). Hybrid mode frequencies calculated from Eq. (6.1) are shown
in green and the unperturbed mode families are shown in orange.
The dashed, horizontal black line determines phase matching for
ωr = D1A. (b) Measured soliton optical spectrum with dispersive
wave feature is shown. For comparison, a Sech2 fitting is provided
in red. The pump frequency (black) and soliton center frequency
(green) indicate a Raman-induced soliton self-frequency shift (also
see Figure 6.2(c)). A microwave beatnote of the photo-detected soli-
ton and dispersive wave is shown in the inset (frequency scale is offset
by 21.973 GHz; resolution bandwidth is 10 kHz). . . . . . . . . . . 71
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6.2 Dispersive wave phase matching condition and Raman-induced fre-
quency shift. (a) Soliton and interaction mode family dispersion
curves are shown (see Figure 6.1(a)) with phase matching dashed
lines (see Eq. (6.4)). The black line is the case where ωr = D1A and
the green line includes a Raman-induced change in ωr . The intersec-
tion of the soliton branch with these lines is the dispersive wave phase
matching point (arrows). (b) Soliton optical spectra corresponding
to small (red) and large (blue) cavity-laser detuning (δω). Sech2
fitting of the spectral envelope is shown as the orange curves. (c)
Left: soliton self-frequency-shift, Ω, versus 1/τ4s (τs is pulse width).
The theoretical line is calculated with Q = 166 million (measured)
and Raman shock time 2.7 fs. Right: dispersive wave spectra with
cavity-laser detuning (soliton power and bandwidth) increasing from
lower to upper trace. (d) Measured dispersive-wave peak frequencies
(red points) and soliton repetition rate (blue points) are plotted versus
soliton self-frequency shift. The dashed blue line is a plot of Eq.
(6.3). The dashed red line uses Eq. (6.4) to determine the dispersive
wave frequency (≈ µDWD1A+ω0) as described in the text. The offset
for the repetition rate vertical scale is D1A = 21.9733 GHz. . . . . . . 75
7.1 observation of single mode dispersive wave. (a) Measured relative
mode frequencies are shown as blue points. The green and yellow
dashed lines represent the fitted relative mode frequencies (∆ωµA
and ∆ωµB) of the unperturbed soliton-forming mode family A and
crossing mode family B, respectively. Relative mode frequencies for
upper and lower branch hybrid-modes are ∆ωµ+ and ∆ωµ−. The red
line illustrates the frequencies of a hypothetical soliton frequency
comb. A non-zero slope on this line arises from the repetition rate
change relative to the FSR at mode µ = 0. (b) Measured optical
spectra at soliton operating points I and II, corresponding to closely
matched cavity-pump detuning frequencies, δω. A strong single-
mode dispersive wave at µ = 72 is observed for operating point II
and causes a soliton recoil frequency shift. This frequency shift adds
to the shift resulting from the Raman-induced SSFS. . . . . . . . . . 79
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7.2 Soliton hysteretic behavior induced bymode interaction. (a-b)Dispersive-
wave power and soliton spectral center frequency shift versus cavity-
pump detuning. Inset in (a): Measured (blue dots) and theoretical
(red line) recoil frequency versus the dispersive wave power. . . . . . 81
7.3 Numerical simulation and analytical model of single-mode dispersive
wave generation and recoil. (a) Numerical (blue dots) and analytical
(red solid line) soliton total frequency shift versus cavity-pump de-
tuning. Points i, ii, iii, and iv correspond to specific soliton operating
points noted in other Figure panels. (b) Numerical (blue dots) and
analytical (red solid line) dispersive wave power (normalized to total
soliton power) versus cavity-pump detuning. Inset: recoil frequency
versus the dispersive wave power. (c) Comb spectra contributions
from the two mode families (blue: soliton forming mode family A;
red: crossing mode family B). (d) Time domain intracavity power.
TR is the cavity round trip time. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
7.4 Soliton repetition frequency and phase noise measurement. (a) Mea-
sured (blue dots) and theoretical (red) soliton repetition frequency
versus pump-cavity detuning. The offset frequency is 22.0167 GHz.
The distinct soliton operating points I, II and III refer to phase noise
measurements in panel b. Point III is near the quiet operation point.
(b) Phase noise spectra of detected soliton pulse stream at three oper-
ating points shown in panel a. The black line connecting the square
dots is the measurement floor of the phase noise analyzer. (c) Phase
noise of soliton repetition rates at 25 kHz offset frequency plotted
versus the cavity-pump detuning. The blue and red dots (lines) de-
note the experimental (theoretical) phase noise of the upper (blue)
and lower (red) branch operating points, respectively. . . . . . . . . . 91
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7.5 Experimental setup and details on detuning-noise measurement. (a)
The experimental setup includes both the soliton generation and char-
acterization setup and a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) system operated
open loop. The PDH is added to make possible the pump-cavity
detuning noise measurement. Components included in the set up are
an EOM: electro-optic modulator; EDFA: Erbium-doped fiber am-
plifier; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PC: polarization controller;
FBG: fiber Bragg grating; PD: photodetector; OSA: optical spectral
analyzer; PNA: phase noise analyzer; LO: local oscillator. The OSA
and and PNA are shown for completeness. They are used to measure
the soliton spectrum and repetition rate phase noise. They are not
involved in measuring the detuning frequency noise. (b) Measure-
ments that illustrate the pump-cavity detuning measurement. The
green trace is the measured power transmission when scanning the
pump laser frequency across a cavity resonance. The pump laser is
phase modulated, the transmitted signal is detected and the resulting
photocurrent is thenmixedwith the PDH local oscillator signal to gen-
erate the PDH error signal. Upon laser scan the PDH error signal (as
measured on the oscilloscope) is generated as shown in the red trace.
The pump laser is filtered using the fiber Bragg grating. The monitor-
ing point for the detuning frequency measurement is indicated by the
black dot. In order to convert scanning time into laser frequency, a
calibrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) records power trans-
mission (blue trace) on an oscilloscope. The free-spectral-range of
the MZI is 40 MHz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93
7.6 Existence study for the quiet point. Themaximum ratios of |∂ΩRecoil/∂δω|
to |∂ΩRaman/∂δω| at varying normalized modal coupling rate G and
normalized crossing-mode damping rate κB (dashed curve is unity
ratio). The quiet point exists when this ratio is greater than unity (red
region). Parameters correspond to a silica resonator. . . . . . . . . . 96
7.7 Contour plot of detuning range. Color plot of detuning range of
bistability versus spatial-mode coupling strength, G, and dissipation
rate of crossing mode, κB. All quantities are normalized to the
dissipation rate, κA, of the soliton-forming mode. . . . . . . . . . . . 96
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8.1 Microresonator-based dual-comb spectroscopy. Two soliton pulse
trains with slightly different repetition rates are generated by contin-
uous optical pumping of two microresonators. The pulse trains are
combined in a fiber bidirectional coupler to produce a signal output
path that passes through a test sample as well as a reference output
path. The output of each path is detected to generate an electrical
interferogram of the two soliton pulse trains. The interferogram is
Fourier transformed to produce comb-like electrical spectra having
spectral lines spaced by the repetition rate difference of the soliton
pulse trains. The absorption features of the test sample can be ex-
tracted from this spectrum by normalizing the signal spectrum by the
reference spectrum. Also shown is the image of two, silica wedge
disk resonators. The disks have a 3 mm diameter and are fabricated
on a silicon chip. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
8.2 Detailed experimental setup and soliton comb characterization. (A)
Continuous-wave (CW) fiber lasers are amplified by erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers (EDFA) and coupled into high-Q silica wedge mi-
croresonators via tapered fiber couplers. An acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) is used to control pump power to trigger soliton generation
in the microresonators. Polarization controllers (PC) are used to
optimize resonator coupling. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) removes
the transmitted pump power in the soliton microcomb. The pump
laser frequency is servo controlled to maintain a fixed detuning from
the microresonator resonance by holding the soliton average power
to a fixed setpoint. An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) monitors
the spectral output from the microresonators. The two soliton pulse
streams are combined in a bidirectional coupler and sent to a gas cell
(or a WaveShaper) and a reference path. The interferograms of the
combined soliton pulse streams are generated by photodetection (PD)
and recorded on an oscilloscope. The repetition rates of the soliton
pulse streams are also monitored by an electrical spectrum analyzer
(ESA). The temperature of one resonator is controlled by a thermo-
electric cooler (TEC) to tune the optical frequency difference of the
two solitons. (B)-(C) Optical spectra of the microresonator soliton
pulse streams. (D)-(E) Electrical spectra showing the repetition rates
of the soliton pulse streams. The rates are given in the legends. . . . . 101
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8.3 Measured electrical interferogram and spectra. (A) The detected in-
terferogram of the reference soliton pulse train. (B) Typical electrical
spectrumobtained byFourier transformof the temporal interferogram
in A. To obtain the displayed spectra, ten spectra each are recorded
over a time of 20 µs and averaged. (C) Resolved (multiple and in-
dividual) comb teeth of the spectrum in panel b are equidistantly
separated by 2.6 MHz, the difference in the soliton repetitation rate
of the two microresonators. The linewidth of each comb tooth is <
50 kHz and set by the mutual coherence of the pumping lasers. (D)-
(E) Fourier-transform (black) of the signal interferogram produced by
coupling the dual-soliton pulse trains through the WaveShaper (see
Fig. 8.2(A)) with programmed absorption functions (spectrally flat
and sine-wave). The obtained dual-comb absorption spectra (red) are
compared with the programmed functions (blue curves) from 1545
nm to 1565 nm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103
8.4 Measured molecular absorption spectra. (A) Absorption spectrum
of 2ν1 band of H13CN measured by direct power transmission using
a wavelength-calibrated scanning laser (see Methods section) and
comparison to the microresonator-based dual-comb spectrum. The
residual difference between the two spectra is shown in green. (B)
Overlay of the directly measured optical spectrum and the dual-comb
spectrum showing line-by-line matching. The vertical positions of
the two spectra are adjusted to compensate insertion loss. . . . . . . . 105
9.1 Observation of counter-propagating solitons. (a) Rendering showing
counter-propagating solitons within a high-Q wedge resonator. (b)
Experimental setup. A continuous-wave fiber laser is amplified by
an erbium-doped-fiber-amplifier (EDFA) and sent into two acousto-
optic modulators (AOMs). The outputs from the AOMs are counter-
coupled into the microresonator and generate counter-propagating
solitons. The optical power of solitons in one direction is used to
servo lock the pump laser to a certain frequency detuning relative to
the cavity mode. FBG: fiber-Bragg grating; PD: photodetector. (c)
Optical spectra of counter-propagating solitons. The location of the
pump line is indicated by a dashed line. Measured autocorrelation
traces are provided as insets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
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9.2 Counter-propagating solitons with independently tuned repetition
rates. (a) Electrical spectrum of photo-detected CW and CCW soli-
ton pulse streams with pump frequency difference ∆ν = 3.9 MHz.
Strong central peaks give the repetition rate of each soliton. The
weaker spectral lines occurring over a broader spectral range are
inter-soliton beat frequencies. Beat frequencies produced by the
pump line of one soliton beating with higher and lower frequency
comb teeth that neighbor the pump line of the other soliton are in-
dicated by arrows. These spectral lines are shifted by ∆ν = ±3.9
MHz relative to the two, strong repetition-rate lines. (b) Upper trace
is gray-banded region from (a). The pair of strong central peaks give
the CW and CCW soliton repetition rates. Lower trace is the same
electrical spectrum when the soliton repetition rates have locked to
the same frequency (pump frequencies differ by ∆ν = 77 kHz). (c)
Temporal interferogram of the baseband inter-soliton beat signal un-
der unlocked condition in (a). (d) Plot of the difference in CW and
CCW repetition rates versus difference in pump frequencies. The red
line is a fit using the model in the Methods section. The inset shows
that the two soliton repetition rates are locked over approximately
150 kHz pump difference frequency range. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
9.3 Mechanism of CP soliton synchronization. (a) Rate locking occurs
when the repetition rates of Ap and Bp are injection-locked by the
backscattering of Bb and Ab, respectively. The upper panel shows
four-wave-mixing sidebands (dashed blue lines) on the comb teeth
of the CCW soliton (solid blue lines). These are created by taper
backscattering of the CW pump. These sidebands are subsequently
backscattered within the resonator into the CW direction (middle
panel), where they (and their CW counter-parts) induce injection
locking of the CW and CCW solitons (lower panel). (b) Simulation
of CP soliton repetition rate locking. φAc and φBc are the peak
position of solitons in CW and CCW rotation frames, respectively.
See text for discussion of four panels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113
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9.4 Counter-propagating soliton phase locking at different repetition rates.
(a) Schematic view of the counter-propagating soliton comb teeth. ∆ν
and∆ f denote the pump frequency and repetition rate differences, re-
spectively, and µ is mode number relative to the pump mode (µ = 0).
(b) Illustration of inter-soliton radio-frequency (RF) beatnotes pro-
duced under locked and unlocked conditions. (c) Measured RF beat-
notes of unlocked CP solitons (∆ν = 1.5 MHz). (d) Measured RF
beatnotes of locked CP solitons (∆ν = 1.5 MHz, ∆ f = 25 kHz). (e)
Measured beat-note frequency spacing for locked and unlocked con-
ditions plotted versus beatnote number. (f) High-resolution, zoom-in
spectrum of RF beatnotes in (c). The corresponding beat note fre-
quency is provided in the legend (25kHz is the fundamental beat note
frequency). (g) Phase noise of the beatnotes at 1 Hz and 10 Hz off-
set frequencies in the phase noise spectrum plotted versus beatnote
frequency. The fitting lines have an f 2 dependence. . . . . . . . . . . 116
9.5 Zoom-in of RF spectra showing dual soliton beatnotes. The blue
trace denotes the CP solitons with integration time 50 ms. The red
trace represents the results from solitons generated in two distinct
microresonators with integration time 200 µs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118
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10.1 Spectrometer concept, experimental setup and static measurement.
(A) Counter propagating soliton frequency combs (red and blue) fea-
ture repetition rates that differ by ∆ fr , phase-locking at the comb
tooth with index µ = 0 and effective locking at µ = N thereby setting
up the Vernier spectrometer. Tunable laser and chemical absorption
lines (grey) can be measured with high precision. (B) Experimen-
tal setup. AOM: acousto-optic modulator; CIRC: circulator; PD:
photodetector. Small red circles are polarization controllers. Inset:
scanning electron microscope image of a silica resonator. (C) Optical
spectra of counter-propagating solitons. Pumps are filtered and de-
noted by dashed lines. (D) Typical measured spectrum of V1V2 used
to determine order n. For this spectrum: ∆ fn1 − ∆ fn2 = 2.8052 MHz
and ∆ fr = 52 kHz giving n = 54. (E) The spectrograph of the dual
soliton interferogram (pseudo color). Line spacing gives ∆ fr = 52
kHz. White squares correspond to the index n = 54 in panel C. (F)
Measured wavelength of an external cavity diode laser operated in
steady state. (G) Residual deviations between ECDL laser frequency
measurement as given by the MSS and a wavemeter. Error bars give
the systematic uncertainty as limited by the reference laser in panel B. 125
10.2 Laser tuning and spectroscopy measurements. (A) Measurement of
a rapidly tuning laser showing index n (upper), instantaneous fre-
quency (middle), and higher resolution plot of wavelength relative
to average linear rate (lower), all plotted versus time. (B) Measure-
ment of a broadband step-tuned laser as for laser in panel A. Lower
panel is a zoom-in to illustrate resolution of the measurement. (C)
Spectroscopy of H12C14N gas. A vibronic level of H12C14N gas at
5 Torr is resolved using the laser in panel A. (D) Energy level dia-
gram showing transitions between ground state and 2ν1 levels. The
measured (reference) transition wavenumbers are noted in red (blue). 127
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10.3 Measurement of a fiber mode-locked laser. (A) Pulse trains generated
from a fiber mode-locked laser (FMLL) are sent into an optical spec-
tral analyzer (OSA) and the MSS. (B) Optical spectrum of the FMLL
measured by the OSA. (C) Optical spectrum of the FMLL measured
using the MSS over a 60-GHz frequency range (indicated by dashed
line). (D) Measured (blue) and fitted (red) FMLL mode frequencies
versus index. The slope of the fitted line is set to 249.7MHz, themea-
sured FMLL repetition rate. (E) Residual MSS deviation between
measurement and fitted value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129
10.4 Multi-frequency measurements. (A) A section of V˜1,2. Pairs of
beatnotes coming from the same laser are highlighted and the derived
n value is marked next to each pair of beatnotes. (B) Zoom-in on the
highlighted region near 858MHz in (A). Two beatnotes are separated
by 1.0272 MHz. (C) Cross-correlation of V˜1 and V˜2 is calculated for
each n and the maximum can be found at n = 63. . . . . . . . . . . . 132
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11.1 Coherent sampling of dissipative Kerr soliton dynamics. (a) Concep-
tual schematic showing microresonator signal (red) combined with
the probe sampling pulse train (blue) using a bidirectional coupler.
The probe pulse train repetition rate is offset slightly from the mi-
croresonator signal. It temporally samples the signal upon photo
detection to produce an interferogram signal shown in the lower
panel. The measured interferogram shows several frame periods
during which two solitons appear with one of the solitons experienc-
ing decay. (b) Left panel is the optical spectrum and right panel is
the FROG trace of the probe EO comb (pulse repetition period is
shown as 46 ps). An intensity autocorrelation in the inset shows a
full-width-half-maximum pulse width of 800 fs. (c) Microresonator
pump power transmission when the pump laser frequency scans from
higher to lower frequency. Multiple ‘steps’ indicate the formation of
solitons. (d) Imaging of soliton formation corresponding to the scan
in panel (c). The x-axis is time and the y-axis is time in a frame that
rotates with the solitons (full scale is one round-trip time). The right
vertical axis is scaled in radians around the microresonator. Four
soliton trajectories are labeled and fold-back into the cavity coordi-
nate system. The color bar gives their signal intensity. (e) Soliton
intensity patterns measured at four moments in time are projected
onto the microresonator coordinate frame. The patterns correspond
to initial parametric oscillation in the modulation instability (MI)
regime, non-periodic behavior (MI regime), four soliton and single
soliton states. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137
11.2 Measurements of non-repetitive soliton events. (a) Two solitons
collide and annihilate. A wave splash appears in the collision. (b)
Two solitons survive a collision, but collide again and one soliton is
annihilated. (c) Two solitons collide and merge into a single soliton.
(d) A soliton hops in location when another soliton is annihilated.
The measurement frame rate is 50 MHz in all panels. Inset panels
show similar collision events from numerical simulation, including
the appearance of the wave splash (inset in panel (a)). . . . . . . . . 140
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11.3 Temporal and spectral measurements of breather solitons. (a) Motion
of a single soliton state showing peak power breathing along its tra-
jectory. Panel (c) presents the zoom-in view of the white rectangular
region. (b) Spectral dynamics corresponding to panel (a). The y-axis
is the relative longitudinal mode number corresponding to specific
spectral lines of the soliton. Mode zero is the pumpedmicroresonator
mode. The soliton spectral width breaths as the soliton peak power
modulates. The spectrum is widest when peak power is maximum.
(c) Zoom-in view of the white rectangular region in panel (a). (d)
Soliton amplitude and pulse width breathing corresponding to panel
(c). The frame rate is 50 MHz for all panels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141
11.4 Measurement of relative soliton positions and soliton decay. (a) Plot
of the relative positions of four solitons while the pumping laser
frequency is scanned (high to low). The reference soliton, used to
establish zero angular position, is indicated and all solitons have stable
relative positions after only several µs of motion. (b) The relative
positions of five solitons is measured versus time as the pump laser
frequency is scanned. The soliton relative positions stabilize and
then destabilize at 22 µs. The frame rates for panels (a) and (b) are
10 and 50 MHz, respectively. (c) Interferogram envelope showing a
single soliton experiencing decay. An exponential fitting is given as
the dashed black line. (d) The measured pulse width (blue) is plotted
versus time and its resolution limit (dashed blue line) is set by the EO
comb pulse width. The product of soliton amplitude and pulse width
is plotted in red. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
11.5 Simulation of microresonator soliton formation. (a) Simulated intra-
cavity power plotted versus time as the pumping laser is tuned across a
cavity resonance from higher to lower frequencies. The step features
correspond to the formation of solitons. (b) Simulation results corre-
sponding to panel (a) and showing the formation of multiple solitons.
In the simulation, the Raman effect and avoided mode crossing are
included. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 143
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11.6 Experimental setup. Schematic showing the three functional sec-
tions in the experiment. CW laser: continuous-wave laser; EDFA:
erbium-doped-fiber-amplifier; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; BPF:
bandpass filter; PC: polarization controller; PM: phase modulator;
IM: intensity modulator; PS: phase shifter; ATT: attenuator; Amp:
RF amplifier; DC: DC voltage source; WS: optical waveshaper; FBG:
fiber-Bragg-gating; PD: photodetector. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144
1C h a p t e r 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 A brief history of time standards
Recorded human history started with time measurement. The seasonal floods, the
migration of animals, and the moon phases, are all natural events that announce
the passage of time. Ancient Egyptians used sundials, whose shadows tracks the
movement of the sun, to measure the length of the day, later followed by water
clocks which rely on steady water flows. However, these “clocks” did not represent
a universal time standard, as the solar time varies by seasons and latitudes, and water
flows depend on different instruments. Until the Renaissance, Christiaan Huygens
fist introduced general physical quantities - at that time the gravitational acceleration
- into time measurement by connecting a pendulum to a mechanical clock. The error
of a pendulum clock, which was 1 minute per day at its invention, was reduced to
less than 1 seconds per day in later refinements.
The standardized measure of time, which no longer relied on celestial bodies, has
revolutionized astronomy, navigation, and geography. To unify such time standards
for scientific, political, and commercial purposes, the International Meridian Con-
ference held in 1884 agreed that global time should be synchronized to the best
pendulum clock in Greenwich Observatory via telegraphs. Other time standards
were later adopted for higher precision, e.g., the Shortt–Synchronome clocks which
deliver the pendulum cycles to the mechanical clocks using electrical pulses [1], and
quartz oscillators which serve as tuning forks to produce radio frequency signals
[2]. These clocks are capable of measuring a day with error below 1 ms, but their
stability is still subject to size and temperature, which requires further calibration.
The atomic clocks and cesium standard
The search for more precise, stable, and universal time standards continued [3]. The
idea of using atoms as natural standard of timewas conceived byLoadKelvin as early
as 1879, and the first atomic clockwas experimentally demonstrated byHarold Lyons
with ammonia gas cells [4], whose performance is comparable to quartz oscillators.
The foundation of modern atomic standards was established by Isidor Rabi, whose
study unveiled the dynamics of molecular beams in oscillatory magnetic fields [5].
Specifically, an oscillatory driving field causes cyclic transition in a two-level system
2known as the Rabi cycle. The number of atoms that are in excitation level reaches
its maximum when the frequency of the driving field matches the energy difference
between the two levels. Using such approach, microwave signals can be locked
to atomic transitions and harness their stability. Rabi’s student, Norman Ramsey,
improved this method by introducing successive oscillatory fields [6], which was
later found exceptionally useful. The first cesium clock was built in 1955, whose
error was below 1 second in 300 years, surpassing all existing means of time
measurement [7]. Therefore, in 1967, the SI unit of time was defined by hyperfine
structure of a cesium atom, which marked that cesium standard came of age.
The stability of an atomic clock can be described by the its fractional instability
defined as δν/ν, where δν and ν denote the linewidth and frequency of the transition
used, respectively. The random thermal motion of atoms would broaden its spectral
linewidth via Doppler shift, which can be suppressed using laser cooling technique
[8–10]. By shining laser beams whose frequencies are slightly lower than certain
atomic transitions, the chance of an atom absorbing photons that are propagating
oppositely is promoted, which in turn slows the atom. If this process is repeated
multiple times, an atomic ensemble can be cooled to a limit very close to absolute
zero, leading to significant narrowing of their spectral linewidths. Such Doppler-
cooling method paves the way to new concepts like atomic fountain clocks [11] and
optical lattices [12].
Optical frequency combs: counting light cycles
Another approach to reduce the instability is by increasing the frequency ν, i.e.,
counting more ticks within a second (a periodic signal ticks once every cycle). The
state-of-the-art microwave oscillators can work up to 100 GHz, which is an order
of magnitude higher than the frequency of a cesium clock, 9.2 GHz. For better
precision, microwave oscillators could be superseded by light, which counts time by
femtosecond. The development of ultrastable lasers locked to atoms and molecules
enables the possibility of time standards at optical frequencies.
However, counting optical cycles is never easy, since no electronics are functional
at optical frequencies. The optical signal has to be divided down to radio fre-
quency/microwave region for detection. To solve this issue and measure the speed
of light more accurately, Researchers in NIST constructed a frequency-synthesis
chain, where a series of lasers/oscillators are locked by heterodyne method so that
optical signals are linked via microwaves in a cascaded manner [13]. Regardless
3of its complexity, the frequency chain indeed conveyed the fundamental principles

























































Figure 1.1: Time and frequency domain representation of an optical frequency
comb. (a) A periodic pulse train with period T (repetition rate fr). The carrier
wave (red) and envelope (grey) are propagating at phase velocity and group velocity,
respectively, which causes an increasing carrier-envelope phase offset (∆φo) between
consecutive pulses. (b) The optical spectrum of an OFC. The comb teeth (red) are
separated by fr , while the offset frequency is related to the carrier-envelope phase
offset by fo = fr∆φo/2pi. The frequency of the comb tooth of order n can be
expressed as fn = fo + n fr . A common method to determine the offset frequency
is called frequency comb self referencing. Specifically, the low-frequency portion
of the OFC is frequency-doubled and mixed with its high-frequency portion, which
gives the offset frequency fo. (c) The optical spectrum of a fiber mode-locked laser.
The repetition rate is 250 MHz, and the comb teeth are not resolved by the optical
spectral analyzer. The inset shows a fiber mode-locked laser.
4The development of OFCs has been thoroughly covered in the Nobel lectures by
John Hall and Theodor Hansch [14, 15]. The first rudiments of OFCs date back
to ’60s, when mode-locked lasers were invented [16–19]. They produced periodic
pulse trains, which give equally spaced, comb-like fringes in spectral domain, as
shown in Figure 1.1. However, there still exists substantial discrepancy between
those early mode-locked lasers and modern OFCs. In order to turn a mode-locked
laser into an OFC, the parameters that define a comb, namely the offset frequency
fo and the repetition rate fr , need to be measured and controlled. The repetition
rate fr can be easily derived from the beatnotes between adjacent comb teeth, while
the determination of the offset frequency remained a challenge. Until late ’90s,
the development of photonic crystal fibers for supercontinuum generation [20] gave
rise to octave-spanning OFCs [21, 22], which allowed the detection of the offset
frequency via a method called self-referencing, as depicted in Figure 1.1(b).
Optical-rate signals derived from lasers and atomic transitions can now be accu-
rately measured by referencing them to specific comb teeth. Soon OFC-based
optical clocks were developed, showing unparalleled performance which, of course,
surpassed cesium standard [23–28]. To date, the best optical clock, which uses
Strontium atoms trapped in optical lattices, is able to reach 10−19 level in relative
accuracy, which is akin to a second versus the entire age of the universe (13.8 billion
years) [29].
Besides next generation time standard, OFCs also have a broad impact in science and
technology, including but not limited to, optical frequency synthesis [30–33], spec-
troscopy [34–37], ranging [38], astronomical calibration [39–41], and attosecond
physics [42]. It is noted that, for many applications, resolving the offset frequencies
is not mandatory, while the stability of repetition rates and the equidistance of comb
teeth is crucial. Therefore, in this thesis, we take the loose definition of optical
frequency combs: a series of phase-locked, coherent lasers featuring equally spaced
frequencies.
1.2 Microcombs and soliton mode-locking
The great success of optical frequency combs is primarily built on mode-locked
lasers [43]. The first mode-locking was achieved by acousto-optic modulating a
piece of fused quartz in a laser cavity [16]. If the modulation period matched
cavity round trip time, pulsed output was observed from the cavity. Later saturable
absorbers were introduced to Q-switch the laser cavity so as to generate mode-
5locked pulses [17, 18], and their implementation in continuously-driven laser cavities
was theoretically studied [44] and demonstrated [19]. More approaches such as
addictive pulse mode-locking and Kerr mode-locking were developed, which have
been reviewed in detail by Haus [45].
Nowadays, Ti-sapphire mode-locked lasers [46] and fiber mode-locked lasers [47]
have become the most conventional platforms for OFCs, since they are able to gener-
ate ultrashort pulses. Besides mode-locking, electro-optic modulating a continuous-
wave laser has provided an alternative route to produce a frequency comb [48–50].
These instruments are generally power-consuming, and require delicate laboratory
environment to operate. Integrating these systems on a photonic chip would revolu-
tionize instrumentation, and enable applications in more cluttered environment, e.g.,
space, a miniaturized form of the OFC is desired. Recent advance in microphoton-
ics has led to a miniaturized form of optical frequency combs, namely microcombs
[51, 52]. They are generated in monolithic optical microresonators with a dramatic
reduction in footprint and power consumption. Some of them are compatible with
integrated photonic systems, and could be massively produced using conventional
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) technology [52].
Optical microresonators
Optical microresonators are able to trap light at discrete resonant frequencies in a
tiny space [53]. Two figures of merit are often used to compare microresonators:
quality (Q) factor and effective mode volume. The quality factor is a dimensionless
parameter defined as the ratio between the resonant frequency, ωo, and the photon





Therefore, a higher Q means slower dissipation of intracavity photons, i.e., a longer
photon lifetime. The effective mode volume determines the field confinement of the
resonator, and a smaller effective mode volume would lead to a denser light field.
Microresonators can be classified according to their trapping mechanism. As shown
in Figure 1.2, a Fabry-Pe´rot-type microresonator traps photons using a pair of high-
reflectivity mirrors, while whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) microresonators and
microrings confine light via total internal reflection [53]. To date, over 10 billion
Q has been reported in a crystalline WGM microresonator [54], and Q factors
close to a billion have been realized on chip-based platforms [55]. In these high-
Q devices, the optical intensity can be dramatically enhanced by many orders of
6d
a b c
Figure 1.2: Multiple types of microresonators. (a) A Fabry-Pe´rot-type microres-
onator. (b) Awhispering-gallery-modemicroresonator. (c) A ring-shapedmicrores-
onator. (d) A silica whispering-galley-mode microresonator on a chip. The photo
is provided in courtesy of Lue Wu.
magnitude, which is sufficient to trigger many nonlinear process, e.g., thermo-optic
effect [56, 57], Raman lasing [58], harmonic generation [59], cavity-optomechanics
[60] and Brillouin scattering [55].
Microcombs
The process that gives rise to the formation of microcombs is four wave mixing
(FWM), which is associated with optical Kerr effect [61]. There are two types
of FWM, (i) the degenerate case where two photons of identical frequencies are
converted to two frequency-shifted photons, and (ii) the non-degenerate case where
all four photons feature different frequencies, as depicted in Figure 1.3(a)-(b).
FWM occurs in a series of longitudinal modes in the microresonator with proper
group velocity dispersion (usually anomalous dispersion). Pumped by a monochro-
matic laser, the first few optical sidebands were generated spontaneously via degen-
erate FWM process, which can be further cascaded via FWM process to create an
OFC, as shown in Figure 1.3(c) [51, 52, 62]. It is noted that the pump also serves
as a comb tooth. In a fully-developed microcomb where each longitudinal mode is
filled by a comb tooth, the repetition rate is defined by the free-spectral-range (FSR)
of the microresonator.
The microcomb can be mode-locked if the initial pair of sidebands are generated














































Figure 1.3: Principle of microcomb generation. (a)-(b) Level diagrams showing
degenerate and non-degenerate FWM process. (c) The optical spectrum of a micro-
comb, where the central arrow represents the pump. Process I (II) corresponds to the
degenerate (non-degenerate) FWM process. (d) Schematic representation of comb
teeth and resonant modes. When moving away from the pump, the increasing offset
between the comb tooth and the modes is induced by group velocity dispersion of
the resonator.
the cascaded FWM process [51, 52]. However, it requires a strong anomalous group
velocity dispersion, which limits the spectral bandwidth of the comb due to the
frequency walking-off between the modes and the comb tooth, as shown in Figure
1.3(d). Moreover, it is found that, if such requirement is not satisfied, noise would
build up during the formation of the comb, which results in non-equidistance of the
comb spacing [62]. Indication of mode-locking was observed [63–65], but for a
long time, reliably mode-locking a microcomb has remained a challenge.
Soliton microcombs
The recent development of soliton mode-locking technique has provided a route to
stably mode lock microcombs [66–68]. Once soliton mode-locking occurs, non-
dispersive wavepackets called dissipative Kerr solitons (DKSs) form and recirculate
8along the microresonators indefinitely. The phases of the comb teeth are synchro-
nized, distinct from the mode-unlocked case, as depicted in Figure 1.4(a)-(b). A
typical spectrum of a soliton microcomb is shown in Figure 1.4(c), which features
a smooth, reproducible spectral envelope in addition to equidistant comb teeth.
Soliton mode-locking was first demonstrated in a fiber-ring resonator upon pulsed
seeding [69], while in microresonators soliton pulses can form spontaneously on
continuous-wave background [70]. To date, soliton microcombs have been demon-
strated on awide range ofmaterial platforms, includingmagnesiumfluoride [66, 71],
silica [67, 72–75], silicon nitride [68, 76–78], silicon [79], lithium niobate [80] and
aluminum nitride [81]. Their performance has reached parity with their table-top
counterparts in both spectral bandwidth [82, 83] and coherence [71, 84]. The boost
of Q factors in integrated devices has dramatically reduced the power consumption





















Mode-unlocked microcomb Soliton microcomb
Figure 1.4: Soliton microcombs. (a)-(b) Schematic illustrations showing a mode-
unlocked comb and a soliton comb. The oscillations in the resonator represent
spectral components of the comb, while the exterior red lines indicate the intracavity
power. (c) A typical spectrum of a soliton microcomb. The repetition rate is 22
GHz. Inset: silica microresonators.
9Physics of soliton microcombs
The realization of particle-like optical solitons in microresonators has offered a rich
landscape of nonlinear phenomena, including:
Raman-effect-related phenomena Raman nonlinearity can induce a spectral red-
shifting of the solitonmicrocomb, known as the soliton-self-frequency-shift [87, 88].
Under certain circumstances, it can also serve as a gain medium for the regeneration
of parasite solitons called Stokes solitons [89].
Higher-order dispersion Local spectral enhancement called dispersive waves are
created on top of soliton microcombs by introducing higher-order dispersion, with
behavior similar to Cherenkov radiation [68, 82, 83].
Mode-interaction-induced dispersive waves Dispersive waves can also emerge via
the interaction between different transversemodes, which have shown to affect DKSs
in their formation and dynamics [84, 90–93].
Breather solitons The pulse width and spectrum of a soliton microcomb can expe-
rience periodic modulation in a recurring manner, usually with the presence of a
strong continuous background [93–96].
Multiple soliton dynamics More than one DKS can reside in a microresonator,
forming assemblies analogous to molecules [97] and crystals [98], or in a spatial
multiplexing manner [99, 100]. It is also possible to synchronize solitons that are
generated in separate microresonators [101].
Dark solitons In contrast to bright solitons, dark solitons appear in microresonators
featuring normal dispersion with local dispersion perturbation, which shows a high
pump-to-comb conversion efficiency [102].
Harmonic generation Second and third-order nonlinearity could extend the spectral
coverage of solitonmicrocombs via harmonic generation, which is potentially useful
for microcomb self-referencing [80].
Application of soliton microcombs
Besides novel physics, the development of solitonmicrocombs has also given a rapid
rise of a number of applications, with representative examples listed as follows:
Optical clocks Soliton microcombs could provide a coherent microwave-to-optical
link so as to harness the stability of atomic transition. A dual-reduction scheme
involving two soliton microcombs are currently used for power efficiency [103].
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Optical frequency synthesis Operated in a reverse way of optical clocks, an optical
frequency synthesizer generates optical signals from stable microwave sources,
which can be implemented on photonic chips using dual soliton microcombs [104].
Spectroscopy Dual-comb spectroscopy is a powerful tool for chemical sensing, and
soliton microcombs could offer a portable solution [105–108]. High-resolution
spectroscopy has also been realized using soliton microcombs with the assist of a
tunable laser [109].
LIDAR The interference between two DKSs can be used to discriminate submicron
change in distance, creating a chip-based LIDAR source [110, 111].
Astronomical calibrationThe relatively large FSR of solitonmicrocombsmake them
ideal for calibrating astronomical signals, especially in the search for exoplanets
[112, 113].
Coherent communications The coherent, equally spaced comb teeth of DKSs can be
utilized for massive data transmission via wavelength multiplexing, with data rate
up to 50 Tbit/s demonstrated [114, 115].
1.3 Thesis outline
In this thesis we focus on the nonlinear physics associated with soliton microcombs,
including its impact on spectroscopic applications. The thesis is organized as
follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background of soliton formation in microres-
onators. The physical origin of soliton microcombs and their dynamics is derived
analytically from Lugiato-Lefever equation, and methods of numerical simulation
are also included, which will be used throughout the thesis.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental realization of soliton microcombs in high-
Q silica microresonators near 1550 nm and 1064 nm [67, 88, 116]. Details of
dispersion engineering will be discussed. The properties of soliton microcombs are
characterized and compared with theoretical predictions.
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 discuss the effect of Raman nonlinearity on soliton
microcombs, which gives rise to two novel phenomena, soliton self-frequency shift
[88] and Stokes solitons [89].
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 study the impact of modal interaction on soliton mi-
crocombs, which can induce dispersive waves and thereby affect soliton dynamics
[84, 90].
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Chapter 8 presents a spectroscopic application based on dual soliton microcombs
[105]. Their interference can be used to trace optical absorption of chemicals using
electronics.
Chapter 9 andChapter 10 describe a dual soliton system propagating in clockwise
and counterclockwise directions within a single microresonator [99]. They are
shown to feature excellent relative coherence so as to be applied for acquisition of
laser frequency across a broadband [109].
Chapter 11 utilizes a tunable electro-optic frequency comb to monitor soliton
dynamics in real time, where various transient phenomena are observed [117].
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C h a p t e r 2
THEORY OF DISSIPATIVE KERR SOLITONS
Dispersion distorts most wavepackets while propagating in a medium. As an ex-
ception, solitons or solitary waves sustain their waveform by balancing dispersion
with nonlinearity. First observed as water waves by Scottish physicist John Russell
in 1834, solitons have been discovered in many forms such as assembles of photons
[118, 119] and cold atoms [120, 121]. Once considered as potential candidates in
modern telecommunications [122], solitons in optical systems are the most well-
known as they are relatively easy to generate and manipulate. For most optical
solitons, the compensation of group velocity dispersion is provided by Kerr non-
linearity, which locally alters the refractive index to induce an effective potential
well. Such confinement could occur either in parallel or orthogonal direction to
wave propagation, depending on which optical solitons can be classified as being
either temporal or spatial [119]. In this thesis we will focus on temporal solitons
that are bullet-like light pulses, which the term “soliton” will mostly refer to.
Although first restricted to integrable systems, the concept of soliton was challenged
when localized structureswere also observed in open, non-conservative systems such
as mode-locked lasers [123, 124]. Besides balancing dispersion and nonlinearity,
these “solitons” also exchange energy with environment to reach a balance and are
thereby able to survive indefinitely. The name “dissipative solitons” was gradually
adopted to identify such class of wavepackets since dissipation occurs in almost all
physical systems [125].
Recently dissipative solitons have been proposed and demonstrated in continuously
and periodically driven Kerr resonators [66–69, 72, 126]. In particular, they provide
a route to achieve mode locking in monolithic microresonators and hence give
rise to highly coherent frequency combs in integrated platforms. The terminology
“dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS)” was invented to specify such type of solitons
whereas in these passive resonators Kerr nonlinearity provides parametric gain in
addition to balancing dispersion [70]. In this chapter, theoretical background of
dissipative Kerr solitons will be introduced, primarily based on Lugiato-Lefever
equation (LLE) which is adopted to describe pulse propagation in resonators [127].
The dynamical formation of solitons and their steady-state property will be also
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studied, which reveals the conversion efficiency and existing range of solitons.
2.1 Pulse propagation and optical solitons
In this section, we will introduce the pulse propagation equation and its key param-
eters. The mathematical description of optical solitons will also be reviewed. The
derivation is adapted from Ref. [128].
Dispersion and effective mode area




]E˜(r, ω) = 0, (2.1)
where c is the speed of light, ω is the frequency and n(ω) is the wavelength-
dependent refractive index of the medium. Consider an optical mode propagating
in z direction, the electrical field E˜ can be written in the form
E˜(r, ω) = xˆ[F(x, y)eiβz + c.c.]. (2.2)




− β(ω)2]F(x, y) = 0, (2.3)
With certain boundary condition, the eigenvalue of propagation constant β can be
solved, which can be written in Taylor series around ωo as





(ω − ωo)nβn, (2.4)
where βo = β(ωo), β1 is the inverse of the group velocity, and β2 denotes the group
velocity dispersion (GVD). Positive β2 corresponds to normal dispersion while
negative β2 indicates anomalous dispersion. Now consider a pulse formed in this
modewith carrier frequencyωo. The slowly varying envelope approximation applies
in the case that the pulse width is much longer than an optical cycle. Therefore, the
x-polarized electrical field of the pulse, E, can be expressed as
E(r, t) = 1
2
xˆ[F(x, y)E′(z, t)ei(βoz−iωot) + c.c.]. (2.5)










the optical power can now be simply calculated as |E |2. Here o is the vacuum
permittivity, while no = n(ωo) is the refractive index at ωo.
The Kerr effect would induce a local change of the refractive index [128]:





where χ(3)xxxx is the nonlinear susceptibility. The average change of refractive index
over the modal field distribution is given by
∆n¯ =
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, (2.10)











the spectral component of the pulse E˜(r, ω) can be written in the form
E˜(r, ω) = xˆ[F(x, y)E˜(z, ω)eiβoz + c.c.]. (2.13)
Taking Kerr nonlinearity into account, the wavelength-dependent refractive index n˜
is defined as
n˜(ω) = n(ω) + ∆n¯. (2.14)
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− β˜(ω)2]F(x, y) = 0, (2.15)
[2iβo ∂
∂z
+ (β˜(ω)2 − β2o)]E˜(z, ω) = 0. (2.16)
The value of β˜ can be deduced from Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.3), yielding



























(ω − ωo)nβn + ωc ∆n¯]E˜,
(2.18)
where approximations n(ω) ≈ no and β(ω) ≈ n(ω)ω/c are used.
















E + iγ(ωo)|E |2E, (2.19)
where α denotes the propagation loss. The nonlinear parameter γ takes the form
γ(ωo) = ωon2cAeff . (2.20)
It is customary to study a pulse in the frame of reference moving at its group velocity.
Applying the coordinate transformation,














E + iγ(ωo)|E |2E, (2.22)
which is known as the pulse-propagation equation. It is noted that corrections from
high-order nonlinear effects, such as Raman effect and self-steepening effect [128],
are currently not included and will be discussed later in this thesis.
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Optical solitons









+ iγ |E |2E, (2.23)
which is identical to the nonlinear Schr Üodinger equation. Bright solitons exists
when β2 and γ have opposite signs. Since most materials are self-focusing (n2 > 0),
the formation of bright solitons usually requires anomalous dispersion (β2 < 0). If
β2 and γ have the same sign, another class of solutions called dark solitons would
emerge [128]. Inverse scattering method can be employed to solve such solutions
[129]. We will not go though the detailed derivation here, but instead show the













k = − β2
2T2s
. (2.26)
It is noted that the solution features a sech envelope, a characteristic feature of optical
solitons. The amplitude of the optical (B) is dependent on its pulse width (Ts).
2.2 Lugiato-Levefer equation
If the phase of light changes by an integer multiple of 2pi during a round trip in
an optical resonator, the light is resonantly enhanced, forming a set of resonances
at discrete frequencies. The propagation of pulses in resonators should be subject
to such resonant condition, i.e., taking the phase change in each round trip into
account. The equation we use is Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE), which was desig-
nated to model dynamics of continuously driven resonator filled with Kerr medium
[127]. Although first used for spatial pattern formation, it can be adapted to study
temporal dynamics with proper transformation of coordinates. To date, LLE has
been widely accepted as the master equation of microcombs, and will be extensively
used throughout the thesis. In this section, we will present the derivation of LLE
from the pulse propagation equation.
Continuously-driven microresonator
Without loss of generality, we consider a circular whispering-gallery-mode mi-
croresonator, which has a set of longitudinalmodes sorted by their azimuthal number
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Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of a continuously-driven microresonator. (a)
Coordinates of lab frame. (b) Coordinates of rotational frame.
m. The electrical field of a mode of mode number m is expressed as
E˜m(Θ, t) = xˆE˜meimΘ−iωmt, (2.27)
where ωm is the resonant frequency. Θ is the angular coordinate in lab frame as
shown in Figure 2.1(a). The modal distribution is set unity for simplicity. E˜m is
normalized so that |E˜m |2 represents the energy stored in this mode (|E˜m |2/~ωm is
the photon number). If the resonator is continuously driven by an external pump









where Pin is the input power in the waveguide. κ is the total loss rate of the resonator,
which is a summation of the intrinsic loss κo and the coupling loss κe.
Resonator dispersion and rotation frame
Next we will add more frequency components into Equation (2.28). The intracavity
field can be written as
E(Θ, t) = xˆ
∑
m






Here mo is the azimuthal number of the mode that is closest to the pump laser
in frequency, while ωo denotes its resonant frequency. We further introduce the
relative mode index µ which is defined by µ ≡ m − mo, so now we have Eµ ≡ E˜m.
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The resonant frequencies noted by {ωµ} can be expanded in a Taylor series around
µ = 0 as






D1 is the free-spectral-range (FSR) of the microresonator at ωo, while D2 is related
















































The system is better studied in rotation frame, whose coordinates (φ, t) are trans-
formed from those in the lab frame (Θ, t) by φ ≡ Θ−D1t, as shown in Figure 2.1(b).















The term that describes the Kerr effect can be obtained by comparing Eq. (2.34)
with Eq. (2.22). Since the effective circulating power in the resonator is
Pc = |E(φ, t)|2D1/2pi, (2.35)
we have the scaling relation E(T, z) ≈ E(φ, t)√D1/2pi. Also as the coordinates are
related by z = ct/no, the nonlinear parameter γ′ associated with E(φ, t) becomes




















To eliminate temporal dependence of the pump term, we introduce the slowly-
varying envelope of the photon density, |A(φ, t)|2, which is defined as
A(φ, t) = E(φ, t)√
~ωo
ei(ωp−ωo)t . (2.38)


















where δω = ωo − ωp represents the frequency difference between the resonance
and pump laser (laser-cavity detuning). η = κext/κ represents the ratio between the






LLE is also equivalent to a set of coupled-mode equations [131]. A dimensionless
form of Eq. (2.39) is often used for simplicity, which is written as [66]
∂ψ(θ, τ)
∂τ




+ i |ψ |2ψ + f . (2.41)
Here we only consider dispersion up to second order. The normalized intracavity
field ψ =
√
2g/κA. Other normalized parameters are defined as: τ = κt/2; θ =
φ
√




The formation of Kerr combs starts with the generation of sidebands from a ho-
mogeneous background [51, 52, 61]. This process, namely modulational instability
(MI), relies on the parametric amplification of quantum fluctuations or noisy seeds.
In this section the condition of modulational instability is derived from the Lugiato-
Lefever equation, which gives the threshold of parametric oscillation [61, 127] and
the location of primary combs.
Parametric oscillation threshold
The homogeneous steady-state solution ψo to Eq. (2.41) is given by
(1 + iζ − i |ψo |2)ψo = f . (2.42)
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+ i(2|ψo |2δψ + ψ2oδψ∗). (2.43)
Here δψ∗ is the conjugate of δψ. Take the Ansatz
δψ(θ, τ) = eλτ cos(nθ
√
2D2/κ)δψ, (2.44)
where n is a positive integer due to the periodic boundary condition. Therefore,
equation (2.43) yields
(λ + 1 + in2D2/κ + iζ − 2i |ψo |2)δψ = iψ2oδψ∗. (2.45)
Defining n2D2/κ ≡ an, the eigenvalue equation of λ is given by
(λ + 1)2 = |ψo |4 − (an + ζ − 2|ψo |2)2. (2.46)
Positive solution of λ at at least one choice of n should lead to exponential growth
of δψ and the solution ψo becomes unstable. Under such circumstances the RHS of
Eq. (2.46) should be greater than 1, and we have
a2n − (4|ψo |2 − 2ζ)an + (3|ψo |2 − ζ)(|ψo |2 − ζ) + 1 < 0, (2.47)
which gives the interval of an as
2|ψo |2 − ζ −
√
|ψo |4 − 1 < an < 2|ψo |2 − ζ +
√
|ψo |4 − 1. (2.48)
This equation sets the limits of ψo as
|ψo |2 ≥ 1 (2.49)
and
2|ψo |2 − ζ +
√
|ψo |4 − 1 > 0. (2.50)
Equation (2.50) is valid upon negative value of ζ . Since the maximum |ψo |2 is set
by Eq. (2.42) as
|ψo |2 = f
2
1 + (ζ − |ψo |2)2 ≤ f
2, (2.51)
the condition for f to satisfy Eq. (2.49) is given by
f 2 ≥ 1, (2.52)
which corresponds to the threshold power of modulational instability (parametric












When the input power exceeds such parametric oscillation threshold, intracavity
noise will be amplified, which gives rise to sidebands. The location of the first
sidebands that are called primary combs, can be inferred from Eq. (2.44), where the
integer n corresponds to the mode number of the primary combs. To solve n near
thresholding condition, we set f = 1 such that
|ψo |2 = 1, ζ = 1, (2.54)
which can be substituted into Eq. (2.48) to obtain
an = 1. (2.55)







which is exactly the result derived from coupled mode equations [62].
2.4 Lagrangian formalism and moment analysis
The modulational instability strongly breaks the homogeneity of intracavity field,
providing seed to the formation of various inhomogenous waveforms. Among
them, dissipative Kerr solitons are steady, self-localized wavepackets insensitive to
perturbations [66, 132, 133]. In this section, the mathematical description of DKSs
and their stability will be discussed using two methods: Lagrangian formalism and
moment analysis. Similar approaches have been described in Ref. [133, 134].
Lagrangian formalism
The LLE can be considered as a nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS) perturbed
by external driving and damping. To solve the LLE analytically, we construct the








+ |ψ |2ψ − ζψ︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
Ls
+ iψ − i f︸  ︷︷  ︸
Lp
= 0. (2.57)
The Lagrangian density of the NLS is

































+ |ψ |2ψ − ζψ.
(2.59)
Similarly, the Lagrangian density of the perturbation is determined by
δLp
δψ∗
= iψ − i f = −R. (2.60)
According to the principle of least action, at stationary condition the Lagrangian of
the entire system L =
∫
Ldθ should satisfy
δL = Ls −
∫
(Rδψ∗ + R∗δψ)dθ = 0, (2.61)
where Ls =
∫
Lsdθ. Concerning a set of time dependent coordinates {ri} of ψ, the


























Since the analytic solution to the NLS is
√
2ζsech(√2ζθ), we use the ansatz that
ψ = ψs(θo) = Beiϕsech[C(θ − θo)]. Assuming that the soliton pulse width is much
shorter compared with cavity round trip time, the bounds of the integral can be










































































If the system is operating around minimal pump condition, we have ϕ ≈ pi/2 so that
sin ϕ ≈ 0. Therefore, solutions to Eq. (2.65) and Eq. (2.66) are
B = C =
√
2ζ . (2.70)
For better approximation, in addition to the soliton, a weak continuous wave (c.w.)













is a homogeneous solution to Eq. (2.41) [66, 134]. When there are more than 1
soliton pulse circulating along the resonator, a more generic solution yields




where θi denotes the pulse center of the ith soliton.
It should be noted that when pump greatly exceeds the minimal power requirement,
the contribution of sin ϕ cannot be neglected. Higher order correction to the an-
alytical solution should be taken into consideration [135]. Further increasing the
pump power will give rise to instability which appears as periodically oscillating
wavepackets known as breather solitons [94–96].
Moment analysis
A convenient way to determine the coefficients in the ansatz is the moment analysis.
To begin with, we choose the ansatz




2ζ so as to satisfy the NLS part of Eq. (2.41). Two quantities are




|ψ |2dθ = 2B, (2.75)







dθ = −2Esol +
∫
f (ψ∗ + ψ)dθ. (2.76)
At steady state, the soliton energy should be invariant (∂Esol/∂τ = 0), which sets
the phase of soliton as Eq. (2.68).
The momentum of the soliton is related to the spectral envelope center of the soliton,
which will be studied in Chapter 4. The moment analysis will be extensively used
throughout the thesis, especially for studying soliton dynamics.
Measurable quantities of soliton microcombs
By converting the results back to dimensional forms, we obtain a set of physical
quantities of the soliton microcomb, which can be measured experimentally. The

































These theoretical predictions will be verified experimentally in Chapter 3.
2.5 Numerical method: split-step Fourier transform
In this section the method used for numerical simulation of LLE will be presented.
Similar to the modeling of pulse propagation in waveguides, the split-step Fourier
transformmethod [128] is employed to compute the temporal evolution of intracavity
field.
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Split-step Fourier transform method
The split-step Fourier transform divides Eq. (2.39) into three parts and computes
their contribution in sequence. Considering a small time step δt, the contribution
of Kerr nonlinearity will be first calculated from
∂A
∂t
= ig |A|2A, (2.81)
which gives
A1 = eig |A|
2δtA. (2.82)













By Fourier transforming the above equation with respect to φ, we obtain
∂ A˜(µ)
∂t









−iµφAdφwith integer mode number µ, given the periodic bound-
ary condition. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to compute such Fourier






Including the pump term, the final expression yields









Proper seeding is required to initiate modulational instability. Usually an average
occupation of half a photon in each mode is chosen to mimic quantum noise. The
simulation can be performed on a personal computer, which usually takes minutes
to hours depending on the number of optical modes and time steps involved. Proper
choice of mode number (2N with integer N) could greatly reduce the consumption
of computational power. To give an example, we simulate a case that a laser is
scanning across a cavity resonance from the blue side to the red side, as shown in
Figure 2.2. The build up of intracavity power is interrupted by the formation of
periodic Turing pattern when the intracavity power exceeds parametric oscillation
threshold. Increasing detuning will give rise to irregular fluctuations in intracavity
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Figure 2.2: Numerical simulation ofLLE. (a) Total intracavity power versus detuning
while the pump is tuned across a resonance with increasing detuning. Parameters
used in simulation: f = 50; D2/κ = 0.01. 512 modes are involved. (b) Intracavity
intensity versus polar angle at different detunings as marked in (a). I: Turing pattern;
II: modulational instability comb; III: solitons.
power, which corresponds to modulational instability combs as shown in Figure
2.2(b). Upon further tuning of the laser frequency, such noise diminishes and a
clean “step” appears instead, showing 5 pulses in the resonator. This is the regime
where solitons form, with detuning range predicted by Eq. (2.69).
2.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter we have reviewed the theoretical background of dissipative Kerr
solitons. The master equation of microcomb, Lugiato-Lefever equation, has been
derived from the pulse-propagation equation. The closed-form solution of DKS
has been obtained using Lagrangian formalism and moment analysis. Numerical
simulation based on split-step Fourier transform has shown good agreement with
theoretical predictions.
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C h a p t e r 3
SOLITON MICROCOMBS IN HIGH-Q SILICA
MICRORESONATORS
1The keys to soliton microcombs are high-Q microresonators, which are dielectric
structures that traps light in a tiny space for a long time [53]. Owing to their
ultralow material absorbance, silica microresonators possess the record high Q
factors among all chip-based devices [55, 73, 136], leading to a low threshold
for comb generation, as indicated in Eq. (2.53). Besides, silica also features
a spectrally-broad transparency window so that optical Q factors can be high at
short wavelengths. In this chapter, generation of soliton frequency combs in silica
microresonators will be presented. The geometries of resonators are designed
to fulfill requirements of dispersion for soliton generation. An active capturing
technique is employed to stabilize solitons at 1550 nm and 1064 nm. These soliton
pulses feature femtosecond temporal width, and are repeating at microwave rates.
As a validation of the Lugiato-Lefever equation, the soliton properties are also
measured and compared with theoretical predictions.
3.1 Silica wedge resonators
The primary platform we use for soliton generation is a silica wedge microresonator
[55]. An integrated version of these microresonators are reported in Ref. [73]. The
silica layer is thermally grown on a float-zone silicon wafer with thickness up to 8
µm. The patterns are first defined through photolithography, and then are transferred
to the silica layer using Buffered Hydrofluoric Acid (BHF) etching. To suspend and
air clad the silica layer where themode is confined, the silicon substrate is dry-etched
using XeF2 as etchant. Finally, the resonator is annealed to expel residual hydrogen
from the silica layer for further Q improvement.
The diameter of the resonators can vary from tens of microns to a few centimeters
depending on the choice of projection or contact photolithography [55, 137]. Shown
in Figure 3.1(b) is the cross section of a resonator which has a wedge angle at its
exterior [55, 138]. The mode is primarily confined near the wedge, as shown in
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Soliton frequency comb at microwave rates in
a high-Q silica microresonator”,Optica 2,1078 (2015), “Active capture and stabilization of temporal
solitons in microresonators”, Opt. Lett. 41,2037 (2016) and “Towards visible soliton microcomb





























Figure 3.1: Silica wedge resonator. (a) Top view of a silica wedge resonator taken
by scanning electron microscope (SEM). The scale bar is 1 mm. Image is from Lue
Wu. (b) SEM image showing cross section of a wedge resonator. The scale bar
is 5 µm. Image is from Dr. Seung Hoon Lee. (c) Finite element method (FEM)
simulation of TM1 mode profile. (d) Typical transmission spectrum while tuning a
laser across a high-Q mode in a wedge resonator with 3 mm in diameter and 8 µm
in thickness. The Lorentzian fitting (red) reveals intrinsic Q factor over 300 million.
Figure 3.1(c), which can be efficiently coupled using a tapered fiber [55, 130, 139].
To measure its Q factor, we record the transmission while the frequency of a laser
is tuned across a mode. The relative frequency of the laser is calibrated using a
fiber-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). The total linewidth of the mode,
κ, can be extracted by fitting the Lorentzian-shape transmission spectrum. The
intrinsic loss κint is related to the total loss by κint = (1 − η)κ, where the loading
coefficient η = (1 − √T)/2 (η = (1 + √T)/2) according to transmission T at under
(over) coupling condition [130, 139]. Typical Q factors for a 3-mm-diameter wedge
resonator can exceed 300 million, as shown in Figure 3.1(d). Q factors can approach
1 billion in resonators with larger diameters [55].
3.2 Dispersion engineering of silica resonators
Dispersion control
The mode family that is phase locked to form the soliton pulse train must feature
anomalous dispersion [61, 70], which is straightforward in silica wedge resonators
when operated in the 1.5 micron band [140], but can be challenging at shorter
wavelengths since most materials feature large normal dispersion that dramatically
increases into the visible and ultraviolet bands. Dispersion engineering by proper
design of the resonator geometry [138, 141–148] offers a possible way to offset the
normal dispersion. Typically, by compressing a resonator’s waveguide dimension,
geometric dispersion will ultimately compensate a large normal material dispersion
component to produce overall anomalous dispersion. For example, in silica, strong
confinement in bubble resonators [148] and straight waveguides [149] has been
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used to push the anomalous dispersion transition wavelength from the near-IR
into the visible band. Phase matching to ultraviolet dispersive waves has also
been demonstrated using this technique [149]. However, to compensate the rising
material dispersion this compression must increase as operational wavelength is
decreased, and as a side effect highly-confined waveguides tend to suffer increased
optical losses. This happens because mode overlap with the dielectric waveguide
interface is greaterwith reducedwaveguide cross section. Consequently, the residual
fabrication-induced roughness of that interface degrades the resonator Q factor and
increases pumping power (i.e., comb threshold power varies inverse quadratically




























Figure 3.2: Dispersion engineering via resonator thickness control. (a) A rendering
of a silica resonatorwith the calculatedmode profile of theTM1mode superimposed.
(b) Cross-sectional SEM images of the fabricated resonatorswith different thickness.
White scale bar is 5 µm. (c) Simulated regions of normal and anomalous dispersion
are shown versus silica resonator thickness (t) and pump wavelength. The zero
dispersion wavelength (λZDW ) for the TM1 mode appears as a blue curve. Plot is
made for a 3.2-mm-diameter silica resonator. Three different device types, I, II, and
III, which correspond to top, mid, and bottom panels in (b), are indicated for soliton
generation at 1550 nm, 1064 nm, and 778 nm. The simulation is performed by Dr.
Seung Hoon Lee.
Minimizing material dispersion provides one way to ease the impact of these con-
straints. In this sense, silica offers an excellent material for short wavelength oper-
ation, because it has the lowest dispersion among all on-chip integrable materials.
For example, at 778 nm, silica has a group velocity dispersion (GVD) equal to 38
ps2/km, which is over 5X smaller than the GVD of silicon nitride at this wavelength
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(> 200 ps2/km) [150]. Other integrable materials that are also transparent in the
visible, such as diamond [151] and aluminum nitride [152], have dispersion that is
similar to or higher than silicon nitride.
The silica wedge resonator used in this thesis is shown schematically in Figure
3.2(a). A fundamental mode profile is overlaid in the cross-sectional rendering. The
thickness of the resonator can be precisely controlled via oxidation time, as shown in
Figure 3.2(b), which can lead to net anomalous dispersion at the design wavelengths.
Figure 3.2(c) illustrates the dispersion design space by showing regions of anomalous
and normal dispersion for the TM1 mode family versus resonator thickness t and
pumping wavelength. The plot shows that as the pump wavelength decreases the
resonator needs to be thinner to access the anomalous dispersion regime. With this
in mind, we have selected three different device types for soliton frequency comb
operation at three different pump wavelengths. These are indicated in Figure 3.2(c)
as I, II and III with colored dots. At a pump wavelength of 1550 nm, the anomalous
dispersion window is wide because bulk silica possesses anomalous dispersion at
wavelengths above 1270 nm. For this device (Type I), an 8-µm thickness was used.
Devices of type II and III have thicknesses near 3.5 µm and 1.5 µm for operation
with pump wavelengths of 1064 nm and 778 nm, respectively.
Reducing avoided-mode-crossings


















































Relative mode number m 
Figure 3.3: Measured frequency dispersion (blue points) belonging to the soliton-
forming mode families are plotted versus relative mode number, µ. To construct this
plot, mode frequency relative to a µ = 0 mode (mode to be pumped) is measured
using a calibrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (fiber optic based). To second
order in the mode number, the mode frequency is given by the Taylor expansion
ωµ = ω0 + µD1 + 12 µ
2D2 and the dashed red curves are parabolic fittings with fitted
parameters on the top of each panel. In the plot, the mode frequencies are offset
by the linear term in the Taylor expansion to make clear the second-order group
dispersion. The measured modes span wavelengths from 1520 nm to 1580 nm and
µ = 0 corresponds to a wavelength close to 1550 nm.
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Another requirement for soliton generation is minimizing the interference with other
transversemodes, which can severely alter dispersion locally and thereby prohibit the
soliton formation [153]. It is achieved by screeningwedge disks to find combinations
of diameter, thickness, and wedge angle that produce avoided-crossing-free spectral
regions. In addition, it is observed that high-Q-factor mode families are generally
more immune to avoided-crossing distortion. To characterize both mode family
dispersion and avoided mode crossing behavior, mode frequencies are measured
using a tunable laser that was calibrated with a fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer
[67] or a frequency comb [154, 155]. Measurements on typical mode families
used to produce solitons are presented in Figure 3.3. Parabolic fitting to the data
featuring an anomalous dispersion of 17 kHz/FSR and 14 kHz/FSR is provided for
comparison to the data. Several avoided mode crossings are apparent in the spectra.
3.3 Active capturing and stabilization of soliton microcombs
Observation of soliton “steps”
The formation of soliton microcombs relies on continued pump tuning to the red
side of the cavity resonance, where abrupt, “step-like” features in the intracavity
power and an accompanying cavity tuning transient emerge (see Figure 3.4) [66].
Curiously, while the red-detuned regime is normally unstable, once formed, solitons
actually reverse the thermal stability condition of the two thermal regimes. This
happens because the average circulating soliton power increases with further red-
detuning of the pump laser (i.e., opposite to the normal continuous-wave circulating
power detuning dependence), inferred from Eq. (2.77). This unusual detuning
dependence of soliton power thereby enables red-detuned operation provided that
the soliton state persists long enough so as to permit decay of the initial non-soliton
(destabilizing) transient.
Protocol of active capturing technique
Two passive methods have been demonstrated to overcome thermal destabilization
during soliton formation. In MgF2 resonators, where the thermal effect is relatively
weak, the red-detuned soliton regime can be achieved by pump laser sweep rate
control [66]. In cases where there is a stronger thermal effect, the two-step “power
kicking” protocol was developed in silicon nitride resonators [68] and has also
been applied in silica resonators [67]. However, these passive approaches are
challenging to implement, requiring a customized pump power time dependence.




























Scan time (ms) 0 100Scan time (ms)
Figure 3.4: Pump power transmission versus tuning across a resonance used to
generate the solitons. The data show the formation of steps as the pump tunes red
relative to the resonance. Both blue-detuned and red-detuned operation of the pump
relative to the resonance are inferred from generation of an error signal using a
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SolitonsFWM comb
Figure 3.5: (a) Simulated intracavity power in which the pump laser scans over the
resonance from the blue side to the red side. The steps on the red-detuned side
indicate soliton formation. (b) Schematic of experimental setup. (c) Four phases of
feedback-controlled soliton excitation: (I) pump laser scans into cavity resonance
from blue-detuned side; (II) laser scan stops and pump power is reduced (∼ 10
µs) to trigger solitons, and then increased (∼ 100 µs) to extend soliton existence
range; (III) servo-control is engaged to actively lock the soliton power by feedback
control of laser frequency; (IV) lock sustains and solitons are fully stabilized. The
cavity-pump detuning (vertical axis) is relative to the hot cavity resonant frequency.
soliton power and pulse width still vary as a result of long term drift of the cavity and
pump laser frequencies. Ultimately, these drifts result in loss of the soliton statewhen
the cavity-pump detuning drifts outside of the so-called soliton existence detuning
range [66, 67, 132, 133]. Concerning generation of specific numbers of solitons,
injection of “addressing” pulses has been used in fiber soliton lasers to trigger specific
numbers of solitons [69], and laser backward tuning has been recently reported in
microresonators [135]. However, neither technique achieves stabilization. Also, a
separate mode locked laser is required to generate the “addressing” pulses.
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The capture and stabilization method described here is simple to implement, relying
on servo-control of the pump laser frequency by measuring the soliton average
power. The key parameter in understanding this servo control method is the relative
cavity-pump detuning, which for fixed cavity loading determines soliton power and
pulse width. The one-to-one relationship between detuning and several soliton
properties was recently noted to provide a way to provide long-term locking of the






where c is light speed, Aeff is the effective mode area, n2(no) is the nonlinear index
(refractive index), Q is the total quality factor, η = Q/Qexternal is the coupling
coefficient, β2 is the group velocity dispersion and δω = ωo−ωp is the cavity-pump
frequency detuning (ωo is temperature dependent). It is important to note that the
typical frequency detuning values for soliton generation are in the range of 10s of
cavity linewidths. As a result, it is not clear how conventional locking methods can
be applied in these circumstances. On the other hand, leveraging the one-to-one
dependence of soliton power on detuning given by Eq. (3.1) avoids the complexities
associated with actual measurement of the detuning frequency itself.
The experimental setup in Figure 3.5(b) shows the resonator (a high-Q silica res-
onator described in references [55, 67]) pumped with a continuous-wave fiber laser
amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier. The high-Q resonators are 3 mm in
diameter and produce solitons at a repetition frequency of approximately 22 GHz.
The laser’s frequency is piezo controlled by a function generator and also the servo
box. An acoustic-optic modulator (AOM) is used to control the pump power coupled
into the resonator. At the resonator output port, the comb power is separated from
the pump power with a fiber Bragg grating filter and sent to a photodiode (PD). An
error signal is generated from the detected photocurrent after subtracting a set point
in the servo control box.
The function generator produces signals to create a time sequence for all instruments.
The time sequence is composed of four phases illustrated in Figure 3.5(c). The first
two are similar to the "power kicking" technique [68] with the exception that the
precise shape of the pump power waveform is less important than when power
kicking is applied alone. In phase I, the laser is first scanned into resonance from the
blue side, causing FWM comb formation [52]. In phase II, the laser stops scanning
and the pump power is decreased over a fewmicroseconds by controlling the acousto-
optic modulator. This reduces the intracavity power so that the cavity resonance blue
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shifts due to the Kerr and thermal effects. At some point, the laser wavelength will
reside on the red side of the cavity resonance where soliton formation is possible.
The laser power is then ramped to a higher level. Ramp times ranging from ∼ 20
µs to ∼ 500 µs were used. Ramping the power extends the existence detuning range
of the solitons given by δωmax = pi2Pin/16Pth [66, 67, 133] where Pin and Pth are
the pump power and parametric oscillation threshold [67]. If the waveform used to
control the pump ramp is carefully designed, then the soliton can be stabilized during
this phase for extended periods. More typically, however, the soliton will be lost on
account of the residual thermal transients and the associated cavity frequency drift,
(i.e., cavity-pump detuning frequency drifts beyond the soliton existence range).
To overcome these transients, the servo control is activated in phase III using the
function generator. The servo controls the laser frequency to maintain a setpoint
for average soliton power. Significantly, the cavity-pump detuning is also locked
because it determines the soliton power (see Eq. 3.1). This frequency locking
compensates the short term thermal transients that normally complicate soliton
formation, as well as the long term thermal drift of the cavity and the pump laser.
The net effect is that the soliton can be reliably captured and sustained indefinitely
as illustrated in phase IV. For successful capture of soliton state the soliton free
running time in phase II should be longer than the turn-on time of feedback loop. In
the present case it is limited by the speed of laser controller and is around 100 µs.
Demonstration of active capturing and stabilization technique
The demonstration of active capture and locking of a single soliton is presented in
Figure 3.6. The comb power is shown in red and a Mach–Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) signal in blue is used to track the pump laser frequency (the free spectral
range of the interferometer is 40 MHz). The MZI is a similar design to that used
in ref. [55] and incorporates two, fiber bidirectional couplers with about a 5 meter
path length imbalance. The MZI signal gives an indication of tuning of the pump
relative to the interferometer (which is stable over the time period of the scan).
Soliton excitation without active capture is shown in Figure 3.6 (a). Here, the power
kicking is employed and the soliton persists for about 20 ms before destabilizing.
The MZI signal shows that the pump laser is thermally drifting during this period.
In Figure 3.6(b), the feedback loop is switched on around 2 ms after the power
kicking. A zoomed-in view is provided in Figure 3.6(c). During phase II, it is
interesting to observe the transition from the FWM comb to the soliton step which
is accompanied by an abrupt decrease in comb power at ∼ 3.2 ms (red trace). Also,
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Figure 3.6: Demonstration of capture and locking of a soliton state. (a) Soliton
excitation with "power kicking" but no active locking is shown. The soliton state
destabilizes around 22ms due to thermal transients. Soliton power is shown in red
and a Mach Zehnder (MZI) reference is in blue. (b) Soliton excitation with active
locking is shown with conditions similar to panel (a). (c) Zoom-in view of panel
(b). The four phases are indicated using the same background color scheme as in
Figure 3.5.
in the early part of phase II at ∼ 3.5 ms, a further decrease in comb power indicates
thermal drift from a two-soliton to a single soliton state. During phase III there is a
jump in the MZI signal upon engaging the servo control (∼ 5.2 ms) and stable comb
power indicates the feedback loop is activated. Long-term stability upon locking
is confirmed by measuring soliton power. In Figure 3.7 the soliton is shown to be
stabilized for nearly 20 hours until the pump laser is turned off.
3.4 Soliton microcombs at 1550 nm
Using the active capturing technique, both single and multiple soliton states were
stably excited in different resonators. In this section, soliton microcombs at 1550
nm band will be characterized.
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Figure 3.7: Continuous soliton measurement over 19 hours. Soliton power are
plotted versus time in hours. The soliton power experiences a slow drift to lower
values which is attributed to a slow variation in either the power set point of the
electronic control or in the detected power (perhaps due to temperature drift).
Spectral and temporal characterization of soliton microcombs
Figure 3.8(c) shows the spectrum measured for a single-soliton state. The sech2
function is also overlaid onto the spectrum to verify the characteristic single-soliton
spectral shape. From this fitting the soliton pulse width τs is inferred to be 130 fs
where the pulse shape is sech2(t/τs). (Note: this definition of pulse width is 0.57 ×
the FWHMwidth of the soliton pulse). The presence of small spurs in the spectrum
of Figure 3.8(c) correlate with the appearance of avoided crossings in the mode
dispersion spectrum in Figure 3.8(b).
Direct confirmation of single-soliton generation is provided by Frequency-Resolved
Optical Gating (FROG) and autocorrelation traces (see Figure 3.8(d)). In these
measurements, the pump laser was suppressed by fiber Bragg filters and dispersion
compensation of -1.5 ps/nm was applied using a programmable optical filter before
the comb was amplified by an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). A pulse width
of 250 fs with a pulse period of 46 ps is inferred from this data. The measured pulse
width is larger than that fitted from the optical spectrum (130 fs) due to the limited
wavelength bandwidth of the optical pre-amplifier used in this measurement. The
FROG data was also used to reconstruct the phase of the spectrum and showed a


































































































Soliton mode Mode 1 Mode 2
Figure 3.8: Experiment setup, soliton mode-family dispersion, optical spectrum
and autocorrelation. (a) Experimental setup. EDFA: erbium-doped-fiber-amplifier;
AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PD: photodetector; ESA: electrical spectral ana-
lyzer; OSA: optical spectral analyzer; FROG: frequency resolved optical gatings.
(b) Measured mode family dispersion (blue points) belonging to the soliton-forming
mode family is plotted versus relative mode number, µ. The presence of non-
soliton forming mode families can be seen through the appearance of avoided mode
crossings (spur-like features) that perturb the parabolic shape. Simulations of the
non soliton mode families believed to be responsible for these spurs are provided
(see mode 1 and mode 2 dashed curves). In addition, the normalized transverse
intensity profiles for the soliton and non-soliton spatial modes are provided at the
top of the panel (red indicates higher mode intensity). The simulation used the
Sellmeier equation for the refractive index of silica. Oxide thickness, wedge angle,
and radius were fine-adjusted to produce the indicated fits. (c) Optical spectrum of
single soliton state is shown with a sech2 envelope (red dashed line) superimposed
for comparison. The pump laser is suppressed by 20 dB with an optical Bragg filter.
(d) FROG (upper) and autocorrelation trace (lower) of the soliton state in c. The
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Figure 3.9: Detected phase noise and electrical spectra for three devices with cor-
responding mode dispersion and soliton data. Phase noise spectral density function
plotted versus offset frequency from the detected soliton repetition frequency of
three different devices. A Rohde Schwarz phase noise analyzer was used in the
measurement. Inset shows the electrical spectrum of the soliton repetition fre-
quency (21.92 GHz) for one device. The other devices had similar spectra with
repetition frequencies of 22.01 and 21.92 GHz. The phase noise of the fiber pump
laser is shown in green and was generated by mixing 2 nominally identical pump
lasers to create a 2.7 GHz electrical beatnote. Several features in the pump laser
phase noise are reproduced in the soliton phase noise (see features near and above
20 kHz). The black line connecting square dots is the measurement floor of the
phase noise analyzer.
Microwave-rate repetition rate
An important feature of the soliton states generated in this work is their detectable
and stable repetition rate. Figure 3.9 contains phase noise spectra of the detected
soliton fundamental repetition frequency measured using single solitons generated
with three different resonators. The upper right inset to Figure 3.9 is a typical,
radio frequency spectrum of the fundamental repetition frequency. The repetition
frequency can be seen to be 21.92 GHz (resolution bandwidth is 10 kHz) and has
an excellent stability that is comparable to a good K-band microwave oscillator. For
example, one of the devices measured has a phase noise level of -100 dBc/Hz at 10
kHz offset (referenced to a 10 GHz carrier frequency). We believe that some of the
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variations observable in these spectra are not fundamental, but instead are related to
pump laser noise. For example, the step feature in the spectrum near 20kHz offset
frequency also appears in the frequency noise of the pump laser (see green curve in
Figure 3.9).
3.5 Soliton microcombs at 1064 nm
Dispersion simulations for TM modes near 1064 nm are presented in Figure 3.10(a)
and show that TM modes with anomalous dispersion occur in silica resonators
having oxide thicknesses less than 3.7 µm. Aside from the thickness control,
a secondary method of manipulating dispersion is by changing the wedge angle
(see Figure 3.10(a). Here, wedge angles between 30 and 40 degrees were chosen
in order to maximize the Q factors[55]. The measured frequency spectrum of
the TM1 mode family in a 3.4 µm thick resonator is plotted in Figure 3.10(b).
The plot gives the frequency as relative frequency (i.e., ωµ − ωo − µD1) to make
clear the second-order dispersion contribution. Also shown is a fitted parabola
(red curve) revealing D2/2pi = 3.3 kHz (positive parabolic curvature indicates
anomalous dispersion). Some avoidedmode crossings are observed in the spectrum.
The dispersion measured in resonators of different thicknesses, marked as solid dots
in Figure 3.10(a), is in good agreement with numerical simulations.
The experimental setup for generation of 1064 nm pumped solitons is shown in
Figure 3.10(c), which is slight different from the approach using acousto-optic
modulators. The microresonator is pumped by a CW laser amplified by a YDFA.
The pump light and comb power are coupled to and from the resonator by a tapered
fiber [130, 139]. Solitons are generated while scanning the laser from higher
frequencies to lower frequencies across the pump mode [66–68]. The pump light is
modulated by an electro-optic phase modulator to overcome the thermal transient
during soliton generation [67, 68, 156]. A servo control referenced to the soliton
power is employed to capture and stabilize the solitons [156]. Shown in Figure
3.10(d) are the optical spectra of solitons pumped at 1064 nm. These solitons are
generated using themode familywhose dispersion is characterized in Figure 3.10(b).
Due to the relatively low dispersion (small D2), these solitons have a short temporal
pulse width. Using the hyperbolic-secant-squared fitting method (see orange and
green curves in Figure 3.10(d) a soliton pulse width of 52 fs is estimated for the red
spectrum. By increasing the soliton power (blue spectrum) the soliton can be further
compressed to 44 fs, which corresponds to a duty cycle of 0.09% at the 20 GHz
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Figure 3.10: Microresonator dispersion engineering and soliton generation at 1064
nm. (a) Simulated dispersion (GVD) of TM mode families versus resonator thick-
ness. The angle of the wedge ranges from 30◦ to 40◦ in the colored regions.
Measured data points are indicated and agree well with the simulation. (b) Mea-
sured relative mode frequencies (blue points) plotted versus relative mode number
of a soliton-forming TM1 mode family in a 3.4 µm thick resonator. The red curve
is a parabolic fit yielding D2/2pi=3.3 kHz. (c) Experimental setup for soliton gener-
ation. A continuous-wave (CW) fiber laser is modulated by an electro-optic phase
modulator (PM) before coupling to a ytterbium-doped-fiber-amplifier (YDFA). The
pump light is then coupled to the resonator using a tapered fiber. Part of the comb
power is used to servo-lock the pump laser frequency. FBG: fiber Bragg grating.
PD: photodetector. PC: polarization controller. (d) Optical spectra of solitons at
1064 nm generated from the mode family shown in b. The two soliton spectra cor-
respond to different power levels with the blue spectrum being a higher power and
wider bandwidth soliton. The dashed vertical line shows the location of the pump
frequency. The solid curves are sech2 fittings. Inset: typical detected electrical
beatnote showing soliton repetition rate. RBW: resolution bandwidth.
the photodetected soliton pulse stream. Besides confirming the repetition frequency,
the spectrum is very stable with excellent signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than
70 dB at 1 kHz RBW.
3.6 Measurement of soliton properties
Measurement of soliton properties is enabled by stabilization of the detuning of
the pump relative to the cavity. For example, soliton pulse width is given by the







where β2 = −noD2/cD21 is the group velocity dispersion and is negative for anoma-
lous dispersion. To test theoretical predictions, several soliton properties were
measured. Comb power and the maximum power per comb tooth were measured at
a series of detuning values, δω/2pi, estimated to range from 12.8 MHz (τ=187 fs)
to 29.6 MHz (τ=123 fs) or approximately 13 to 30 cavity linewidths. At each point
the soliton spectrum was also recorded, which enables calculation of the soliton
pulse width τ. The results of these measurements are compiled in Figure 3.11(a).
Also, Figure 3.11(b) shows the soliton spectrum measured at the detuning limits
presented in Figure 3.11(a). The dashed lines in Figure 3.11(a) give the predicted
comb power and maximum comb tooth power based on the following expressions














where Eq. (3.4) results by eliminating δω in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), and ∆ω denotes
the comb tooth frequency relative to the pump frequency. Note that the peak power
of the spectral envelope (i.e., maximum comb tooth power) is determined entirely
by the cavity properties. This feature is apparent in both the data in Figure 3.11(a)
and the spectra in Figure 3.11(b). As an aside, Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) are derived
under an assumption of large frequency detuning in units of cavity linewidth, which
is satisfied for the current measurements.
In units of cavity linewidth, the predicted maximum detuning for soliton existence is
given by δωmax ≡ pi2Pin/16Pth [66, 133, 157]. This power dependence explains why
increased pump power is effective in providing stable, non-locked soliton operation.
At higher pumping powers, the solitons can survive over a wider range of tuning
values as the pump laser frequency drifts relative to the cavity resonant frequency.
However, as noted above, it is preferable to prevent this relative drift. In addition to
the reasons mentioned in the previous section, locking of the detuning frequency,
δω, enables operation at a lower (and hence more efficient) pump power setting that
is close to the existence power limit for solitons of a desired pulse width.
To measure the minimum existence power, δω was held constant while pump power
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Figure 3.11: Control of soliton properties. (a) Measured soliton comb output
power is plotted versus measured soliton pulse width (red points) with comparison
to Eq. (3.1) (dashed red line). The measured power per central comb tooth is
plotted versus pulse width (blue points) with comparison to Eq. (3.4) (dashed blue
line). (b) The observed soliton spectra at the limits of the measurement in Figure
3.8(a) is shown (see arrows A and B in Figure 3.8(a)). Solid orange and green
curves are simulations using the Lugiato Lefever equation including Raman terms.
The indicated wavelength shifts between the pump and the center of the soliton
spectrum result from Raman interactions with the soliton. The location of the pump
line for both spectra is indicated by the dashed black line and has been suppressed
by filtering. The inset shows a magnified view near the central region of the blue
spectrum. The green (purple) envelope provides the Lugiato Lefever simulation
with (without) Raman terms. The green spike is the location of the pump. (c)
Measured minimum pump power for soliton existence is plotted versus measured
soliton pulse width (red points) with comparison to Eq. (3.5) (dashed red line).
Measured efficiency is plotted versus measured soliton pulse width (blue points)
with comparison to Eq. (3.6) (dashed blue line). Simulation using Lugiato-Lefever
equation including Raman terms improves agreement with data (small dashed red
and blue lines).
and the soliton spectrumwere recorded near the point of drop-out. δωwas then reset
to a new value and the measurement repeated. Figure 3.11(c) gives the minimum
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power measured this way plotted versus the pulse width (as before calculated from
the soliton spectrum). Recall the following expression for minimum pump power









This expression is plotted in Figure 3.11c (dashed red line). A deviation from the
predicted dependence is observed. Improved agreement with the data is provided
by a simulation (small dashed red line) using the Lugiato-Lefever equation (LLE)
augmented by Raman terms [88, 128, 158]. In this analysis, a Raman time constant
of 2.4 fs was extracted by fitting the data. This time constant closely agrees with
a value of 3 fs measured for silica optical fiber [159]. The contribution of the
Raman terms is both predicted and measured to be stronger for shorter pulses (or
equivalently larger δω). These observations are also consistent withmodelingwhich
shows modifications to soliton efficiency as a result of the Raman process[158]. In
Chapter 4 the effects of Raman nonlinearity on solitonmicrocombswill be discussed
in detail.
It is interesting that the predicted soliton power and power per line do not require a
Raman correction (see Figure 3.11(a)). The Raman correction primarily influences
the temporal phase of the soliton pulse and not the amplitude [87]. It would therefore
be expected to alter the existence condition, which is associated with the phase of
the soliton field and not the power per line or overall comb power.
All of the soliton spectra observed in this work were shifted to the red relative
to the pump wavelength. Raman interaction with dissipative Kerr solitons has
recently been shown to cause such self-shifting of the spectrum [87, 88, 160, 161].
The effect has also been observed in silicon nitride resonators [87]. Like the
correction to the minimum power described above, this shift is stronger for shorter
pulses and larger detuning frequencies. Shifted soliton spectra can be produced by
several mechanisms besides Raman including soliton recoil caused by dispersive
wave generation [68]. There was no evidence of dispersive wave generation at
shorter wavelengths in this work. Consistent with other reports [87, 88] the Raman-
augmented LLE simulation explains the soliton spectral shift observed here (see
orange and green curves in Figure 3.11(b).
Control of the pump-resonator detuning frequency enables stable operation near an
optimal pumping efficiency limit. Defining efficiency [158] as the soliton power
divided by theminimumpump power for soliton existence gives the following simple
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expression:
Γ ≡ piη2D1τ. (3.6)
Comparison of this prediction with measurement is provided in Figure 3.11(c) (η =
0.29 in this measurement). A deviation between Eq. (3.6) and the data at small pulse
widths occurs on account of Raman effects and has been corrected in the Figure
(small dashed blue line) using the Raman augmented LLE result. A more detailed
study in the impact of Raman nonlinearity on soliton microcombs will be presented
in Chapter 4.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the generation of soliton microcombs in
high-Q silica microresonators. By designing the geometry of the microresonator,
anomalous dispersion with minimal avoided-mode-crossings has been achieved in
both 1550 nm and 1064 nm band. Soliton microcombs are triggered by scanning
a continuous-wave laser across the resonance, and are stabilized using the active
capturing technique. The soliton microcombs span about 100 nm and feature fs-
level pulse width. A number of quantities of solitons have been measured, which
are in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
Cavity dispersion can be further controlled using a modification to the standard
wedge resonator process [138]. These same methods might be applied to control
dispersive wave generation within the resonator to achieve direct generation of a
broader comb. The ability to generate solitons on a chip at rates commensurate
with detectors and low-noise electronics is an essential step in the ultimate goal
of a fully-integrated comb system. Besides soliton generation, the silica wedge
resonator platform has been used to generate ultra-narrow linewidth laser sources
[162, 163], high-Q reference cavities [164] and for continuum generation [149].
These elements are required in both self-referenced combs as well their application
to clocks [103], high-stability microwave sources [71, 84], and optical synthesizers
[104]. The results presented here therefore add to this suite of technologically
compatible devices.
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C h a p t e r 4
RAMAN SELF-FREQUENCY SHIFT IN SOLITON
MICROCOMBS
1While the Kerr effect is essential to soliton formation, other nonlinearities can alter
soliton properties. For example, Raman effect refers to inelastic photon scattering
by the vibrational modes of molecules, whose interaction with solitons causes the
so-called self-frequency-shift (SFS). In optical fiber transmission, this effect causes
the soliton’s central frequency to experience increasing redshifting with propagation
distance [160]. Intuitively, this is understood as a continuous energy transfer from the
blue to red side of the soliton spectrum that is mediated by the Raman interaction
[161]. The effect is of practical importance in supercontinuum generation using
optical fibers [20]. It has also been used in difference frequency generation of
mid-IR frequency combs [165]. Recently, the Raman self-frequency-shift has been
numerically modeled [166] and observed to influence soliton microcombs [67, 87].
Here, rather than producing a continuously increasing red shift, the Raman effect
produces a constant frequency offset between the optical pump and the soliton
spectral maximum (i.e., a frequency locked Raman soliton [166]). Without the
Raman self-frequency-shift, the optical pump would be centered on the soliton
comb spectrum (at the spectral maximum). Instead, the soliton spectral maximum
is red-shifted away from the pump. The amount of shift increases with soliton
peak power and so far has been numerically calculated [67, 87, 166] by solving the
Lugiato Lefever equation [127].
In this chapter, we present an analysis of the self-frequency-shift for soliton mi-
crocombs using the perturbed Lagrangian formalism and develop an analytical
expression for the frequency shift in terms of soliton and cavity properties. In addi-
tion, an analytical expression for the soliton efficiency including the Raman effect
is found and compared with new measurements as well as those reported earlier
[67]. The Raman self frequency shift (SFS) and soliton efficiency expressions are
first compared with measurements to confirm the predicted behavior, and then the
derivation of these expressions is outlined.
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Theory and measurement of the soliton
self-frequency shift and efficiency in optical microresonators”, Opt. Lett. 41(15):3419-3422 (2016)
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4.1 Lugiato-Lefever equation augmented by Raman terms
Raman response function
Raman scattering is a third order nonlinear process, which excites the vibration of
nuclei. Since the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons, the Raman process
usually features a delayed response compared with the almost instantaneous Kerr
effect. To make a correction to Eq. (2.7), the change of refractive index induced by






R(t′)|E(r, t − t′)|2dt′. (4.1)
Here R(t) is the nonlinear response function, which can be written as
R(t) = (1 − fR)δ(t) + fRhR(t). (4.2)
The first term on the R.H.S. represents the instantaneous electronic contribution,
while the second term is the delayed Raman response. fR is the fractional contribu-
tion. R(t) is normalized such that
∫ ∞
0 R(t) = 1. A widely-used approximate form of
hR(t) in silica fibers is given by the following expression [167]:






where τ1 = 12.2 fs and τ2 = 32 fs are generally used. fR = 0.18 is derived from the
measured value of peak Raman-gain. A more accurate fit to the actual Raman-gain
spectrum in silica fibers is given in Ref. [168].
Raman-augmented pulse propagation equation
















R(T ′)|E(z,T −T ′)|2dT ′. (4.4)
If the pulse width greatly exceeds the Raman response time τ1 and τ2, i.e., the
Raman response function hR(t) decays very fast compared with the pulse duration,
the integration in Eq. (4.4) can be simplified as∫ ∞
0
R(T ′)|E(z,T − T ′)|2dT ′ ≈
∫ ∞
0
R(T ′)(|E(z,T)|2 − T ′ ∂
∂T
|E(z,T)|2)dT ′





T ′R(T ′)dT ′.
(4.5)



























which shows its proportionality to the slope of the gain spectrum at 0. h˜R is the
Fourier transform of hR with respect to t.
Raman-augmented Lugiato-Lefever equation
Consider the propagation of a wide pulse in a microresonator, the Raman contribu-


















Since A(φ, t) is the slowly varying envelope of a pulse propagating in the rotational
frame, it has a general form
|A(φ, t)|2 = f (φ − φc(t)), (4.11)
where φc(t) is the location of the pulse peak. Using Eq. (4.11), the terms on the
R.H.S. of Eq. (4.10) can be written as
∂ |A(φ, t)|2
∂t






= D1 f ′. (4.13)
The pulse is slowly moving in the rotational frame, resulting in | ∂φc∂t |  D1. There-









Now the Raman term can be embedded into the Lugiato-Lefever equation by scaling






















The equation above is the Lugiato-Lefever equation augmented by Raman terms.
It should be noted that the Raman shock time approximation only applies when
the pulse duration is much longer than the Raman response. If the pulse width is
comparable to the Raman response time, the full Raman term should be taken into
consideration. Using the approximation in Eq. (4.14), the generalised form of Eq.





























4.2 Theory of Raman self frequency shift
The key theoretical results of this work are the following expressions for the Raman
self-frequency-shift, Ω, the minimum input pump power required to generate a
















Γ = Γ0sech2(piΩτs/2), (4.19)
where τs is the soliton pulse width. Also, P0 and Γ0 are the soliton minimum
pumping power and soliton efficiency in the absence of the Raman SFS (i.e.,Ω = 0)














An approximate solution of the LLE in the absence of Raman effect has been given
in Chapter 2. Here, we extend this method by including the Raman term as a
perturbation.
Recall the Lagrangian density for the soliton:








∂A∂φ 2 + 12g |A|4 − δω|A|2. (4.22)












Eq. (4.15) is recovered by taking δL∫/δA∗ = R [169]. The form for the slowly






which is an exact solution for the casewith no perturbation (R = 0). This form is also
consistent with measurement and numerical modeling of the soliton microcombs in
the presence of Raman interactions [67, 87, 166]. For the proceeding analysis, the
soliton phase (ψ), position (φo), amplitude (B), pulse width (τs), and shift frequency
(Ω) are considered functions of t, the slow time variable. Finally, Eq. (4.24)
assumes δω  κ (i.e., large pump detuning). In this case the background field
associated with soliton microcombs is much weaker than the soliton peak power
and is not included in Eq. (4.24). However, it can be retrieved from Eq. (4.15) for
|(φ − φ0)/D1τs |  1 where the soliton pulse is no longer dominant [66, 134, 170].














where the coordinates ri in the Lagrangian are taken as the parameters B, Ω, φo






















Inserting Eq. (4.24) and Eq. (4.22) into Eq. (4.25) yields the equations of motion
for parameters B, φo, Ω, and ψ.
dB
dt






































where δω  κ has been assumed. Equation (4.30) corresponds to the change of
soliton repetition rate due to the self-frequency shift [133] and has recently been
observed [90]. It is also observed experimentally that the central soliton comb tooth
power is a constant (independent of the operating point) and in good agreement with
the Raman-free Lugiato-Lefever prediction [67]. By Fourier transform of a train of
periodic pulses (period= 2pi/D1) of the form in Eq. (4.24), the power per comb tooth
at the central maximum of the soliton spectrum is given by ~ω0D21ηκ/4 × B2τ2s .
Accordingly, to be consistent with experimental observations, the product Bτs is
assumed to be given by the Raman-free result, Bτs =
√
D2/gD21. More rigorously,
it is possible to show that this follows directly from variation of the Raman-perturbed
system (Eqs. (4.22) and (4.23)) with B and τs treated as independent variables. This
result is used to eliminate τs in the calculation below. Steady-state solution of Eq.
(4.29) gives Eq. (4.17) for the self frequency shift Ω (also using Bτs =
√
D2/gD21),
























Combining Eq. (4.17) and (4.31), the self-frequency shift and soliton pulse width


























It is important to remember that despite the form of these equations, detuning (δω)
is the parameter that is controlled in a measurement. Also, in Eq. (4.33), note that
in the limit of τR → 0, Ω→ 0 for finite δω.
The minimum input power for soliton existence given by Eq. (4.18) can be obtained






This expression follows from Eq. (4.24) and the relation between B and τs noted
above. Using Eq. (4.18) and Eq. (4.35), the soliton efficiency in Eq. (4.19) can be
obtained from Γ = Psol/Pmin.
4.3 Measurement of Raman self frequency shift
Soliton microcombs were generated in a 3 mm silica resonator (free spectral range
≈ 22 GHz). General information on the resonators and the techniques used to
measure the solitons are described in references [67, 156]. Soliton spectra measured
in a silica microresonator at two different operating points are shown in Figure
4.1(a). Soliton generation is confirmed by time domain intensity autocorrelation
and frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) [67]. Additional confirmation is
provided by fitting to the theoretically predicted hyperbolic-secant-squared spectrum
(see spectral envelopes in Figure 4.1(a)). The Raman SFS offset of the pump line
relative to the soliton spectral center is also indicated in the figure. It can be seen that
the broader soliton spectrum (narrower pulse width) features a larger Raman SFS.
Finally, soliton pulse width, power, and Raman SFS depend on a single operating
point parameter, the frequency detuning of the resonatormode being pumped relative
to the pump frequency, δω = ω0 − ωp (ωp is the pump frequency and ω0 is the
frequency of the resonator mode that is pumped). To set and hold this parameter
(and, in turn, other soliton properties), soliton power was used to servo control the
pump-laser frequency as described in Chapter 3 [67, 156].
To test the theory a series of soliton spectra of increasing spectral width were
obtained using the operating point locking method [156]. The Raman SFS, Ω, and
the pulse width, τs, were measured by least-squares-fitting of the soliton optical
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Figure 4.1: (a) Optical spectra measured for a dissipative Kerr cavity soliton at two
operating points. The pump power is suppressed using a fiber grating filter. A sech2
fit is shown as the orange curves and pulse widths inferred from the fitting are shown
in the legend. The location of the pump line is indicated as the black line. The
centers of the spectra are indicated by the green lines. (b) The measured Raman
self-frequency-shift plotted versus 1/τ4s for two devices. The red line is a linear fit
according to Eq. (4.17).
Pcsech2[piτs(ω − ωp − Ω)/2] (Pc is the maximum comb tooth power). Fig. 4.1(b)
plots the measured Ω versus 1/τ4s in two devices. For reference, device I is a device
characterized previously [67]. A linear fitting to the two sets of data is also provided
confirming the predicted theoretical dependence in Eq. (4.17). Furthermore, with
measured parameters (device I: Q = 142 million, D1/2pi = 22 GHz, D2/2pi = 17
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Figure 4.2: The measured efficiency versus soliton pulse width is plotted (blue
points) for two devices and compared with theory. Theory comparison with Raman
(solid blue lines) and without Raman (dash blue lines) is presented. There are no
free parameters in the comparison. The small deviations between the measurement
and the theory could result from the presence of weak avoided mode crossings in
the dispersion spectrum.
kHz; and device II: Q = 148 million, D1/2pi = 22 GHz, D2/2pi = 17 kHz), a value
of τR = 2.5 − 2.8 fs is inferred from the linear fitting, which is in a reasonable
agreement with the value of 2-4 fs reported in silica optical fibers [159]. The small
non-zero intercept of the linear fitting is in the range of 1 free-spectral-range (22
GHz) of the two resonators.
To measure the soliton efficiency, Γ, the operating point is fixed (i.e., laser-cavity
detuning δω is fixed) while the pump power is decreased until the soliton disappears.
Near the disappearance point, the soliton average power, Psol, and the minimum
pump power, Pmin, are recorded and used to obtain efficiency as Γ = Psol/Pmin. The
pulse width is obtained from the optical spectrum as before. Measured efficiency is
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plotted versus the pulse width in Fig. 4.2 for devices I and II. The prediction given
by Eq. (4.19) is shown as the solid line. The value of τR used in the plots is that
inferred from the fitting in Figure 4.1(b). Also, η=0.29, 0.37 is measured for devices
I and II. Device II has a higher efficiency as a result of a larger coupling coefficient.
The agreement between the theory and measurement in Figure 4.2(b) is very good,
especially considering that there are no free parameters. The dashed lines in the
plots give the uncorrected efficiency prediction of Eq. (4.21) (i.e., Γ0 vs. τs).
4.4 Conclusion
In summary, closed-form expressions for the self frequency shift and efficiency of
dissipative Kerr cavity solitons have been derived using the Lagrangian perturbation
approach. Even though the behavior of the Raman self-frequency-shift in microres-
onators differs in comparison to conventional soliton propagation in optical fiber
(i.e., frequency locking behavior in microresonators [166]), it is interesting to note
that both systems exhibit an inverse quadratic dependence on soliton pulse width
[161]. These results have been experimentally verified, which further reveals the
Raman shock time of silica. Finally, albeit the Raman self frequency shift will
increase the demand of pump power, such loss of efficiency can be compensated by
higher-order-dispersion-induced spectral recoil [171].
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C h a p t e r 5
STOKES SOLITONS
1Solitons result from a balance of wave dispersion with a non-linearity. In optics,
temporal solitons are readily formed in optical fiber waveguides [20, 118, 172, 173]
and laser resonators [45, 174] and have recently been observed in dielectric mi-
croresonators [66]. In each of these cases nonlinear compensation of group velocity
dispersion is provided by the Kerr effect (nonlinear refractive index). Besides the
Kerr nonlinearity, a secondary effect associated with soliton propagation is the so-
called soliton self-frequency shift caused by Raman interaction, which induces a
continuously increasing red-shift with propagation in a waveguide [20] or a fixed
shift of the soliton spectrum in cavities [87, 88]. More generally, the Raman in-
teraction can produce optical amplification and laser action of waves red-shifted
relative to a strong pumping wave or pulse [58, 175, 176]. In this chapter we show
a new Raman-related effect, soliton generation through time and space varying Ra-
man amplification created by the presence of a first temporal soliton. Because the
new soliton is spectrally red-shifted relative to the initial soliton we call it a Stokes
soliton. It is observed in a silica microresonator and obeys a threshold condition
resulting from an optimal balancing of Raman gain with cavity loss when the soliton
pulses overlap in space and time. Also, the repetition frequency of both the initial
and the Stokes soliton are locked by the Kerr nonlinearity.
5.1 Principle of Stokes solitons
Consider a system comprising two solitons propagating in a circular-shaped whis-
pering gallery microresonator. The first temporal soliton, a dissipative Kerr soliton
(DKS) [66–69, 125], is referred to as the primary soliton. Consistent with its for-
mation, the primary soliton creates a spatially varying refractive index via the Kerr
nonlinearity that serves as an effective potential well. It travels with the soliton and
counteracts optical dispersion. Moreover, on account of the Raman interaction, the
primary soliton creates local Raman amplification that also propagates with the pri-
mary soliton. These propagating index and gain profiles are depicted in Figure 5.1.
The primary soliton is composed ofmany longitudinalmodes belonging to one of the
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Stokes solitons in optical microcavities”, Nat.
Phys. 13(1):53-57 (2017).
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transverse mode families of the cavity. These phase-locked modes form a frequency
comb. ∆νP will denote the longitudinal mode separation or free spectral range for
longitudinal modes near the spectral center of the primary soliton. ∆νP also gives
the approximate round trip rate of the primary soliton around the cavity (TRT = ∆ν−1P
is the round trip time). Consider another transverse mode family besides the one
that forms the primary soliton. Suppose that some group of longitudinal modes in
this family satisfies two conditions: (1) they lie within the Raman gain spectrum
created by the primary soliton; (2) they feature a free spectral range (FSR) that is
close in value to that of the primary soliton (∆νP). Any noise in these longitudinal
modes will be amplified by Raman gain provided by the primary soliton. If the
round trip amplification of a resulting waveform created by a superposition of these
modes is sufficient to overcome round trip optical loss, then oscillation threshold is
possible. The threshold will be lowest (Raman gain maximal) if the modes of the
second family phase lock to form a pulse overlapping in both space and time with
the primary soliton. This overlap is possible since the round trip time of the primary
soliton and the new pulse are closely matched, i.e., condition (2) above is satisfied.
Also, the potential well created by the primary soliton can be shared with the new
optical pulse. This latter nonlinear coupling of the primary soliton with the new
Stokes soliton pulse results from Kerr-mediated cross-phase modulation and locks













Figure 5.1: Principle of Stokes soliton generation. The Stokes soliton (red) maxi-
mizes Raman gain by overlapping in time and space with the primary soliton (blue).
It is also trapped by the Kerr-induced effective optical well created by the primary
soliton.
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The generation of a fundamental soliton by another fundamental soliton in this way
is new and also represents a form of mode locking of a soliton laser. It differs
from mechanisms like soliton fission which also result in the creation of one or
more fundamental solitons [20]. Specifically, soliton fission involves a higher order
soliton breaking into multiple fundamental solitons; it is not a regenerative process.
Also, co-existing and switching dissipative solitons have been observed [177] and
modeled [177, 178] in an erbium-doped mode-locked fiber laser. However, in the
present case, the Stokes soliton relies upon the primary soliton for its existence by
leveraging spatial-temporal overlap for trapping and optical amplification. Raman
gain produced for the Stokes soliton by the primary soliton is also distinctly different
from the Raman self-frequency shift [160, 161], which is an effect of the Raman
interaction on the primary soliton [67, 87, 88] (not the Stokes soliton). Also, this
new Raman mechanism is responsible for oscillation of the Stokes soliton at a well
defined threshold. Raman self shift is, on the other hand, not a thresholding process.
Finally, concerning the trapping phenomena that accompanies the Stokes soliton
formation, the trapping of temporal solitons belonging to distinct polarization states
was proposed in the late 1980s [179] and was observed in optical fiber [180, 181]
and later in fiber lasers [182]. However, trapping of temporal solitons belonging
to distinct transverse mode families, as observed here, was proposed even earlier
[183, 184], but has only recently been observed in graded-index fiber waveguides
[185]. Trapping of solitons in microresonators has never been reported. Also, the
spatial-temporal formation of a soliton through the Raman process has never before
been described. The observation, measurement, and modeling of Stokes solitons is
now presented.
5.2 Theory of Stokes solitons
Coupled Lugiato-Lefever equations
To study the Stokes soliton generation process, we consider the interaction between
two solitons via cross phase modulation and the Raman process, which has been
studied in optical fibers using coupled pulse propagation equations [128, 176]. A
pair of coupled equations describing the intracavity slowly-varying field amplitudes
for the primary and Stokes soliton system can be adapted from the Lugiato-Lefever
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The slowly varying fields E j (subscript j = (p, s) for primary or Stokes soliton) are
normalized to optical energy. To second order, the frequency of mode number µ in
mode family j = (p, s) is given by the Taylor expansion ωµ j = ω0 j +D1 j µ+ 12D2 j µ2
where ω0 j is the frequency of mode µ = 0, while D1 j and D2 j are the FSR and the
second-order dispersion at µ = 0. Ω is the carrier frequency difference ω0p − ω0s.
Also, δ = D1s − D1p is the FSR difference between primary and Stokes solitons at
mode µ = 0. κ j is the cavity loss rate and ∆ω j is the detuning of mode zero of the
soliton spectrum relative to the cold cavity resonance. hR(t) is the Raman response
function [128]. For the primary soliton, which is a dissipative Kerr soliton (DKS),
the pump field is locked to one of the soliton spectral lines and this “pump" line is
taken as mode µ = 0. κextp is the external coupling coefficient and Pin is the pump








where the nonlinear mode area A j k is defined as[128]
A j k =
∬ ∞
−∞ |u j(x, y)|2dxdy
∬ ∞
−∞ |uk(x, y)|2dxdy∬ ∞
−∞ |u j(x, y)|2 |uk(x, y)|2dxdy
, (5.4)
where u j is the transverse distribution of the mode. fR = 0.18 is the Raman
contribution parameter in silica.
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As the pulse width of the solitons in our system is several hundred femtosecond,
which is much longer than the Raman response time (∼ 10 fs), the pulse fields
Ep and Es can be considered slowly varying variables when compared with hR(t).
Therefore, the integrals of Ep and Es in Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) associated with Raman


















where τ = φ′/D1p. The next highest order term in Eq. (5.6) is found to have
a negligible effect on simulation and is neglected here. Using these approximate
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+ i∆ωs)Es + R|Ep |2Es,
(5.8)
where R = fRGsIm[
∫
hR(τ)exp(iΩτ)dτ] = cD1pgR(ωs, ωp)/4npiAps and gR(ωs, ωp)
is the Raman gain in silica. The Raman shock time is defined by τR = fR
∫
τhR(τ)dτ
and is ∼ 2-3 fs in silica. For solitons with a few THz bandwidth, other effects
are negligible (e.g., higher order dispersion, the self-steepening effect and Raman
induced refractive index change [128]). If the soliton pulse width is well below 100
fs, i.e., it has a broadband spectrum, then the coupled equations with higher-order
Raman correction might be required.
Phase-sensitive, four-wave-mixing terms have also been omitted in Eq. (5.7) and
(5.8). In principle, these terms could introduce locking of the Stokes and primary
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soliton fields (in addition to their repetition rates). However, for this to occur the
underlying spatial mode families would need to feature mode frequencies that align
reasonably well (both in FSR and offset frequency) within the same band. In this
work, the mode frequencies were observed to not overlap using devices that featured
spectrally overlapping solitons.
Calculation of threshold
Although an exact solution of the coupled solitons cannot be obtained, the near
threshold behavior of the Stokes soliton can still be studied analytically. In this
limit, the primary soliton is unperturbated by the Stokes soliton since the Stokes
soliton is weak (i.e., near threshold). Its solution is therefore given by the Sech2 DKS
solution[66]. The Stokes soliton equation then uses this solution for the primary
soliton. By selecting the carrier frequency of the Stokes soliton such that δ = 0, the








+ i(2 − fR)Gs |Es |2 Es − ( κs2 + i∆ωs)Es + R|Ep |
2Es, (5.9)
where Ep = AsechBφ is the uncoupled primary soliton solution [66] with |A|2 =
2∆ωp/gp and B =
√
2∆ωp/D2p. The Raman terms containing derivatives cause
soliton self frequency shift and subsequently a phase change [87]. However, they
minimally affect pulse width and peak power [67, 88]. As the primary soliton and
Stokes soliton have no absolute phase coherence, these terms have been omitted.
Accordingly, the Stokes soliton is treated as awave trapped in a sech2-shape potential
well created by the primary soliton, and also deriving optical gain from the primary
soliton. The bounded solution of the wave function in such a potential has the
following form:
Es = VsechγBφ, (5.10)
where, consistent with the near threshold assumption,V is a small amplitude satisfy-
ing |V |2  |A|2. Under these assumptions, the exponent γ is a root of the following
equation:
γ(γ + 1) = 2(2 − fR)GsD2p/gpD2s . (5.11)
As a physical check of this equation, we note that under circumstances ofGs = gp/2
the potential well created by the primary soliton for the Stokes soliton is identical
to the primary soliton potential well (note: the factor of 1/2 comes about from
cross phase modulation). In this case, assuming identical second-order dispersion
(D2s = D2p) and also fR = 0, the solution to Eq. (5.11) is γ = 1 which shows that
the Stokes soliton acquires the same envelope as the primary soliton.
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Once the peak power of the primary soliton reaches a point that provides sufficient
Raman gain to overcome Stokes soliton roundtrip loss, the Stokes soliton will begin
to oscillate. The threshold condition emerges as the condition for steady-state Stokes
soliton power balance. This is readily derived from the Stokes soliton equation and
takes the form, ∫ 2pi
0
∂t |Es |2dφ =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ(κs − 2R|Ep |2)|Es |2 = 0. (5.12)
By substituting the solutions for the primary and Stokes solitons into Eq. (5.12), the







where Pth is the threshold peak output power of the primary soliton, above which
the Stokes soliton starts to grow.
A continuous background field exists as part of the primary soliton (DKS) solution.
In principle, this constant backgound could induce laser oscillation through the
Raman process. However, the threshold power for this to occur can be shown to
be close to the peak power required for Stokes soliton oscillation. Moreover, the
background field has a power level that is many orders weaker than the peak power of
the primary soliton [66]. This results because the pump laser is far red detuned from
the microresonator resonance. As a result of these considerations, the observed
Stokes oscillation results from pumping by the primary soliton and, specifically,
spatio-temporal overlap of the Stokes soliton with the primary (pump) soliton. The
good agreement between measurement with the theoretical threshold shown later
provides additional confirmation.
Simulation of Stokes soliton formation
To reveal further details on the Stokes soliton formation, a pumping laser scan is
performed numerically as shown in Fig. 5.2(a) (and zoom-in of scan in Fig. 5.2(b)).
128 modes are involved in the simulation. The formation of a step in the primary
combpower (blue) indicates primary soliton formation [66, 67]. However, a decrease
in power of the primary soliton is next observed that occurs with an increase in power
of the Stokes soliton (red). The same features are also observed experimentally (see
Fig. 5.2(c)). By studying the intracavity field evolution, the simulation shows the
correspondence between these features and the soliton formation (see Fig. 5.2(d)).






















































































































Figure 5.2: Stokes soliton formation in a microresonator. (a) Simulated intracavity
comb power during a laser scan over the primary soliton pumping resonance from
the blue (left) to the red (right) of the resonance. The detuning is normalized to the
resonance linewidth. The initial step corresponds to the primary soliton formation,
and the subsequent decrease in power corresponds to the onset of the Stokes soliton.
The Stokes soliton power is shown in red. (b) Zoomed-in view of the indicated region
from panel a. (c) Experimentally measured primary and Stokes soliton power during
a laser scan showing the features simulated in panels a and b. (d) Simulation of the
intracavity field in the moving frame of the solitons plotted versus the pump laser
detuning. The detuning axis is scaled identically to Figure panel a. The Figure
shows the primary soliton step region (below threshold) as well as the onset of the
Stokes soliton (above threshold). (e) Temporal overlap of the primary and Stokes
solitons is numerically confirmed in the plot of normalized power versus location
angle within the resonator. The overlap confirms trapping and co-propagation. (f)
Intracavity optical spectra of the primary and Stokes solitons.
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and time, i.e., confirmation of optical trapping (see Figure 5.2(e)). The calculated
spectra for the primary and Stokes solitons are provided in Figure 5.2(f).
5.3 Observation of Stokes solitons
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.3(a). The microresonators are about
3 mm in diameter, fabricated from silica on silicon, and have an unloaded optical
Q factor of 300 million [55]. The requirements for DKS generation include a mode
family that features anomalous dispersion. Other requirements as well as control
and generation of DKS properties are described elsewhere [66, 67, 156]. The
microresonator (shown as a ring) is pumped with a tunable, continuous-wave (CW)
fiber laser amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). An acousto-optic
modulator (AOM) is used to control the pump power. The output soliton power
is detected with a photo diode (PD) and monitored on an oscilloscope (OSCI).
Wavelength division multiplexers (not shown) split the 1550 nm band primary
soliton and 1600 nm band Stokes soliton so that their powers can be monitored
separately on the oscilloscope. An optical spectrum analyzer (OSA), auto-correlator
(A-CORR) and electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA) also monitor the output. In
certain measurements (A-CORR and ESA), a fiber Bragg filter was used to remove
the pump field from the soliton spectrum.
Measurement of the FSR versus wavelength of four spatial mode families in a
single resonator is presented in Figure 5.3(b). The measurement is performed
by scanning a tunable external cavity diode laser (ECDL) through the spectral
locations of optical resonances from 1520 nm to 1580 nm. The resonances appear
as minimal in the optical power transmitted past the microresonator, and the location
of these resonances is calibrated using a fiber-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The resulting data provide the dispersion in the FSR of cavity modes versus the
wavelength and readily enable the identification transverse mode families. Other
details on this method are described elsewhere[67]. The green data plotted in
Figure 5.3(b) correspond to the primary soliton forming mode family and the FSR
of the pumping mode for that soliton is indicated by the horizontal dashed line. The
measured spectrum for the primary soliton is shown in Figure 5.3(b). In the spectrum
the pump spectral line (near 1550 nm) is indicated as well as the Sech2 envelope
for the soliton (green curve) [66–68]. Returning to Figure 5.3(b), the dispersion
for another spatial mode family (red data) is extrapolated to longer wavelengths
and crosses the dashed line near 1593 nm. At this wavelength the FSR of the red
mode family closely matches that of the primary soliton. Moreover, this wavelength
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Figure 5.3: Experimental setup and observation of Stokes soliton. (a) Experimental
setup. (b) Free spectral range (FSR) versus wavelength measured for four mode
families in a 3mm disk resonator. The mode families for the primary and Stokes
soliton are shown in green and red, respectively. The FSR at the spectral center
of the primary soliton is shown as a dashed horizontal line. Extrapolation of the
Stokes soliton data (red) to longer wavelengths gives the FSR matching wavelength
where the Stokes soliton forms. The background coloration gives the approximate
wavelength range of the Raman gain spectrum. (c) Measured primary and Stokes
soliton spectra. The Stokes soliton spectral center closely matches the prediction in
(c). Sech2 envelopes are shown on each spectrum. The primary soliton spectrum
features a small Raman self-frequency shift.
also lies within the Raman gain spectrum produced by the primary soliton (the
amber region in Figure 5.3(b) gives the Raman gain band). As a result, conditions
1 and 2 above are satisfied at this wavelength for generation of a Stokes soliton.
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Figure 5.4: Observation of Stokes solitons in multiple devices. (a) Dispersion
spectra (see Figure 5.3(c)) for the Stokes soliton forming mode family measured
in three devices (the upper spectrum is the device from Figure 5.3). Other mode
families have been omitted in the plots for clarity. The horizontal dashed lines give
the repetition frequency of the primary soliton in each device. Extrapolation of the
dispersion data attained by simulation is provided to graphically locate the predicted
Stokes soliton wavelength. (b) The measured primary and Stokes soliton spectra
corresponding to the devices in (a). The spectral locations of the Stokes solitons
agree well with the graphical predictions.
The corresponding measured Stokes soliton is shown in Figure 5.3(c). Its spectral
maximum occurs at a wavelength that agrees well with the prediction based on the
FSR measurement in Figure 5.3(b). As an aside, the individual spectral lines of the
primary and the Stokes solitons are spaced by approximately 22 GHz and resolved
comb teeth in the overlapping spectral region between the solitons are provided in
the inset to Figure 5.3(c).
These results were readily reproduced in other devices. Indeed, the FSR matching
wavelength (i.e., condition 2) could be controlled by adjusting the geometry of
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the resonator. Figure 5.4(a) shows the FSR dispersion measurements and Figure
5.4(b) shows the corresponding primary and Stokes soliton spectra that aremeasured
using two other devices (green and blue spectra). For clarity, only the Stokes-soliton-
forming mode family is presented in Figure 5.4(a) (including the data from Figure
5.4(c), red spectra, for comparison). The FSR of the primary soliton is indicated
by the horizontal dashed lines in Figure 5.4(a). The FSR matching wavelengths are
indicated by extrapolation of the dispersion data using simulation[138] and agree
well with the location of the measured Stokes soliton spectral maximum in Figure
5.4(b).
5.4 Characterization of Stokes solitons
To confirm the temporal pulse nature of the Stokes soliton the frequency resolved
optical gate (FROG) method was used to record the correlation traces in Figure
5.5(a). Optical filtering was applied to isolate the primary and Stokes soliton
pulse streams. Also, before FROG measurement, the primary soliton stream was
amplified by an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and the Stokes soliton was
amplified using a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA). The data confirm that
both streams consist of pulses. As an aside, the signal-to-noise level for the Stokes
soliton measurement was limited by the saturation power of the SOA.
Photodetection of the isolated primary and Stokes soliton pulse streams was also
possible. The measured electrical spectrum for each pulse stream is overlaid in Fig-
ure 5.5(b). The spectra are observed to align in frequency. As further confirmation
of this frequency alignment, the optical pulse streams were simultaneously detected
(no filtering to isolate the streams) and the measured electrical spectrum featured a
single spectral peak at a resolution of 500 Hz. These results are expected on account
of optical trapping of the Stokes soliton by the primary soliton which causes the line
spacing (repetition rate) of the Stokes soliton and the primary soliton to match.
At the same time, the absolute optical frequency of the two solitons is not expected to
be locked since the optical potential well depends upon the intensity of the primary
soliton. To test this, the relative optical frequency stability of the two soliton
streams was measured by using a resonator that featured spectrally overlapping
primary and Stokes solitons such as in Figure 5.3(c). A high resolution optical scan
from 1578-1579 nm of this overlap region is presented as the inset in Figure 5.3(c)
and confirms that the underlying soliton lines are distinct. The beatnote between
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Figure 5.5: Soliton pulse and frequency measurements. (a) Frequency-resolved-
optical-gating (FROG) traces of the primary and Stokes solitons. The primary
soliton is amplified to 500 mW by an EDFA before coupling into the FROG setup,
while the Stokes soliton is amplified to 10 mW by two cascaded semiconductor
optical amplifiers with gain centered around 1620 nm. The period of the primary
and Stokes solitons are 46 ps, the cavity round trip time. (b) Electrical spectra of
the detected primary soliton pulse stream (blue) and the Stokes pulse stream (red).
(c) Beatnote between neighboring comb teeth of the primary and Stokes solitons
for a device like that in Figure 5.3. The beatnote is much noisier than the repetition
frequency in (b).
variations (see Figure 5.5(c)) in comparison to the repetition frequency of each
soliton (Figure 5.5(b)). Synchronization of the soliton repetition rates but not of the
absolute optical frequencies is thus inferred from these measurements.
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5.5 Threshold behavior
The thresholding nature of Stokes soliton formation is experimentally studied in
Figure 5.6. The spectra in Figure 5.6(a) show the primary soliton and the corre-
sponding Stokes soliton spectra for pumping levels below and above threshold. The
transverse spatial mode profiles on which these solitons are formed are also pro-
vided and have been inferred by numerical fitting to the dispersion data. In Figure
5.6(b) power data are provided showing the primary soliton peak power and the










































































Figure 5.6: Stokes soliton spectra, power and threshold measurements. (a) Soliton
spectra are plotted below and above threshold. The upper insets show the spatial
mode families associated with the primary and Stokes solitons. (b) Measurement
of Stokes soliton power and primary soliton peak power versus total soliton power.
The primary soliton peak power (blue) versus total power experiences threshold
clamping at the onset of Stokes soliton oscillation. The theoretical threshold peak
power from Eq. (5.13) is also shown for comparison as the horizontal blue dashed
line.
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the power in the primary soliton was varied using the locking method described
elsewhere[156]. Also, the transmitted pump spectral line was filtered out using a
fiber Bragg filter. Power was measured by summing the power of the respective
comb teeth for the primary and Stokes soliton as measured on the optical spectrum
analyzer. Consistent with the thresholding nature of the process, the Stokes soliton
power could be increased beyond the primary soliton power (see Figure 5.2). The
threshold peak power predicted by Eq. (5.13) is plotted as the horizontal dashed
line in Figure 5.6(b) for comparison to measurements. The measured values used
in this calculation are, κp/2pi = 838 kHz, κextp /2pi = 222 kHz, λp = 1550 nm,
D1p/2pi = 22 GHz, and D2p/2pi = 16.1 kHz. For the Stokes soliton mode family
κs/2pi = 3.3 MHz is measured near 1550 nm and is used for the Stokes soliton loss
rate in the 1600 nm band. Calculated parameters (based on mode simulations) are,
D2s/2pi = 21.7 kHz, Ass = 69.8 µm2, App = 39.7 µm2, Aps = 120 µm2, and δ = 0
when λs = 1627 nm. Other constants are: n = 1.45, n2 = 2.2 × 10−20 m2/W,
gR = 3.94× 10−14 m/W, τR = 3.2 fs. γ = 0.55 is calculated and used in Figure 5.6.
5.6 Conclusion
The Stokes soliton is only the second type of soliton to be observed in microres-
onators (beyond dissipative Kerr solitons [66]) and also represents the first time
soliton trapping has been observed in any microresonator. It also represents the first
observation of trapping by solitons in different transverse modes in a laser. From a
practical viewpoint, the Stokes and primary solitons overlap in space and time, and
have a frequency separation that can be engineered to fall within the mid IR range.
As a result, this soliton system is potentially interesting for mid IR generation by
way of difference frequency generation. Not all devices are observed to produce
Stokes solitons. However, dispersion engineering techniques are being advanced
[138] and should enable control of both observation of the Stokes soliton as well
as its placement in the optical spectrum. Indeed, the spectral placement of Stokes
solitons in Figure 5.4(b) is largely the result of microresonator diameter control to
shift the FSR crossing point. Also, engineering of dispersion could permit a Stokes
soliton to form within the same mode family as the primary soliton. The specific
implementation described here uses a compact microresonator on a silicon wafer
which also suggests that monolithic integration will be possible. In an appropriately
phase-matched multimode waveguide (optical fiber or monolithic) it should also be
possible to observe non-cavity-based Stokes solitons.
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C h a p t e r 6
SPATIAL-MODE-INTERACTION-INDUCED
DISPERSIVE-WAVES AND THEIR ACTIVE TUNING IN
MICRORESONATORS
1The nonlinear propagation of optical pulses in dielectric waveguides and resonators
induces a wide range of remarkable interactions. One example is dispersive wave
generation, the optical analog of Cherenkov radiation. These waves play an essential
role in fiber-optic spectral broadeners used in spectrocopy andmetrology. Dispersive
waves form when a soliton pulse begins to radiate power as a result of higher-
order dispersion. Recently, dispersive wave generation in microresonators has been
reported by phase matching the waves to dissipative Kerr solitons. In this chapter we
show that spatial mode interactions within a microresonator can be used to induce
dispersive waves. The soliton self frequency shift is also shown to enable fine tuning
control of the dispersive wave frequency. Both this mechanism and spatial mode
interactions allow spectral control of these important waves in microresonators.
6.1 Observation of spatial-mode-interaction induced dispersive waves
If the spectrum of a soliton pulse extends into regions where second-order dispersion
changes sign, then radiation into a new pulse, the dispersive wave, may occur at a
phase matching wavelength [186, 187]. The generation of these waves is analogous
to Cherenkov radiation [188] and extends the spectral reach of optical pulses [20].
The recent ability to control dispersion in microresonators has allowed accurate
spectral placement of dispersive waves relative to a radiating cavity soliton [68].
Such dispersion-engineered control has made possible 2f-3f self referencing of
frequency microcombs [189] and octave-spanning double-dispersive waves [82].
Dispersive wave generation in optical fibers has traditionally relied upon control
of geometrical dispersion in conjunction with the intrinsic material dispersion of
the dielectric [20] and this same method has been successfully demonstrated in
microresonators [68]. Recently, spatial-mode-interactions in multimode-fiber have
also been used for this purpose [190–192].
Here, spatial mode interactions within a microresonator are used to phase match
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Spatial-mode-interaction-induced dispersive
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Figure 6.1: Dispersive wave generation by spatial mode interaction. (a) Measured
relative-mode-frequencies (blue points) of the soliton-forming mode family and
the interaction mode family. Mode number µ = 0 corresponds to the pump laser
frequency of 193.45 THz (1549.7 nm). Hybrid mode frequencies calculated from
Eq. (6.1) are shown in green and the unperturbed mode families are shown in
orange. The dashed, horizontal black line determines phase matching forωr = D1A.
(b) Measured soliton optical spectrum with dispersive wave feature is shown. For
comparison, a Sech2 fitting is provided in red. The pump frequency (black) and
soliton center frequency (green) indicate a Raman-induced soliton self-frequency
shift (also see Figure 6.2(c)). A microwave beatnote of the photo-detected soliton
and dispersive wave is shown in the inset (frequency scale is offset by 21.973 GHz;
resolution bandwidth is 10 kHz).
a soliton pulse to a dispersive wave. These mode interactions often frustrate the
formation of solitons [153] and, as a result, microresonators are typically designed
to minimize or exclude entirely the resulting modal avoided crossings [66–68, 76,
77]. Also, while dispersive-wave phase matching is normally induced by more
gradual variations in dispersion, spatial mode interactions produce spectrally abrupt
variations that can activate a dispersive wave in the vicinity of a narrow-band soliton.
Below, the observation of dispersive wave generation by this process is presented
after characterizing two strongly interacting spatial mode families.
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Device characterization
In the experiment, an ultra-high-Q silica micro-resonator (3 mm diameter) with
a 22 GHz free-spectral-range (FSR) was prepared [55]. Typical intrinsic quality
factors were in excess of 200 million (cavity linewidths were less than 1 MHz).
Mode dispersion was characterized from 183.92 THz (1630 nm) to 199.86 THz
(1500 nm) by fiber-taper coupling to a tunable external-cavity diode laser and
calibrating the laser frequency scan using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer [67].
Multiple mode families were observed and their measured frequency dispersion
spectra are presented as the blue points in Figure 6.1(a). In the plot, a linear
dispersion term corresponding to the FSR of the soliton-formingmode family (∆ω−)
at mode number zero is subtracted so that a relative-mode- f requency is plotted.
Mode zero is by convention the mode that is optically pumped to form the soliton.
Three weak perturbations of the soliton mode family dispersion are observed for
µ < 0. The mode family associated with one of the perturbations is plotted as the
nearly vertical line of blue points. A much stronger interaction occurs near µ = 165,
causing a strong avoided mode crossing that redirects the soliton-forming branch to
lower relative mode frequencies.
Modal hybridization
The dispersion can be accurately modeled using a coupled mode approach. Ac-
cordingly, consider two mode families (A and B) that initially do not interact and
that feature frequency dispersion spectra ωA,B(µ). An interaction between the mode
families is introduced that is characterized by a coupling rate G. The coupling pro-
duces two hybrid mode families with upper/lower-branch mode frequencies ω±(µ)
given by the following expression [144, 193, 194],
ω±(µ) = ωA(µ) + ωB(µ)2 ±
√
G2 + [ωA(µ) − ωB(µ)]2/4. (6.1)
Note that in the limit of |ωA(µ) − ωB(µ)|  G, the frequencies ω± approach the
frequencies, ωA,B(µ), of the non-interacting mode families. The form of ωA,B(µ)
are determined using this fact by fitting them within the regions µ < 50 and
µ > 280 of the measured dispersion spectra to the following equation: ωA,B(µ) =
ωA,B(0)+D1A,Bµ+D2,A,Bµ2/2+D3,A,Bµ3/6, which is a third-order Taylor expansion
of eachmode family about mode number µ = 0. The corresponding fits are shown as
the dashed orange curves in Figure 6.1(a). For mode family A: D1A/2pi = 21.9733
GHz, D2A/2pi = 15.2 kHz, D3A/2pi = −14.7 Hz; and for mode family B: D1B/2pi =
21.9654 GHz, D2B/2pi = 18.6 kHz, D3B/2pi = −17.2 Hz and ωB(0) − ωA(0) =
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1.261 GHz. The coupling coefficient, G, is determined by the minimum frequency
difference of two branches and gives G/2pi=106.5 MHz. Using these parameters
in Eq. (6.1), relative-mode-frequencies for the hybrid mode families (∆ω±(µ) ≡
ω±(µ) − ω0 − µD1A, where ω0 ≡ ωA(0)) are plotted in Figure 6.1(a) (green) and
show good agreement with the measurements (blue points). An improved fitting
is possible using a least squares approach in Eq. (6.1). As an aside, the mode
two families (∆ω±) were observed to couple nearly equally to the tapered fiber with
approximately 20% transmission.
Observation of dispersive waves
The optical spectrum of a dissipativer Kerr soliton (DKS) pumped at µ = 0 (193.45
THz or 1549.7 nm) using a fiber laser is presented in Figure 6.1(b). The soliton is
triggered and stabilized using the method described in [67, 156]. For comparison,
the ideal Sech2 spectral profile that would occur under conditions of pure second-
order dispersion [66–68] (mode A dashed orange curve in Figure 6.1(a)) is provided
as the red envelope in Figure 6.1(b). A small soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS)
[67, 68, 87, 88, 166] is apparent in the measured soliton spectrum as indicated
by the spectral displacement of the soliton spectral center relative to the pumping
frequency. The perturbations to the ideal spectral envelope that are caused by both
the weak modal crossings (µ < 0) as well as the strong avoided modal crossing are
apparent. For µ > 0 a dispersive wave feature is apparent (maximum near 198.62
THz or µ = 235). In contrast to the weak avoided crossing induced distortion
for µ < 0, the dispersive wave results from a resonance condition (see discussion
below) and the comb teeth are accordingly enhanced in strength. The coherence of
the soliton and dispersive wave is verified by measuring the electrical spectrum of
the detected soliton and dispersive-wave pulse train using a photodetector (inset of
Figure 6.1(b)).
6.2 Active tuning of dispersive waves
In this section the phase matching of the dispersive wave to the soliton is studied
including for the first time the effect of soliton frequency offset relative to the pump
as is caused by soliton recoil or by the Raman-induced soliton self-frequency shift
[67, 68, 87, 88, 166]. It is shown that this mechanism enables active tuning control
of the dispersive wave by pump tuning.
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Phase matching condition
Phase matching between the soliton and the dispersive wave occurs when the µth
soliton line at ωp + ωr µ (ωp is the pump frequency and ωr is the soliton repetition
frequency) is resonant with the µth frequency of the soliton-forming mode family,
i.e., ωp +ωr µ = ω−(µ). As an aside, the Kerr shift for mode µ is much smaller than
other terms in this analysis and is neglected in the phase matching condition. So that
it is possible to use a graphical interpretation of the phase matching condition based
on the relative-mode-frequency of Figure 6.1(a), ω0 +D1Aµ is subtracted from both
sides of the phase matching condition to give the following condition,
∆ω−(µ) = (ωr − D1A)µ − δω, (6.2)
where δω ≡ ω0−ωP is the detuning of the resonator relative to the pump frequency.
If the soliton repetition frequency equals the FSR at µ = 0 (i.e., ωr = D1A),
then the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.2) is the horizontal dashed black line in Figure 6.1(a)
(repeated in Figure 6.2(a)). Under these circumstances the dispersive wave phase
matches to the soliton pulse at the crossing of that line with the soliton-forming
mode branch. However, while the mode dispersion profile (∆ω−(µ)) is determined
entirely by the resonator geometry and the dielectric material properties, the soliton
repetition rate ωr depends upon frequency offsets between the pump and the soliton
spectral maximum. Defining this offset as Ω, the repetition frequency is given by
the following equation [133, 195]:




The offset frequency Ω can be caused by soliton recoil due to a dispersive wave and
also by the Raman-induced soliton self-frequency shift (SSFS) [67, 68, 87, 88, 166].
Combining Eqs. (6.2) and (6.3) gives the following phase matching condition:
∆ω−(µ) = µD2AD1AΩ − δω. (6.4)
Tuning of dispersive waves
In this work, Ω is dominated by the Raman interaction, because the typical disper-
sive wave power is < 0.2% of the soliton power, causing a negligible dispersive
wave recoil (recoil of less than one mode). Photo-thermal-induced change in D1A
is another possible contribution that will vary ωr as pumping is varied [196]. How-
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Figure 6.2: Dispersive wave phase matching condition and Raman-induced fre-
quency shift. (a) Soliton and interaction mode family dispersion curves are shown
(see Figure 6.1(a)) with phase matching dashed lines (see Eq. (6.4)). The black line
is the case where ωr = D1A and the green line includes a Raman-induced change
in ωr . The intersection of the soliton branch with these lines is the dispersive
wave phase matching point (arrows). (b) Soliton optical spectra corresponding to
small (red) and large (blue) cavity-laser detuning (δω). Sech2 fitting of the spectral
envelope is shown as the orange curves. (c) Left: soliton self-frequency-shift, Ω,
versus 1/τ4s (τs is pulse width). The theoretical line is calculated with Q = 166
million (measured) and Raman shock time 2.7 fs. Right: dispersive wave spectra
with cavity-laser detuning (soliton power and bandwidth) increasing from lower
to upper trace. (d) Measured dispersive-wave peak frequencies (red points) and
soliton repetition rate (blue points) are plotted versus soliton self-frequency shift.
The dashed blue line is a plot of Eq. (6.3). The dashed red line uses Eq. (6.4) to
determine the dispersive wave frequency (≈ µDWD1A +ω0) as described in the text.
The offset for the repetition rate vertical scale is D1A = 21.9733 GHz.
of resonant frequency photo-thermal shift of ∼ −40 MHz/mW). With total soliton
power less than 1 mW [67], this photo-thermal-induced change in repetition fre-
quency is negligible compared with that caused by the Raman self-frequency-shift
(see below).
The Raman-induced SSFS is a negative frequency shift (Ω < 0) with a magnitude
that increases with soliton bandwidth and average power. Accordingly, with in-
creasing soliton power (and bandwidth), the plot of the R.H.S. of Eq. (6.4) versus
µ acquires an increasingly negative slope (green dashed line in Figure 6.2(a)). The
phase matching mode number, µ = µDW , therefore also increases (i.e., the disper-
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sive wave shifts to a higher optical frequency) with increasing soliton power. The
two soliton spectra presented in Figure 6.2(b) illustrate this effect (red spectrum is
lower power and has the lower dispersive wave frequency). Figure 6.2(c) (right)
also shows a series of higher-resolution scans of the dispersive wave with soliton
power increasing from the lower to upper scans and is, again, consistent with the
prediction.
The frequency shift, Ω, repetition frequency, ωr , and the dispersive wave frequency
were measured for a series of soliton powers that were set by controlling the cavity-
pump detuning frequency (δω) using the method in ref. [67, 156]. ωr was measured
using an electrical spectrum analyzer after photodetection of the resonator optical
output. The offset frequency Ω was measured on an optical spectrum analyzer by
fitting the center of optical spectrum (see Figure 6.1(b)) to determine the spectral
maximum and then measuring the wavelength offset relative to the pump. This same
spectral fitting also allows determination of the soliton pulse width, τs [67]. Once
the soliton pulsewidth is known, the pump-resonator frequency detuning operating
point can be inferred using δω ≈ D2/2D21τ2s [67]. δω/2pi ranged between 7.8 to
21.1 MHz during the measurement. As an aside, a plot of Ω vs. 1/τ4s in Figure
6.2(c) (left) verifies that Ω is dominated by the Raman self frequency shift [88].
The soliton repetition rate is plotted versus Ω in Figure 6.2(d) and is fitted using
Eq. (6.4). The intercept closely agrees with D1A and the slope allows determination
of D2A/2pi = 14.7 kHz (in good agreement with 15.2 kHz from fitting to the
measured dispersion curve in Figure 6.1(a)). The dispersive wave frequency is
also plotted in Figure 6.2(d) versus Ω and compared with a calculation using Eq.
(6.4). In this calculation, ∆ω−(µ) is approximated using a linear expansion in µ
near µ = 200. Also, a −60 kHz offset is added to D1A/2pi in ∆ω−(µ) due to the
calibration uncertainty (∼ ±100 kHz) of FSR [140]. No other free parameters are
used in the plot.
6.3 Conclusion
Spatial mode interactions provide a way to phase match a DKS to a dispersive
wave. Interacting mode families must be closely matched in free-spectral-range
(i.e., D1A ≈ D1B) so that the soliton comb teeth which initially form on mode family
A can transition to mode family B (see Figure 6.1(a)). As a second condition, the
coupling strength G (see Eq. (6.1)) must be large enough to create hybrid modes
near the modal avoided crossing that are strong admixtures of the A and B modes.
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For example, this mixing allows the comb of lines to grow along the lower branch
(beyond µ = 165 in Figure 6.1(a)) after initiating near µ = 0. The degree to which
these interactions can be engineered and controlled is an active area of investigation.
Geometrical control of dispersion over broad spectral spans using microfabrication
methods [138] could be applicable for dispersive wave control.
It has been shown theoretically and through measurement that the dispersive wave
frequency can be actively tuned because of coupling to the soliton offset frequency
Ω. In the silica microresonators tested here, this offset is dominated by the Raman-
induced SSFS and the dispersive wave is predicted and observed to tune to higher
frequencies with increasing soliton power and bandwidth. As a further test of
the theory, the dependence of repetition frequency on SSFS was combined with
measurement to extract resonator dispersion parameters, which compared well with
direct measurements based on resonator dispersion characterization. The dispersion
induced by modal interactions in the tested device has been measured and accurately
modeled using a coupled-mode formalism. While the soliton existence limitations
imposed upon placement of dispersive wave are under investigation, it seems pos-
sible that more complex resonator designs could not only engineer the placement
of these crossings, but also locate multiple avoided crossings near a soliton so as to
induce multiplets of dispersive waves.
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C h a p t e r 7
SINGLE-MODE DISPERSIVE WAVES AND SOLITON
MICROCOMB DYNAMICS
1Dissipative Kerr solitons can radiate power as a dispersive wave through a process
that is the optical analogue of Cherenkov radiation. Dispersive waves typically
consist of an ensemble of optical modes. In this chapter, a limiting case is studied
in which the dispersive wave is concentrated into a single cavity mode assisted
by avoided mode crossings. The coupling of this single-mode dispersive wave to
the soliton is strongly influenced by the total soliton frequency shift produced by
the combined Raman-induced soliton-self-frequency-shift (SSFS) [87, 88] and the
dispersive-wave recoil. The combination is shown to induce hysteresis behavior in
soliton properties. Included in this behavior is an operating point of improved pulse-
rate stability (a quiet point) where the coupling of repetition rate and cavity-pump
detuning is greatly reduced. Pulse-rate stability is centrally important in many
frequency comb applications [71, 105, 197]. Coupling of pulse rate and cavity-
pump detuning through avoided-mode-crossing recoil effects has been observed in
crystalline resonators [92]. Also, the fundamental contributions to phase noise in
the pulse train have been considered theoretically [133]. However, technical noise
mechanisms are also present. For example, DKS generation using on-chip silica
resonators exhibits phase noise that tracks in spectral profile the phase noise of the
optical pump [67]. The quiet operation point is shown to reduce technical noise
contributions to the soliton pulse repetition rate, which could be found useful in
many applications. Both this regime of operation and the hysteresis behavior are
measured and modeled theoretically.
7.1 Observation of single mode dispersive waves
Avoided mode crossings and dispersive waves
A silica whispering-gallery resonator [55] is used for soliton generation. The
devices feature a free-spectral-range (FSR) of approximately 22GHz (3mmdiameter
resonator) and have intrinsic Q-factors around 250 million. Specific details on
soliton formation in these resonators are given elsewhere [67, 156]. The resonators
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Single-mode dispersive waves and soliton
microcomb dynamics”, Nat. Commun. 8:14869 (2017).
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Figure 7.1: observation of single mode dispersive wave. (a) Measured relative
mode frequencies are shown as blue points. The green and yellow dashed lines
represent the fitted relative mode frequencies (∆ωµA and ∆ωµB) of the unperturbed
soliton-forming mode family A and crossing mode family B, respectively. Relative
mode frequencies for upper and lower branch hybrid-modes are ∆ωµ+ and ∆ωµ−.
The red line illustrates the frequencies of a hypothetical soliton frequency comb. A
non-zero slope on this line arises from the repetition rate change relative to the FSR
at mode µ = 0. (b) Measured optical spectra at soliton operating points I and II,
corresponding to closely matched cavity-pump detuning frequencies, δω. A strong
single-mode dispersive wave at µ = 72 is observed for operating point II and causes
a soliton recoil frequency shift. This frequency shift adds to the shift resulting from
the Raman-induced SSFS.
support multiple, transverse mode families. It is essential that the soliton-forming
mode family feature dispersion that is primarily second-order and anomalous [153].
To characterize the frequency spectrum of the resonator, mode frequencies were
measured from 190.95 THz (1570 nm) to 195.94 THz (1530 nm) using an external-
cavity diode laser (ECDL) calibrated by a fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI)
[67]. This provides a set of mode frequencies {ωµ,s} for each spatial mode family s
with µ as the mode index.
The mode family frequency data are presented in Figure 7.1(a) by plotting the
relative-mode-frequency, ∆ωµ,s ≡ ωµ,s − ω0 − µD1 versus mode index µ where ω0
and D1 are specific to the soliton-forming mode family. ω0 is the frequency of the
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mode (set to have index µ = 0) that is optically pumped to produce the soliton, and
D1 is the FSR of the soliton-forming mode family at µ = 0 (note: µ is a relative
and not an absolute mode index). By plotting the data in this way the second- and
higher-order dispersion of the soliton-forming mode family become manifest. To
illustrate, the relative-mode-frequency of the soliton mode family is fit with a green,
dashed parabolic curve of positive curvature in Figure 7.1(a) showing that it features
anomalous second-order dispersion over a wide range of mode numbers.
A second mode family also appears in Figure 7.1(a) and causes an avoided-mode-
crossing near µ = 72. Hybridization of this “crossing-mode” mode family with the
soliton mode family occurs near the avoided crossing[90, 144]. The relative-mode-
frequencies of the unperturbed soliton-forming mode family and crossing-mode




2, where D2 is the second-order dispersion at µ = 0. The lower
(upper) branch of the hybrid mode family is denoted by ∆ωµ− (∆ωµ+). Avoided
mode crossing behavior has been intensively studied in the context of DKS formation
and can interfere with soliton generation by creation of distortions in the dispersion
spectrum [145, 153, 198]. In the present system the avoided-mode-crossing induces
only minimal distortion in the otherwise parabolic shape of the soliton-forming
mode family. Soliton spectra produced on this mode family by pumping at µ = 0
are shown in Figure 7.1(b) along with theoretical sech2 spectral envelopes predicted
for DKSs. As an aside, the horizontal scales in Figure 7.1(a) and Figure 7.1(b) are
identical and the location of the µ = 0 pumping mode is indicated by a vertical
dashed line in Figure 7.1(b).
Because the mode has a high optical Q-factor, slight shifts in the slope of the comb
frequency line will cause large changes in the power coupled to the hybrid mode.
These changes are observable in Figure 7.1(b) where a strong spectral line appears
in the case of the blue soliton spectrum. Note that scattering from the soliton into
the spectral line is strong enough so that the power in the line is greater than the
comb tooth power near the spectral center of the soliton, itself. The strong spectral
line can be understood as a single-mode dispersive wave and it induces a recoil
in the spectral center of the soliton. This recoil contribution is indicated for the
blue soliton spectrum in the figure. In the case of the red soliton spectrum, the
operating point was changed and the resonance between the soliton and the mode
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Figure 7.2: Soliton hysteretic behavior induced by mode interaction. (a-b)
Dispersive-wave power and soliton spectral center frequency shift versus cavity-
pump detuning. Inset in (a): Measured (blue dots) and theoretical (red line) recoil
frequency versus the dispersive wave power.
7.2 Hysteretic behavior
It is noted that the two soliton spectra in Figure 7.1(b) (blue and red), which show
very different dispersive wave powers, were produced at nearly identical detuning
frequencies, δω. A more detailed survey of the dispersive wave power behavior is
provided in Figure 7.2(a) and is again consistent with a hysteresis behavior versus
detuning. Moreover, a corresponding behavior is observed in the overall soliton
spectral shift (Figure 7.2(b)). Theoretical fits are provided in Figure 7.2(a) and
Figure 7.2(b). The fitting procedure and parameter values are provided in the next
section.
In plotting the data, the detuning frequency, δω/2pi, was determined from the
measured total soliton spectral shift (Ω) and pulse width (τs) using the relation
δω = (D2/2D21)(1/τ2s + Ω2). This expression is a generalization of a relationship
derived elsewhere [88]. The generalization extends the shift Ω to include both the
SSFS and the recoil and is derived as Eq. (7.31) in next section. As an aside, the
pulse width is determined by fitting the soliton optical spectrum [67].
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Likewise, the recoil frequency, ΩRecoil, can also be extracted from the data as
Ω − ΩRaman by first using the soliton pulse width to determine the Raman shift
using ΩRaman = −8τRD2/15κAD21τ4s . A plot of the recoil shift determined this way
versus the dispersive-wave power is given as the inset in Figure 7.2(a) and verifies
the linear dependence (Eq. (7.22)). Equation (7.22) is also plotted for comparison
using parameters given in next section. As an aside, the Raman shift formula noted
above is also a generalization of a result proven elsewhere [88]. Curiously, as shown
later, this formula maintains its previous form in the presence of the dispersive wave.
Within narrow detuning frequency bands in the vicinity of the hysteresis both mea-
surements and calculations show that the total cavity power (soliton and dispersive-
wave contributions) can decrease with increasing cavity-pump detuning as opposed
to increasing with detuning as is typical for a soliton. Under these special conditions,
the pump-cavity detuning will no longer be dynamically stable on account of the
thermal nonlinearity [57]. Evidence of this was observable in the current work as it
was not possible to completely map out the theoretically predicted hysteresis curves.
While the present results are produced using a dispersive wave that is blue-detuned
relative to the soliton spectral maximum, the hysteresis behavior is also predicted
to occur for a red-detuned dispersive wave. However, in the red-detuned case, the
orientation of the curve in Figure 7.2(a) is reversed with respect to the detuning
frequency. The essential feature for appearance of the hysteresis is that the recoil
advances and retreats versus detuning. As a result, the existence of hysteresis
behavior predicted in Eq. (7.24) is not limited to microresonator materials having
a strong Raman SSFS. It is also predicted to occur, for example, in crystalline
resonators given an appropriate avoided-mode crossing [92]. The requirements
imposed on the device and mode crossing for this to occur are discussed further
below.
7.3 Theory of single mode dispersive waves
Comb frequency and resonant frequency
The comb frequencies associated with a hypothetical soliton spectrum are plotted
in the relative frequency frame, as shown in Figure 7.1(a). This comb tooth is given
by
∆ωµ,comb = ωµ,comb − ω0 − D1µ = (ωrep − D1)µ − δω, (7.1)
where ωµ,comb = µωrep + ωp is the frequency of µ-th comb line, ωrep is the soliton
repetition frequency, ωp is the pump frequency, ω0 is the frequency of the cavity
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mode that is being pumped, and δω ≡ ω0−ωp is the cavity-pumpdetuning frequency.
It is necessary to distinguish between relative frequencies for the soliton comband the
resonator modes because the frequency components of the soliton comb are strongly
red-detuned relative to the cold-cavity mode frequencies by the Kerr nonlinearity.
Indeed, dispersive waves typically form when a set of modes break this rule and
becomes resonant with a set of comb teeth. A limiting case of this condition is
shown in Figure 7.2(a), where the occurrence of an isolated resonance between a
hybridmodewith relative frequency∆ωr− and a comb tooth at∆ωr,comb is illustrated.
A change in the slope of the soliton comb tooth will occur when the soliton repetition
frequency, ωrep, is changed (see Eq. (7.1)). On account of second order dispersion
ωrep depends linearly on the frequency offset, Ω, of the soliton spectral maximum
relative to the pump frequency [90, 133]. This frequency offset has contributions
from both the Raman SSFS, ΩRaman, and the dispersive-wave recoil, ΩRecoil (i.e.,
Ω = ΩRaman +ΩRecoil). Accordingly, the soliton repetition rate is given by




where D2 (the second order dispersion of soliton-forming mode family at µ = 0) is
measured to be 17 kHz from Figure 7.2(a). Substituting for the repetition rate in the




(ΩRaman +ΩRecoil) − δω. (7.3)
Coupled-mode equations
We start from the coupled mode equations that include dispersion, mode interaction
and Kerr nonlinearity. The intracavity field of mode µ in the soliton-forming mode
family A can be represented by Aµ(t)e−iωµAt+iµφ, where Aµ(t) is the slowly varying
amplitude, t is the time and φ is the azimuthal angle along the resonator. In the
rotation frame of comb frequencies ωµ,comb = ω0 − δω + µωrep, the intracavity field
can be expressed as aµ(t) = Aµ(t)e−i(ωµA−ω0+δω−µωrep)t . We denote the intracavity
field in the crossing-mode family B as bµ and express it in the same reference frame
as the soliton-forming mode aµ. It should be noted that the relative mode number µ
is referenced to the mode that is being optically pumped, and does not represent the
actual azimuthal index. The intracavity fields can be calculated using the equations
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where κA,B = ω0/QA,B is the dissipation rate. g = ~ω20n2D1/2pin0Aeff represents the
normalized Kerr nonlinear coefficient with Aeff the effective nonlinear mode area.
gB is defined similarly. G is the linear coupling coefficient between the two mode
families [90] and F is the normalized coupled laser pump field. Also, to calculate
Eq. (7.10) it is not necessary to include Raman coupling terms in Eq. (7.4) and Eq.
(7.5) since the leading-order contribution to the forcing term, fr, is from the Kerr
nonlinearity.
Modal hybridization
Modal coupling causes two branches of hybrid modes to form as shown in Figure
7.1(a). The frequencies of the hybrid modes in the upper (+) and lower (-) branches









(ωµA − ωµB)2, (7.6)
where the corresponding field amplitude of the hybrid modes is a linear combination
of aµ and bµ. In the far-detuned regime where ωµA −ωµB  G, the field amplitude
of the lower branch hybrid mode is approximately given by
h˜µ− =
Gaµ + (ωµA − ωµB)bµ√
G2 + (ωµA − ωµB)2
. (7.7)
In this experiment, only one mode was observed to be near resonance with the
soliton comb and that mode is assigned mode index µ = r. Consistent with Figure
7.2(a), the hybridization of mode r is assumed weak (i.e., |ωrA − ωrB |  |G | and
|∆ωrA |  |∆ωrB |) so that br is the dominant contribution to h˜r−. Also, since the
amplitude of bµ with µ , r is small, the Kerr interaction summation term can be
neglected in Eq. (7.5) in this calculation.
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Equation of motion
By taking the time derivative of Eq. (7.7) and then substituting using Eqs. (7.4) and






+ i(ωr− − ω0 + δω − rωrep)
]
h˜r− + fr, (7.8)





and where Γ = G/
√
|G |2 + |ωµA − ωµB |2 is the fraction of the family A mode in
h˜µ− and κr− ≈ κB is assumed for r when Γ  1. When converting Eq. (7.8) into




= [−i∆ωr− − κr−2 ]hr− + fre
−i∆ωr,combt, (7.10)
where ∆ωr− = ωr− − ωo − µD1 is the relative-mode-frequency of hybrid mode hr−.
This resembles the equation of motion for the single mode dispersive wave.
Modified Lugiato-Lefever equation
The pumping term in Eq. (7.8) can be expressed in parameters of the resonator and
soliton. The soliton field envelope takes the form [66, 88]
A(φ, t) = Bssech[(φ − φc)/D1τs]eiΩ(φ−φc)/D1+iϕ, (7.11)
where soliton properties are: amplitude Bs, angular position φc, temporal pulse
width τs, spectral-center frequency shift (relative to pump) Ω and phase relative to
the pump laser ϕ . Also, this solution assumes δω  κA. By applying the Fourier











The pump fr can therefore be derived by inserting Eq. (7.13) into Eq. (7.9). The









where g has been replaced using equation B2s τ2s = D2/gD21, which holds for DKSs





+Ω2) (see derivation below), fr can be further reduced to
fr = iΓ(∆ωrA − ∆ωr,comb)ar. (7.15)
In addition to the Raman SSFS [87, 88], the spectral center of the DKS is also shifted
by the single-mode dispersive wave recoil. The effect of the recoil and Raman shift
can be calculated using the moment analysis method [87, 199]. Using the Fourier
















where the Raman shock term has been added [87, 88] and τR is the Raman time
constant. The moment analysis method treats the soliton as a particle. The energy




|aµ |2 = 12pi
∫ +pi
−pi
















Taking the time derivative of Eq. (7.18) and substituting ∂A/∂t using Eq. (7.16),
the following equation of motion for µc is obtained:
∂µc
∂t

















The second term on the right-hand-side corresponds to the Raman-induced fre-
quency shift and the third term is the frequency shift caused by recoil.
The Raman term can be calculated by substituting Eq. (7.11) into the integral. When
calculating the recoil term, B is simplified to B ≈ breir(φ−φc) as the power in mode
B is dominated by the near resonance mode r . In addition, because the integral of
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φ is over 2pi, only areir(φ−φc) has nonzero contribution. Furthermore, equation (7.5)









|br |2 − κAµc. (7.20)
The steady-state spectral center mode number is therefore given by
µc = − 8τRD215κAD31τ4s
− rκB







where |ωµA −ωµB |  κB,∆ωr− (equivalent to |br |  |ar |) is assumed and the recoil
and Raman shifts are
ΩRecoil = γ |hr− |2 = − rκBD1
κAE(1 − Γ2) |hr− |
2, (7.22)
ΩRaman = − 8τRD215κAD21τ4s
. (7.23)
Here, Γ2  1 is assumed. The form for the Raman SSFS, ΩRaman, is identical to
the form previously derived in the absence of the dispersive-wave coupling [88].
Solving Eq. (7.10) for the steady-state power in the hybrid mode at the soliton comb
tooth frequency and using Eq. (7.3) and Eq. (7.22) gives the following result:
|hr− |2 = | fr |
2




Equation (7.24) suggests that a bistable state and hysteresis behavior in the dispersive-
wave power is possible when varying the soliton operating point.
Lagrangian approach
In the presence of recoil and Raman, the relations between soliton parameters in Eq.
(7.11) can be derived from the Lagrangian approach [66, 88, 133]. In addition, the
Lagrangian approach verifies the expression for ΩRecoil obtained above as well as
providing a path for calculation of the repetition-rate phase noise [133]. As detailed
in previous literature[88, 133], the perturbation Lagrangian method is applied to
the LLE equation of A (Eq. (7.16)). However, now an additional perturbation term
is added to account for the mode coupling to the crossing-mode family. Taking
































gB2s = 0 (7.26)
∂(B2s τsΩ)
∂t
= −κAB2s τsΩ −
8gτRB4s
15τs













where we have assumed the mode r is far from the mode center µc = Ω/D1 and the
coupling coefficient G is smaller than or around the same order of magnitude with







This equation was previously verified in the presence of Raman-only interactions
[88].
An additional relation between δω, τs andΩ is derived for steady state by substituting







where Ω can be obtained from Eqs. (7.27) and (7.30),
Ω = ΩRaman +ΩRecoil = − 8D2τR15κAD21τ4s
− rκBD1
κAE(1 − Γ2) |hr− |
2. (7.32)
This result provides an independent confirmation of Eq. (7.21). Also, Eq. (7.31)
is identical in form to an expression which included only the Raman SSFS[88].
Significantly, however, Eq. (7.31) is more general sinceΩ is the total spectral center
shift provided by the combined effects of Raman SSFS and dispersive-wave recoil.
Comparison with measurements
Measurements are compared with the analytical model in figures 7.2(a), 7.2(b),
and 7.4(a). Measured parameters used for the analytical model are κA/2pi = 2.12
MHz, D1/2pi = 22 GHz, D2/2pi = 17 kHz, and G/2pi = 42.4 MHz. τR = 2.49
fs can be extracted from the measured Ω in the regime without the mode recoil
effect (δω/2pi < 30 MHz and δω/2pi > 40 MHz). Two free parameters are used
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to optimize the fitting in Figure 7.2 and 7.4 and they are in reasonable agreement
with the measurement: ∆ωr− = −62.2 MHz (−75 ± 7 MHz in measurement) and
κr−/2pi = 3.6 MHz (6 MHz in measurement). The procedure for fitting is as follows:
a detuning frequency, δω, (horizontal axis in Figure 7.2(a), 7.2(b), and 7.4(a) plots)
is selected. By eliminatingΩ in Eq. (7.31) and Eq. (7.32) a single condition relating
τs and |hr− |2 results. Likewise, with δω selected a second condition relating τs and
|hr− |2 results from Eq. (7.24) by replacing ΩRaman using Eq. (7.23). This pair of
equations is solved for τs and |hr− |2 from which Ω is determined by Eq. (7.32) and
ωrep is determined by Eq. (7.2).
7.4 Numerical simulation
Numerical simulations based on the coupled Lugiato-Lefever equation of mode
family A and B (Eq. (7.16) and Fourier transform of Eq. (7.5)) are implemented to
further validate the analytical model. The two mode families are coupled using a
model studied elsewhere [90]. The coupling is characterized by a rate constantG and
is designed to induce an avoided-mode-crossing around mode index µ = 72, similar
to the experimental mode family dispersion. The Raman term in mode family B
is ignored since the power in mode family B is too small to induce Raman related
effects. Dispersion of 3rd order and higher as well as the self-steepening effect
[128] are neglected. The simulations are implemented with the split-step Fourier
method [128] where 2048 modes in the frequency domain are taken into account.
The parameters for two mode families used in Figure 2 and 4 are κA/2pi =2.12MHz,
κB/2pi = 3.4 MHz, D1/2pi =22 GHz for mode A, D1B/2pi = D1/2pi+ 50.9 MHz for
mode B, D2/2pi =17 kHz for both mode A and B, τR =2.489 fs, g = gB = 9.8×10−4
rad s−1, and G/2pi =42.4 MHz.
Figure 7.3 shows the results of the numerical simulation. The hysteresis behavior
in the soliton total frequency shift and the dispersive-wave power resembles the
experimental observation and is also in agreement with the analytical model (see
Figure 7.3(a),(b)). As predicted by Eq. (7.22) (and observed in the Figure 7.2(c)
inset), the recoil is numerically predicted to vary linearly with the dispersive wave
power (Figure 7.3(b) inset).
Frequency and time domain features of the soliton (blue) and dispersive wave (red)
are also studied in Figure 7.3(c),(d) in units of intracavity power. They show that
the dispersive wave emerges on mode family B and consists primarily of a single
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Figure 7.3: Numerical simulation and analytical model of single-mode dispersive
wave generation and recoil. (a) Numerical (blue dots) and analytical (red solid
line) soliton total frequency shift versus cavity-pump detuning. Points i, ii, iii,
and iv correspond to specific soliton operating points noted in other Figure panels.
(b) Numerical (blue dots) and analytical (red solid line) dispersive wave power
(normalized to total soliton power) versus cavity-pump detuning. Inset: recoil
frequency versus the dispersive wave power. (c) Comb spectra contributions from
the two mode families (blue: soliton forming mode family A; red: crossing mode
family B). (d) Time domain intracavity power. TR is the cavity round trip time.
the resonator with a period determined by the beating between the pump and the
dispersive wave. This modulation is observable in Figure 7.3(d). Spectral recoil
of the soliton is also observable in the numerical spectra. The combined power of
mode A and B spectra in Figure 7.3(c) is the total intracavity power.
7.5 Soliton repetition rate quiet point
Phase noise of soliton repetition rate at different operation points
The nonlinear behavior associated with soliton coupling to the single-mode disper-
sive wave can be used to suppress soliton repetition rate noise produced by coupling
of pump-laser frequency noise. This noise source is suspected to be a significant
contributor to repetition-rate noise in certain frequency-offset regimes [67]. From
Eq. (7.2) the repetition frequency depends linearly on the total soliton spectral-
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Figure 7.4: Soliton repetition frequency and phase noise measurement. (a) Mea-
sured (blue dots) and theoretical (red) soliton repetition frequency versus pump-
cavity detuning. The offset frequency is 22.0167 GHz. The distinct soliton operat-
ing points I, II and III refer to phase noise measurements in panel b. Point III is near
the quiet operation point. (b) Phase noise spectra of detected soliton pulse stream
at three operating points shown in panel a. The black line connecting the square
dots is the measurement floor of the phase noise analyzer. (c) Phase noise of soliton
repetition rates at 25 kHz offset frequency plotted versus the cavity-pump detuning.
The blue and red dots (lines) denote the experimental (theoretical) phase noise of
the upper (blue) and lower (red) branch operating points, respectively.
center frequency shift, Ω. However, this total shift frequency versus cavity-pump
detuning has a stationary point on the upper hysteresis branch (see Figure 7.2(d)).
As expected from the simple dependence in Eq. (7.2), this same stationary point
is observed in measurements of the repetition frequency versus detuning (Figure
7.4(a)). To measure the repetition frequency the soliton pulse train is directly
detected and an electrical spectrum analyzer is used to observe the pulse train spec-
trum. The theoretical prediction using analysis from the Methods is also provided
for comparison.
The coupling of pump-laser frequency noise into the soliton repetition rate is ex-
pected to be minimal at the stationary point. To verify this prediction, the phase
noise of the detected soliton pulse train is measured at different soliton operating
points on the upper and lower branches in Figure 7.4(a) using a phase noise analyzer.
Phase noise spectra corresponding to operating points I, II, and III in Figure 7.4(a)
are plotted in Figure 7.4(b). Operating points I and II correspond to nearly identical
cavity-pump detuning, but lie on different branches. As expected, operating point II
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in the upper branch has a lower phase noise level compared to operating point I on
account of its reduced slope. Operating point III is close to the zero-slope detuning
point in the upper branch. This quiet point has the lowest phase noise among the
recorded phase noise spectra. At higher offset frequencies, the phase noise is shot
noise limited, while at lower offset frequencies the phase noise indicates > 0 dBc
Hz−1 and is mainly contributed by frequency drift of the repetition rate.
Measurement of detuning noise
For comparison, the phase noise associated with the detuning frequency δω was
also measured. For this measurement, an additional Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) loop
is embedded into the setup and operated open loop (see Figure 7.5(a)). The pump
frequency is red detuned relative to the cavity resonance in order to form the soliton
pulse train. Moreover, the amount of cavity-laser detuning required to generate
solitons ismany cavity linedwidths so that the conventional PDHerror signal near the
resonance frequency cannot be used tomonitor the detuning frequency. However, the
higher-frequency PDH sideband can be tuned to reside close to the cavity resonance.
Path phases in the PDH loop can be adjusted so that a PDH error signal is produced
by the interaction of this sideband with the cavity resonance. When the soliton is
formed, we tune the PDH local-oscillator (LO) frequency to approximately match
the cavity-laser detuning. This is accomplished by monitoring the PDH error signal
(see red trace in Figure 7.5(b)). For this measurement the transmitted pump light
is filtered from the soliton spectrum using a fiber Bragg filter. By setting this LO
frequency to the indicated monitoring point, the corresponding error-signal output
will convert detuning frequency to a voltage output. This output can be recorded
and then analyzed to produce a noise spectrum. The calibration of voltage into
frequency is performed by using the Mach-Zehnder interferometer trace (see blue
trace in Figure 7.5(b)). This calibration is performed on the resonator at reduced
power levels where solitons do not form and where the Lorentzian lineshape of the
resonator is unaffected by the Kerr nonlinearity.
The power spectral density of the error signal is converted into phase noise in
Figure 7.4(b). The relatively high noise floor in this measurement is caused by
the oscilloscope sensitivity. Nonetheless, a noise bump at 25 kHz offset frequency
originates from the laser and provides a laser-noise reference point against which
comparison to the soliton phase noise is possible. The soliton phase noise at 25 kHz
offset frequency noise is plotted versus detuning in Figure 7.4(c). The soliton phase






















































Figure 7.5: Experimental setup and details on detuning-noise measurement. (a)
The experimental setup includes both the soliton generation and characterization
setup and a Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) system operated open loop. The PDH is
added to make possible the pump-cavity detuning noise measurement. Components
included in the set up are an EOM: electro-optic modulator; EDFA: Erbium-doped
fiber amplifier; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; PC: polarization controller; FBG:
fiber Bragg grating; PD: photodetector; OSA: optical spectral analyzer; PNA: phase
noise analyzer; LO: local oscillator. The OSA and and PNA are shown for com-
pleteness. They are used to measure the soliton spectrum and repetition rate phase
noise. They are not involved in measuring the detuning frequency noise. (b) Mea-
surements that illustrate the pump-cavity detuning measurement. The green trace is
the measured power transmission when scanning the pump laser frequency across
a cavity resonance. The pump laser is phase modulated, the transmitted signal is
detected and the resulting photocurrent is then mixed with the PDH local oscillator
signal to generate the PDH error signal. Upon laser scan the PDH error signal (as
measured on the oscilloscope) is generated as shown in the red trace. The pump
laser is filtered using the fiber Bragg grating. The monitoring point for the detuning
frequency measurement is indicated by the black dot. In order to convert scanning
time into laser frequency, a calibrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) records
power transmission (blue trace) on an oscilloscope. The free-spectral-range of the
MZI is 40 MHz.
using the cavity-pump detuning noise level at 25 kHz offset. The dip of the phase
noise occurs at the quiet point. One outlier point (red branch) is believed to have
resulted from loss of lock of the phase noise analyzer. For lower offset frequencies,
the contributions to noise are believed to originate from thermal contributions
within the resonator and are under investigation. Nonetheless, the measured noise
contributions at these frequencies show a trend of reduction for operation at the
quiet point.
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Coupling between detuning noise and repetition rate noise
To calculate the dependence of soliton repetition rate phase noise on the pump
frequency noise, we start with the expression of repetition rate of the soliton which
can be expressed as follows [90],







The variation in bothD1 andΩ contribute to fluctuations in the repetition rate. While
D1 is subject to thermo-refractive noise and fluctuations from the environment, a
significant contributor to fluctuations in Ω results from fluctuations in the pump-
laser frequency detuning frequency, δω. The noise conversion from cavity-pump
detuning to repetition rate can be calculated by linearizing Eqs. (7.25)-(7.29) using
the small signal approximation[133]. Accordingly, all soliton parameters (X) can
be expressed as X = X0 +∆X , where X0 is the steady-state value and ∆X is a small-
signal fluctuation. For simplicity, we further denote the Raman and recoil terms in
Eq. (7.27) as −8gτRB4s /15τs − κBpir|br |2 ≡ κAB2s τsF(δω) so that Ω = F(δω) is the
function of detuning measured in Figure 7.2(d) (i.e., steady-state Ω versus δω).
In the following derivation, τs in Eqs. (7.25)-(7.29) is eliminated using Eq.(7.30).
Equation (7.27) can therefore be expressed as
∂BsΩ
∂t
= −κABs[Ω − F(δω)]. (7.34)
Applying the small-signal approximation and Fourier transform to Eq. (7.34) gives
the result,





where ∆X˜(ω) is the Fourier transform of ∆X , ω is the Fourier frequency (i.e., offset
frequency in the phase or frequency-noise spectrum) andwhere the Fourier transform
of ∂∆X/∂t equals iω∆X˜(ω). ∆δ˜ω(ω) represents the cavity-pump detuning noise.
Similarly, Eq. (7.25) can be transformed to
gBs0∆B˜s(ω) = ∆δ˜ω(ω) − D2Ω0
D21
∆Ω˜(ω), (7.36)
where the contribution from iω∆ϕ˜(ω) is neglected as it is of order (ω/δω) smaller
compared to the leading-order terms.
In the limit ofω2/κ2A  1 andΩ2τ2s ω/κA  1, Eq. (7.35) and Eq. (7.36) are solved
for ∆Ω˜(ω) in terms of ∆δ˜ω(ω). The result is substituted into the Fourier transform
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of Eq. (7.33) to give the following result:
∆ω˜rep(ω) = D1D2∆Ω˜(ω) =
∆δ˜ω(ω)






where sources of noise associated with D1 in Eq. (7.33) are ignored.
The soliton repetition rate noise can be expressed as ∆ω˜rep(ω) = α(ω)∆δ˜ω(ω)
where α(ω), the noise transfer function, is the coefficient of ∆δ˜ω(ω) in Eq. (7.37).
Accordingly, the phase noise of repetition rate is Sφ(ω) = |α(ω)|2Sφ,δω(ω).
Typically, for the resonators in this study ω < κA so that the first term in Eq. (7.37)
expresses the trivial result that the slope of the plot in Figure 7.4(a) acts as a transfer
function of fluctuations in δω into repetition-rate fluctuations. However, when
∂ωrep/∂δω approaches zero (the quiet point), the first term in Eq. (7.37) vanishes
and the noise transfer function reaches a minimum determined by the second term.
The phase noise plots in Figure 7.4(c) were fitted using the same parameters as
in analytical fitting in Figure 7.2(c), 7.2(d) and 7.4(a), and ∂ωrep/∂δω extracted
numerically from the fitting curves in Figure 7.4(a).
Existence of quiet points and hysteresis
An analytical study comparing the detuning response of the Raman and recoil effects
was performed to determine conditions required to observe the quiet point. The quiet
point occurs when the retreating soliton recoil balances the always advancing SSFS.
Accordingly, Figure 7.6 is a contour plot of the maximum ratio of |∂ΩRecoil/∂δω| to
|∂ΩRaman/∂δω| while varying the coupling strength between the soliton-mode and
crossing-mode families and the damping rate of the crossing mode (see Methods).
The existence regime for observation of the quiet point corresponds to the ratio > 1
shown in red. Stronger mode interaction and weaker dissipation are required to
operate in this regime.
The detuning range of bistability is critical for observation of hysteresis behavior.
Analysis shows that this range can be increased by increasing the spatial-mode
coupling strength, optical quality factor or moving the mode crossing frequency
closer to the pump laser frequency (smaller r). In Figure (7.7), the calculated
detuning range of bistability is presented as a contour plot versus coupling strength,
G, and the dissipation rate of crossing mode, κB. It can be seen that the range
increases with G and decreases with κB. This is mainly because larger G and
smaller κB enhance the dispersive wave power and therefore increase the strength
of recoil and nonlinearity. In our experiment, we have measured G/κA = 20 and
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Figure 7.6: Existence study for the quiet point. The maximum ratios of
|∂ΩRecoil/∂δω | to |∂ΩRaman/∂δω| at varying normalized modal coupling rate G
and normalized crossing-mode damping rate κB (dashed curve is unity ratio). The
quiet point exists when this ratio is greater than unity (red region). Parameters
correspond to a silica resonator.
1.5 1.0 0.5 0
Bistable range (normalized to κ
A
)
Figure 7.7: Contour plot of detuning range. Color plot of detuning range of
bistability versus spatial-mode coupling strength,G, and dissipation rate of crossing
mode, κB. All quantities are normalized to the dissipation rate, κA, of the soliton-
forming mode.
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fitted κB/κA = 1.7 and the corresponding normalized bistable range is estimated to
be 0.67.
7.6 Conclusion
In summary, coupling of a dissipative Kerr soliton to a single-mode dispersive wave
has been shown to produce hysteresis behavior in both the dispersive-wave power
and in the soliton properties. These properties include the frequency shift of the
soliton spectral center relative to the pumping frequency and the soliton repetition
frequency. The hysteresis results from the dependence of the dispersive-wave phase
matching condition upon the dispersive-wave power. The hysteresis behavior of the
dispersive wave also leads to an operating point wherein coupling of laser pump
frequency noise into the soliton repetition rate is greatly reduced. This reduction
was modeled and measured, and the requirements for quiet point existence were
also studied. The operating point for quiet soliton operation is of potential use for
ultra-low-noise microwave generation.
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C h a p t e r 8
MICRORESONATOR SOLITON DUAL-COMB
SPECTROSCOPY
1Since their demonstration in the late 1990s [23, 30, 31], optical frequency combs
have revolutionized precision measurements of time and frequency and enabled new
technologies such as optical clocks [23] , low-noise microwave generation [200] and
dual-comb spectroscopy [35, 201–207], while also adding performance capabli-
bility to methods like coherent LIDAR [208–210]. In spectroscopic applications,
frequency comb systems exist across a broad spectral range spanning ultraviolet to
infrared, making them well suited for measurement of diverse molecular species.
At the same time, the method of dual-comb spectroscopy leverages the coherence
properties of combs for rapid, broad-band spectral analysis with high accuracy [211].
In parallel with advancements in frequency comb applications, the past decade has
witnessed the appearance of a miniature optical frequency comb or microcomb [51,
52]. These microcombs have been demonstrated across a range of emission bands
using several dielectric materials [51, 63, 151, 212–215]. Under continuous-wave
laser pumping, the combs are initiated by way of parametric oscillation [61, 216]
and are broadened by cascaded four-wave mixing [51, 52] to spectral widths that can
encompass an octave of spectrum [215]. Four-wavemixing in the ultra-fast intraband
gain medium of quantum cascade lasers (QCL) has also been shown to create
frequency modulation (FM) combs [217]. These FM systems have been applied to
demonstrate dual-comb spectroscopy in the mid infrared [218]. Also, heterodyne of
two conventional microcombs in the mid infrared has been demonstrated, a key step
towards dual-comb spectroscopy [108]. Direct heterodyne detection of two QCL
FM combs in the laser current has also been shown [219].
A major advancement in microcombs has been the realization of soliton mode-
locking [66–68, 76, 77]. Soliton microcombs feature dissipative Kerr solitons that
leverage the Kerr nonlinearity to both compensate dispersion and to overcome cavity
loss by way of parametric gain [170]. Unlike earlier microcombs, this new device
provides phase-locked femtosecond pulses with well-defined, repeatable spectral en-
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Microresonator soliton dual-comb spec-



































Figure 8.1: Microresonator-based dual-comb spectroscopy. Two soliton pulse trains
with slightly different repetition rates are generated by continuous optical pumping
of two microresonators. The pulse trains are combined in a fiber bidirectional
coupler to produce a signal output path that passes through a test sample as well
as a reference output path. The output of each path is detected to generate an
electrical interferogram of the two soliton pulse trains. The interferogram is Fourier
transformed to produce comb-like electrical spectra having spectral lines spaced by
the repetition rate difference of the soliton pulse trains. The absorption features
of the test sample can be extracted from this spectrum by normalizing the signal
spectrum by the reference spectrum. Also shown is the image of two, silica wedge
disk resonators. The disks have a 3 mm diameter and are fabricated on a silicon
chip.
velopes, which is important for dual-comb spectroscopy. Their pulse repetition rate
is detectable and has excellent phase noise characteristics [67]. Here, we demon-
strate dual-comb spectroscopy using this new platform. The dual-comb source spans
over 30 nm with 22 GHz optical spectral resolution and the interferogram spectra
feature high signal-to-noise. Also, precise microfabrication control enables close
matching of the repetition rates so that over 4 THz of optical bandwidth is measured
within 500 MHz of electrical bandwidth.
8.1 Concept of microresonator soliton dual comb spectroscopy
A schematic view of the dual comb experimental setup is provided in Fig. 8.1. Two
soliton trains having different repetition rates (∆ fr = fr1 − fr2) are generated from
distinct microresonators and then combined using a directional coupler. One of
the combined streams is coupled through a gas cell of molecules whose absorption
spectrum is to be measured. The other combined stream functions to provide a
reference. The slight difference in repetition rates of the soliton streams creates a
periodically time-varying interferogram in the detected current with a period 1/∆ fr .
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Fourier transform of this time-varying signal reveals the interfering soliton comb
spectra, now shifted to radio-frequency rates. The signal spectrum containing the
molecular absorption information is then normalized using the reference spectrum
to reveal the spectral absorption of the gas cell.
8.2 Experimental setup and soliton generation
Figure 8.2(A) gives further details on the experimental setup. Solitons are generated
and stabilized in two microresonators using the active-capture/locking technique
[156]. The microresonators are pumped at 1549.736 nm and 1549.916 nm using
two amplified fiber lasers (Orbits Lightwave), but in principle, pumping from a
single laser is possible. The difference frequency of the pumps was determined to
be 22.5 GHz by detecting their electrical beat note and measurement on a spectrum
analyzer. After amplification, each pump laser is coupled to an acousto-optic
frequency modulator (AOM). The frequency-shifted output of the AOM is used to
provide a controllable optical pumping power that is required for soliton triggering
[156]. The pump light is then evanescently coupled into the silica microresonator
via a fiber taper [130, 139]. Residual pumping light that is transmitted past each
resonator is filtered using a fiber Bragg grating (FBG). After the FBG, a 90/10 tap is
used tomonitor the soliton power for feedback control of the pump laser frequency so
as to implement soliton locking[156]. The optical spectra of the individual soliton
streams was monitored using a Yokogawa optical spectrum analyzer. Additional
precision calibration of the spectra was possible using a Wavelength References
Clarity laser locked to a molecular absorption line. Typical soliton optical spectra
are presented in Fig. 8.2, (B) to (C), and feature the characteristic sech2 envelope
observed in this case over a 60 nmwavelength span. The detected electrical spectrum
for each soliton source is also shown in Fig. 8.2, (D) to (E). The narrow spectral
lines measured with a resolution bandwidth of 500 Hz have a signal-to-noise greater
than 75 dB showing that corresponding repetition rates are extremely stable.
The high-Q resonators used in this work are described elsewhere [55]. Briefly,
they are silica wedge devices fabricated on a silicon wafer using a combination of
lithography and wet/dry etching. The unloaded quality factor of the microresonators
exceeds 300 million, and the generated solitons have repetition rates determined
primarily by the diameter of the devices (3 mm). The repetition rate difference of
the two microcomb devices is controlled by varying the silica resonator etching time
[55].
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Figure 8.2: Detailed experimental setup and soliton comb characterization. (A)
Continuous-wave (CW) fiber lasers are amplified by erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFA) and coupled into high-Q silica wedge microresonators via tapered fiber
couplers. An acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is used to control pump power to
trigger soliton generation in the microresonators. Polarization controllers (PC) are
used to optimize resonator coupling. A fiber Bragg grating (FBG) removes the
transmitted pump power in the soliton microcomb. The pump laser frequency is
servo controlled to maintain a fixed detuning from the microresonator resonance
by holding the soliton average power to a fixed setpoint. An optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA) monitors the spectral output from the microresonators. The two
soliton pulse streams are combined in a bidirectional coupler and sent to a gas
cell (or a WaveShaper) and a reference path. The interferograms of the combined
soliton pulse streams are generated by photodetection (PD) and recorded on an
oscilloscope. The repetition rates of the soliton pulse streams are also monitored
by an electrical spectrum analyzer (ESA). The temperature of one resonator is
controlled by a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) to tune the optical frequency difference
of the two solitons. (B)-(C) Optical spectra of the microresonator soliton pulse
streams. (D)-(E) Electrical spectra showing the repetition rates of the soliton pulse
streams. The rates are given in the legends.
The optical outputs from the stabilized soliton sources are combined and coupled
into two paths as shown in Fig. 8.2(A). One path contains a 16.5 cm-long 300
Torr H13CN gas cell manufactured by Wavelength References, Inc. which functions
as the test sample in the measurement. The other path is coupled directly to a
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photodetector and functions as the reference. The test sample path also contained
an alternate path in which a Finisar WaveShaper was inserted. The WaveShaper
required an erbium fiber amplifier to compensate its insertion loss. As demonstrated
below, the WaveShaper allowed synthesis of arbitray spectral transmission profiles
to further verify the dual comb operation. Detection to generate the interferograms
used u2t photodetectors with bandwidths of 50 GHz. Temperature control of one
of the microresonators was used to tune the relative optical frequency difference
of the two solitons streams. In the measurements this difference was held below
1 GHz, allowing the observation of the temporal interferogram on an oscilloscope
(bandwidth 1 GHz). The spectrum of the photocurrent signals was also measured
to determine the soliton repetition rates (see Fig. 8.2, (D) to (E)) using an electrical
spectrum analyzer (Rhode Schwartz) with a bandwidth of 26 GHz.
8.3 Electrical interferogram and spectra
The reference interferogram produced by detection of the lower path in Fig. 8.2A
and as recorded on the oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 8.3(A). It has a period of 386
ns, corresponding to a soliton repetition rate difference of 2.6 MHz. This relatively
small repetition rate difference was made possible by precise lithographic control of
the 22 GHz soliton repetition rate. It was possible to fabricate disks with even more
closely matched repetition rates (< 100 kHz). Figure 8.3(B) shows the calculated
Fourier transform of the interferogram. The small repetition rate difference on the
much larger 22 GHz soliton repetition rate makes it possible compress an optical
span of 4 THz (1535 nm to 1567 nm) into 500 MHz of electrical spectrum. The
measured wavelength span is actually narrower than the observable wavelength span
of the original soliton pulse streams and is limited by the photodetector noise. The
interferogram spectrum has a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in excess of 30 dB near
the central lines. A zoom-in of the spectrum (multi- and single-line) is provided in
Fig. 8.3(C). The electrical comb teeth are equidistantly separated by 2.6 MHz and
have a full-width-half-maximum linewidth less than 50 kHz, limited by the mutual
coherence of the independent fiber pump lasers. The pump laser line in a dissipative
Kerr soliton is also a comb tooth in the soliton optical spectrum. As a result, the
frequency jitter in each pump is transferred as an overall shift on the resulting soliton
comb. Externally locking the two combs should reduce the observed linewidth in
the interferogram spectrum.
It is interesting to note the placement of the pump lines toward the high frequency
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Figure 8.3: Measured electrical interferogram and spectra. (A) The detected in-
terferogram of the reference soliton pulse train. (B) Typical electrical spectrum
obtained by Fourier transform of the temporal interferogram in A. To obtain the
displayed spectra, ten spectra each are recorded over a time of 20 µs and averaged.
(C) Resolved (multiple and individual) comb teeth of the spectrum in panel b are
equidistantly separated by 2.6 MHz, the difference in the soliton repetitation rate of
the two microresonators. The linewidth of each comb tooth is < 50 kHz and set by
the mutual coherence of the pumping lasers. (D)- (E) Fourier-transform (black) of
the signal interferogram produced by coupling the dual-soliton pulse trains through
theWaveShaper (see Fig. 8.2(A)) with programmed absorption functions (spectrally
flat and sine-wave). The obtained dual-comb absorption spectra (red) are compared
with the programmed functions (blue curves) from 1545 nm to 1565 nm.
Fig. 8.3B). In the optical spectra (Fig. 8.2, (B) to (C)) the pump is blue detuned
relative to the soliton spectral maximum (this occurs on account of the Raman self-
frequency-shift of the soliton[87, 88, 166]). This spectral landmark shows that the
relative spectral placement of the soliton combs is such that high optical frequencies
are mapped to high interferogram frequencies. It is also interesting to note how
certain non-idealities in the soliton spectra map into the interferogram spectrum.
Specifically, there are avoided-mode-crossing induced Fano-like spurs[67] in the
soliton optical spectra (Fig. 8.2, (B) to (C)) occurring near 1535 nm and this
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generates a corresponding feature at 750 MHz in Fig. 8.3(B).
As an initial test of the dual-comb source, artificial absorption spectra were pro-
grammed in a Finisar WaveShaper 1000S and then measured as dual-comb spectra.
In Fig. 8.3, (D) to (E), electrical spectra Fourier-transformed from the signal inter-
ferograms after coupling through the WaveShaper are shown. The two programmed
functions are a spectrally flat 3 dB absorption and a sine-wave absorption having a 4
dB amplitude. The absorption spectra, obtained by normalizing the signal and refer-
ence electrical spectra, are compared with the programmed functions in 8.3, (D) to
(E). The ability to reconstruct these synthetic spectral profiles clearly demonstrates
the reproducibility of solitonic spectral profile.
8.4 Trace gas spectroscopy
In this section the absorption spectrum of the H13CN 2ν1 band is studied. In Fig.
8.4(A), the measured dual-comb absorption spectrum from 1538 nm to 1562 nm is
shown in red and compared with a directly measured absorption spectrum shown
in blue. Both absorption spectra are normalized. Sampling-induced choppiness
of the dual-comb spectrum is caused by the relatively coarse spectral resolution
of the solitons in comparison to the spectral scale of the H13CN absorption lines.
Nonetheless, the characteristic envelope of H13CN 2ν1 band is clearly resolved. The
residual difference between the two absorption spectra is shown in green and the
calculated standard deviation is 0.0254. Furthermore, a line-by-line overlay of the
measured optical and dual-comb spectra is shown in Fig. 8.4(B) to visually confirm
the wavelength precision and absorption intensity accuracy of the dual-comb source.
The directly measured H13CN absorption spectrum in Fig. 8.4(A) is obtained by
coupling an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) into the H13CNgas cell and scanning
the laser while monitoring the transmitted optical power. A separate signal is also
tapped from the ECDL to function as a reference. The relative wavelength change of
the ECDL during the scan is calibrated using a fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer
and absolute calibration is obtained using the Wavelength References Clarity laser
mentioned above.
In principle, a finer comb spacing (lower repetition frequency) soliton source is
possible. Non-soliton microcombs having mode spacing as narrow as 2.4 GHz have
been demonstrated using the silica wedge resonator platform [63]. Modulating the
microcombs by an integer factor of the repetition frequency using electro-optical
































































Figure 8.4: Measured molecular absorption spectra. (A) Absorption spec-
trum of 2ν1 band of H13CN measured by direct power transmission using a
wavelength-calibrated scanning laser (see Methods section) and comparison to the
microresonator-based dual-comb spectrum. The residual difference between the two
spectra is shown in green. (B) Overlay of the directly measured optical spectrum
and the dual-comb spectrum showing line-by-line matching. The vertical positions
of the two spectra are adjusted to compensate insertion loss.
other hand, larger mode spacing could allow studies of fast dynamic processes such
as chemical reactions and rapid measurements of the broad absorption features in
liquids or solids [220, 221].
8.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, two soliton microcombs featuring highly balanced microwave repeti-
tion rates were used as a dual-comb spectroscopy system to measure the absorption
spectrum of the 2ν1 band of H13CN. This is the first demonstration of a microres-
onator soliton-based dual-comb spectroscopy system. The dual-comb source has a
high SNR and spans over 30 nm in optical C-band. Using fiber nonlinear broadening
or internal (resonator) dispersive wave generation, it should be possible to greatly
extend this spectral span [207, 222]. With careful engineering of the resonator
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dispersion [138] it should also be possible to cover other spectral ranges within
the transmission window of silica. More generally, a wide range of materials are
available for microcombs enabling access to mid infrared spectra. With further
improvements, it should also be possible to realize chip-based dual-comb coherent
anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS). The integration with other on-chip de-
vices [73] makes soliton-based microcombs well suited for possible realization of a
dual-comb spectroscopic system-on-a-chip.
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C h a p t e r 9
COUNTER-PROPAGATING SOLITONS
1Solitons occur in many physical systems when a nonlinearity compensates wave
dispersion. Their recent formation inmicroresonators opens a new research direction
for nonlinear optical physics [66–68, 76, 77]. Soliton mode locking also endows
frequency microcombs with enhanced stability necessary for miniaturization of
spectroscopy and frequency metrology systems [52]. These microresonator solitons
orbit around a closed waveguide path and produce a repetitive output pulse stream
at a rate set by the round-trip time. In this chapter counter-propagating solitons
that simultaneously orbit in an opposing sense (clockwise/counter-clockwise) are
studied. Despite sharing the same spatial mode family, their round-trip times can
be precisely and independently controlled. Furthermore, a state is possible in which
both the relative optical phase and relative repetition rates of the distinct soliton
streams are locked. This state allows a single resonator to produce dual-soliton
frequency-comb streams having different repetition rates, but with high relative
coherence useful in both spectroscopy [105–107] and laser ranging systems [38].
9.1 Generation of counter-propagating solitons
Dissipative Kerr solitons orbit in closed optical paths within optical whispering-
gallery microresonators. These paths support both clockwise (CW) and counter-
clockwise (CCW) whispering gallery modes, which, in principle, could allow two
soliton frequency combs to co-exist in the same spatial mode family. In this work
counter-propagating (CP) solitons are generated by counter-pumping on a single
microresonator resonance (Figure 9.1(a)). TheseCP solitons have several properties.
First, because the pump wave of each DKS comb is also a tooth of the corresponding
frequency comb (i.e., pump is phase coherent with the soliton), the tuning of two
counter-propagating pumps also causes an offset in the optical frequency of the two
soliton pulse streams. Moreover, because the two pumps can be derived from a
single seed laser by radio-frequency-rate tuning of optical modulators (see AOMs
in Figure 9.1(b)), the two solitons share the optical phase of the seed laser. Second,
the precise frequency control of the two pumps afforded by the modulators enables
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Counter-propagating solitons in microres-
onators”, Nat. Photon. 11(9):560-564 (2017).
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independent tuning of the CW and CCW soliton repetition rates. This rate tuning is
possible because of soliton self interactions mediated by the Raman process [88, 90].
Collectively, precise pump frequency control derived from a single seed laser creates


























































Figure 9.1: Observation of counter-propagating solitons. (a) Rendering showing
counter-propagating solitons within a high-Q wedge resonator. (b) Experimen-
tal setup. A continuous-wave fiber laser is amplified by an erbium-doped-fiber-
amplifier (EDFA) and sent into two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). The outputs
from the AOMs are counter-coupled into the microresonator and generate counter-
propagating solitons. The optical power of solitons in one direction is used to servo
lock the pump laser to a certain frequency detuning relative to the cavitymode. FBG:
fiber-Bragg grating; PD: photodetector. (c) Optical spectra of counter-propagating
solitons. The location of the pump line is indicated by a dashed line. Measured
autocorrelation traces are provided as insets.
After reviewing the experimental setup and demonstrating CP soliton generation,
the independent control of repetition rates is demonstrated. Tuning control of the
repetition rates reveals two rate locking phenomena that are further studied. In one
case, the CP solitons are observed to lock with identical repetition rates. In the
second case, the CP solitons experience relative rate locking at different repetition
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rates. This latter form of locking is potentially useful in dual comb spectroscopy
and in laser ranging systems [38] (LIDAR) where it would eliminate the need for
independent and mutually-locked frequency combs.
To produce the solitons, a continuous-wave fiber laser is amplified and split using
a directional coupler so as to pump CW and CCW modes of a microresonator
resonance using a fiber taper coupler (see experimental setup in Figure 9.1(b)).
Two AOMs are used to control the pump power and frequencies in each pumping
direction. TheAOM frequency control allows precise tuning of the soliton repetition
rates as detailed below while the amplitude of the AOM transmission is used during
triggering of the solitons [68, 156]. The residual transmitted pump power is filtered
by a fiber Bragg grating filter (FBG). The CP solitons are stabilized indefinitely
using the active capture technique, which servo controls the pump frequency using
the soliton power [156]. It is found that application of this locking technique to only
one of the soliton pulse streams automatically locks the other pulse stream. The
system can be controllably triggered and locked with a single or a specified number
of solitons in each propagation direction.
In Figure 9.1(c) the measured optical spectra and the autocorrelation traces (insets)
for typical CW and CCW soliton streams are shown. The counter-propagating soli-
tons are typically several-hundred femtoseconds in duration. The microresonator,
a high-Q silica wedge design [55] with 3 mm diameter, gives a soliton round-trip
time of 46 ps as seen in the Figure 9.1(c) inset. The microresonator features anoma-
lous dispersion at the pumping wavelength near 1.55 microns and is engineered to
produce minimal avoided mode crossings over the optical band of the solitons [67].
9.2 Tuning and locking of soliton repetition rates
Tuning of soliton repetition rates
Soliton repetition rate control is achieved by varying the detuning frequency of each
pumpwith respect to the cavity resonant frequency,ω0, that is pumped. For example,
the repetition rate, fcw, of the clockwise soliton is controlled by δωcw ≡ ω0 − ωcw
where ωcw is the CW pump frequency [88, 90]. Similarly, fccw is controlled by
δωccw. This tuning is linked to the soliton self-Raman-shift [87, 88, 166], ΩR,
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Figure 9.2: Counter-propagating solitons with independently tuned repetition rates.
(a) Electrical spectrum of photo-detected CW and CCW soliton pulse streams with
pump frequency difference ∆ν = 3.9 MHz. Strong central peaks give the repetition
rate of each soliton. The weaker spectral lines occurring over a broader spectral
range are inter-soliton beat frequencies. Beat frequencies produced by the pump
line of one soliton beating with higher and lower frequency comb teeth that neighbor
the pump line of the other soliton are indicated by arrows. These spectral lines are
shifted by ∆ν = ±3.9 MHz relative to the two, strong repetition-rate lines. (b) Upper
trace is gray-banded region from (a). The pair of strong central peaks give the CW
and CCW soliton repetition rates. Lower trace is the same electrical spectrum when
the soliton repetition rates have locked to the same frequency (pump frequencies
differ by ∆ν = 77 kHz). (c) Temporal interferogram of the baseband inter-soliton
beat signal under unlocked condition in (a). (d) Plot of the difference in CW and
CCW repetition rates versus difference in pump frequencies. The red line is a
fit using the model in the Methods section. The inset shows that the two soliton
repetition rates are locked over approximately 150 kHz pump difference frequency
range.
where τR is the Raman shock time, κ is the cavity decay rate, D1 (D2) is the free-
spectral-range (second-order dispersion) at mode µ = 0 (the pumping mode). The
soliton repetition rate, f , is coupled to the SSFS as




Therefore the difference in the repetition rates (interferogram rate) between counter-
propagating solitons with cavity-pump detuning δωcw and δωccw is given by







The second form of this equation uses ∆ω = ωccw − ωcw = 2pi∆ν and is applied for
the theoretical plot in Figure 9.2(d).
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To measure tuning control of the CW and CCW soliton repetition rates, their pulse
streams are combined and simultaneously photodetected. The electrical spectrum
of the photocurrent is shown in Figure 9.2(a) when the difference in pumping
frequencies is set to ∆ν ≡ (ωccw − ωcw)/2pi = 3.9 MHz and δωcw/2pi ∼ 20 MHz.
A zoom-in of the spectrum in Figure 9.2(a) is provided in the upper panel of
Figure 9.2(b). The zoom-in shows two strong central spectral peaks that differ by
60 kHz. These peaks give the fundamental repetition rates associated with the
CW and CCW soliton streams. The weaker, non-central beats appearing in Figure
9.2(a) and in the upper panel of Figure 9.2(b) are inter-soliton beat frequencies
between comb teeth belonging to different soliton combs. These beat frequencies
are equally separated by the difference in the repetition rates (60 kHz). As an aside,
the maxima at the extreme wings of the spectrum in Figure 9.2(a) are caused by
the mode crossing distortion in the comb spectra seen in Figure 9.1(c) near 1542
nm. An interferogram showing the electrical time trace of the co-detected dual-
soliton pulse streams is shown in Figure 9.2(c). This time trace can be understood
as a stroboscopic interference of the respective soliton pulses on the detector. The
strobing occurs at the rate difference (∆ f ≡ ( fccw − fcw)) of the two soliton streams
giving the repetitive signal a period of 16.5 µs. By varying the pump detuning, ∆ν,
it is possible to observe tuning of the repetition rate difference, ∆ f , as shown in
Figure 9.2(d). A theoretical fit is provided in the figure.
Locking of soliton repetition rates
Near ∆ν = 0 in Figure 9.2(d), locking of the repetition rates is observed over a
range of ∆ν around 150 kHz. The associated electrical zoom-in spectrum under this
locked condition is shown in the lower panel of Figure 9.2(b). Importantly, nearly
all of the weaker peaks that appear in the unlocked spectrum shown in Figure 9.2(a)
disappear as a result of locking. This can be understood to result from the high
relative temporal stability of the two pulse streams. In particular, under the locking
condition, inter-soliton pulse mixing on the photo-detector, which is guaranteed
under conditions of unequal repetition rates, now requires strict spatial-temporal
alignment of the two pulse streams at the detector. Consistent with this physical
picture, the interferogram trace is observed to show no periodic strobing behavior.
This locking behavior is believed to occur through backscattering of pump light,
which can induce four-wave mixing on the soliton comb teeth and subsequently
induce locking. As an aside, the weak sidebands in the lower panel of Figure 9.2(b)
are believed to result from pump light from one direction interfering on the detector
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with comb teeth of the soliton from the opposing direction.
Below the theoretical description of soliton repetition rate locking to an identical
rate is discussed. For example, consider taper backscattering of the clockwise
(CW) pump. The backscattered pump light propagates with the counter-clockwise
(CCW) soliton in the resonator. The CCW soliton and the backscattered CW pump
experience four-wave-mixing that creates sidebands on the CCW soliton. These side
bands lie at frequencieswhich are very close to theCWsoliton. Backscatter coupling
of these sidebands (and similar sidebands produced by taper backscattering of the
CCW pump) causes the soliton repetition rates to lock through injection locking.
This process is described schematically in Figure 9.3(a).
Such a dual-pumped microresonator with bacscattering can be described by
∂A(φ, t)
∂t
= − ( κ
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R(φ′/D1)|A(t, φ + φ′)|2dφ′/D1,
(9.4)
where FA (FB) is the pump field for the soliton described by amplitude A (B), α
denotes the taper back-reflection portion of the pump power, κ is the decay rate of
the soliton field, δωA is the frequency detuning of the pump field relative to the
cavity mode being pumped, and D2 is the second order dispersion. The last term
includes both the Kerr and Raman nonlinearity [89, 128]. The nonlinear response
term R(t) has the form [128]
R(t) = (1 − fR)δ(t) + fRhR(t), (9.5)
where the delay in electrical response is ignored and hR(t) accounts for the Raman
response. The Raman fraction for silica ( fR = 0.18) is assumed.
By expanding the intracavity field at two pump frequencies as A = Ap + Abei∆ωt
where Ap is the amplitude for the existing soliton and Ab is the field that forms
in response to the backscattered pump field, we can derive the following coupled
amplitude equations [89, 128]
∂Ap(φ, t)
∂t
= − ( κ
2
+ iδωA)Ap + i D22
∂2Ap
∂φ2
+ FA + ig[|Ap |2 + (2 − fR)|Ab |2]Ap
+ igτRD1Ap














































































Figure 9.3: Mechanism of CP soliton synchronization. (a) Rate locking occurs when
the repetition rates of Ap and Bp are injection-locked by the backscattering of Bb
and Ab, respectively. The upper panel shows four-wave-mixing sidebands (dashed
blue lines) on the comb teeth of the CCW soliton (solid blue lines). These are
created by taper backscattering of the CW pump. These sidebands are subsequently
backscattered within the resonator into the CW direction (middle panel), where they
(and their CW counter-parts) induce injection locking of the CW and CCW solitons
(lower panel). (b) Simulation of CP soliton repetition rate locking. φAc and φBc are
the peak position of solitons in CW and CCW rotation frames, respectively. See
text for discussion of four panels.
∂Ab(φ, t)
∂t
= − ( κ
2





αFB + ig[|Ab |2 + (2 − fR)|Ap |2]Ab
+ igτRD1Ab




where the Raman gain between the two fields has been ignored as ∆ω is much
smaller than the material’s Raman shift. τR ∼ 2.4 fs is the Raman shock time in
silica [88, 89, 128].
As α  1, we assume that the backscattered field is a perturbation to the existing
soliton field (|Ab |  |Ap |). The existing soliton therefore maintains propagation as
a soliton. Next, the intracavity backscattering is added by including coupling from
the existing soliton propagating in the opposing direction. The amplitude of this
soliton is denoted by Bp and its weak pump backscattering component is denoted
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by Bb such that B = Bp + Bbe−i∆ωt . The complete coupled equations are given by,
∂Ap(φ, t)
∂t
= − ( κ
2
+ iδωA)Ap + i D22
∂2Ap
∂φ2
+ FA + ig[|Ap |2 + (2 − fR)|Ab |2]Ap
+ igτRD1Ap
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+ igτRD1Bp
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αFA + ig[|Bb |2 + (2 − fR)|Bp |2]Bb
+ igτRD1Bb




where, for simplicity, only a single scatterer is assumed in the cavity so that Γ(θ) =
Gδ(θ).
Figure 9.3(b) numerically studies locking of the CP soliton repetition rates by
solution of the above coupled soliton equations. By plotting the time evolution of
the difference in the CP solitons’ peak position (φAc− φBc) within their own moving
frames, we can extract their repetition rate difference from the slope of the curves.
The upper panel in Figure 9.3(b) shows how the solitons rate lock after a few cavity
round trips. Backscatter coupling values (internal and taper) are indicated, as is
the pump detuning, in normalized units. In the second panel, the pump detuning
is increased and this leads to unlocking. However, in the third and fourth panels
locking is again restored by either increasing the taper coupling or the backscatter
coupling.
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9.3 Phase-locking of counter-propagating solitons
Measurement
In addition to locking at identical repetition rates (degenerate locking), the soliton
pulse streams are also observed to lock when their repetition rates are different. Fig.
9.4(a) illustrates the principle of this locking mechanism. Therein, hypothetical
soliton spectra for CW and CCW directions are presented. A zoom-in of the higher
frequency portion of the spectra is shown in which the respective soliton spectral
lines are superimposed next to shaded areas representing the cavity resonances. The
mode index µ = 0, which is by convention the optical pump, is also indicated.
As required for DKS generation, this pump frequency and the other soliton comb
teeth are red-detuned in frequency relative to their respective cavity resonances.
At µ = 0, the two pump lines are separated by the pump frequency difference,
∆ν. Under conditions where these pump frequencies are well separated so that
degenerate rate locking does not occur (see Figure 9.2(d)), the soliton having the
more strongly red-detuned pump will feature a slightly lower repetition rate on
account of the self-Raman-effect discussed previously. Accordingly, the CW and
CCW comb teeth will shift in frequency so as to become more closely spaced as
µ decreases. For a certain negative value of µ the CW and CCW comb teeth will
achieve closest spectral separation. In the illustration, this occurs at comb tooth
µ = r where CW and CCW comb teeth have frequency separation δ = ∆ν + r∆ f .
Backscattering within the resonator will couple power between these nearly resonant
lines. This power coupling is shown later to induce locking of the solitons such that
δ = 0. Accordingly, the following relationship holds,
∆ f = −∆ν/r . (9.12)
This result shows that pulse rates have a relative stability completely determined by
the radio frequency signal used to set the pump frequency offset, ∆ν. As a result,
the beat signal between the CCW and CW solitons exhibits very high stability when
the system is locked in this way. The above relation also shows that the locked CP
solitons play the role of a frequency divider of the pump frequency difference into
the pulse-rate difference frequency, ∆ f . The phase noise of the rate difference is





where S∆ f and S∆ν are the phase noise spectral density functions of the inter-soliton




























































































































































Figure 9.4: Counter-propagating soliton phase locking at different repetition rates.
(a) Schematic view of the counter-propagating soliton comb teeth. ∆ν and ∆ f
denote the pump frequency and repetition rate differences, respectively, and µ is
mode number relative to the pump mode (µ = 0). (b) Illustration of inter-soliton
radio-frequency (RF) beatnotes produced under locked and unlocked conditions.
(c) Measured RF beatnotes of unlocked CP solitons (∆ν = 1.5 MHz). (d) Mea-
sured RF beatnotes of locked CP solitons (∆ν = 1.5 MHz, ∆ f = 25 kHz). (e)
Measured beat-note frequency spacing for locked and unlocked conditions plotted
versus beatnote number. (f) High-resolution, zoom-in spectrum of RF beatnotes in
(c). The corresponding beat note frequency is provided in the legend (25kHz is the
fundamental beat note frequency). (g) Phase noise of the beatnotes at 1 Hz and 10
Hz offset frequencies in the phase noise spectrum plotted versus beatnote frequency.
The fitting lines have an f 2 dependence.
Figure 9.4(b) illustrates the effect of the locking condition on the electrical spectrum
produced by photodetection of combined CCW and CW soliton streams. Under
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unlocked conditions, the electrical spectrum will feature two distinct spectra with
spacing ∆ f . However, under locked conditions the difference in the frequency of
the comb teeth at µ = 0 (i.e., optical pumps) is an integer multiple of the difference
in the repetition rates. As result, the two electrical spectra merge to form a single
spectrum.
Figure 9.4(c) shows a typical measured RF spectrum in the unlocked state. It is
obtained by Fourier transforming the photodetected interferogram recorded over
1s. Here, the beat between the CCW and CW comb teeth corresponding to the
pumps is indicated and is very stable. However, all other spectral lines are noisier.
This noise results from fluctuations of the absolute pump frequencies which in turn
induce fluctuations in the CW and CCW soliton repetition rates [84]. The resulting
frequency noise is multiplied with each comb tooth index relative to the pump comb
tooth. As an aside, the high stability of the pump line in Figure 9.4(c) confirms the
relative optical coherence of the solitons as a result of pumping from a common
laser source.
In contrast to the unlocked case, the RF spectrum in the locked state (Figure 9.4(d))
is a set of narrow, spectral lines with a 50 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the 1 Hz
resolution bandwidth (RBW). In this measurement, ∆ν is set to be 1.5 MHz which
is 60 times ∆ f = 25 kHz. To illustrate the stability improvement that results from
locking Figure 9.4(e) plots the average frequency spacing between neighboring RF
comb teeth in Figure 9.4(c) and Figure 9.4(d) versus beat note number (relative to
the pump). Locking results in a collapse to a sub-Hz stability. To test the frequency
division model noted above three inter-soliton beatnotes are shown in Figure 9.4(f).
The fundamental beatnote (difference in repetition rates) has the narrowest linewidth
while beatnotes at increasing multiples of 25 kHz are wider. A more quantitative
illustration of frequency division on noise is provided in Figure 9.4(g) where the
phase noise of intersoliton beats is plotted versus the beatnote frequency at phase
noise spectra offsets of 1 Hz and 10 Hz. The quadratic scaling predicted in Eq.
(9.13) is apparent in the plots (solid lines). It is noted that the inferred linewidth for
the lowest order beatnote is 40 µHz (assuming that it is limited by white frequency
noise).
It is important to note that stability improvement in both the interferogram and its
Fourier transform (i.e., Figure 9.4(d)) are directly transferrable to improved sensi-
tivity of dual comb spectroscopy and dual comb LIDAR systems. For example, the
























Figure 9.5: Zoom-in of RF spectra showing dual soliton beatnotes. The blue trace
denotes the CP solitons with integration time 50 ms. The red trace represents the
results from solitons generated in two distinct microresonators with integration time
200 µs.
a dual comb spectroscopy measurement. Typically, distinct locked frequency combs
would be used to generate this spectrum. In the present case, the two combs are
provided by a single resonator and locking occurs through the counter-propagating
soliton interaction. The resulting improvement in interferogram stability relative to
prior microcomb dual-comb spectroscopy results [105] is provided in Figure 9.5.
The soliton locking is possible over a set of repetition rates subject to the constraint
imposed by coupling of respective rth comb teeth as detailed here.
Theory
Below the locking of CP solitons at different repetition rates is modeled. We start
with the Lugiato-Lefever equation augmented by the Raman term [87, 88, 127].
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(9.15)
Here A and B denote the slowly varying field envelopes of the CW and CCW
solitons, respectively. φ is the angular coordinate in the rotational frame [66]. g is
the normalized Kerr nonlinear coefficient [66, 88], FA (FB) denotes the normalized
continuous-wave pump term for field A (B) and Γ(θ) represents the backscattering
coefficient in the lab frame θ.
Considering the spectral misalignment of CP soliton comb teeth presented in Figure
9.4(a), it is assumed that only the r-th comb teeth will induce inter-soliton coupling.
Accordingly, the equation of motion for the soliton field amplitude A, Eq. (9.14), is
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where the expansion B(φ, t)ei∆ωt = ∑µ bµeiµφ is used to extract the r-th comb tooth
from soliton field B. A similar equation of motion to Eq. (9.16) holds for the




The soliton field amplitude in the presence of the soliton self-frequency shift can be
expressed as [88, 133]
A = Bssech[(φ − φAc)/D1τs]eiµA(φ−φAc)+iψA, (9.17)
where Bs and τs are the pulse amplitude and duration, respectively. µA is the
mode number of the soliton spectral maximum (µ = 0 is the mode number of the
pump mode). This mode number is related to the soliton self-frequency shift by
ΩR = µAD1. ψA is a constant phase determined by the pump [66, 88]. φAc is the
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Taking the time derivative of Eq. (9.20) and substituting ∂A/∂t using Eq. (9.16),
the equation of motion for µA is obtained as
∂µA
∂t
















The second term on the right-hand-side corresponds to the steady-state Raman-
induced center shift [87, 88] and is denoted by κRA. The third term is the soliton
spectral shift caused by coupling to the opposing CP soliton through its comb tooth
br . By using A =
∑
µ aµeiµφ, Eq. (9.21) yields
∂µA
∂t




= −κµA + κRA + 2rEA |arbrG | sinΘ,
(9.22)
where Θ = (ψrA −ψrB −ψG) with the phases, ψrA and ψrB, of the comb teeth ar and
br given by the following expression,
ψrA = ψA − rφAc. (9.23)
ψrB = ψB − rφBc + ∆ωt. (9.24)
Also, ΨG is the phase of the backscatter coefficient G. The time dependence of ψrA






Similarly, the derivative of the phase of br is given by
∂ψrB
∂t
= −rµBD2 + ∆ω. (9.26)
Therefore the time derivative of the phase term Θ = (ψrA − ψrB − ψG) is given by
∂Θ
∂t
= ∆ω + rD2(µB − µA) = 2pi(∆ν + r∆ f ) = 2piδ. (9.27)
Similar to Eq. (9.22), a parallel equation exists for the soliton B and is given by
∂µB
∂t
= −κµB + κRB − 2rEB |arbrG | sinΘ. (9.28)
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Taking a time derivative of Eq. (9.27) and using Eq. (9.22) and Eq. (9.28) gives






= −2r2D2( 1EA +
1
EB
)|arbrG | sinΘ + 2piκδ′, (9.29)
where 2piδ′ = ∆ω + rD2(RB − RA) is the frequency difference between the rth comb
teeth induced by the shifted pumps and Raman SSFS when the CP solitons have no
interaction. The above equation is similar to the Alder equation of injection locking
[223], only with an additional second order time-derivative term. Setting the time
derivatives of Θ equal to zero gives the locking bandwidth, ωL , of δ′ as









Moreoever, Eq. (9.27) gives δ = 0 so that the pump frequency difference ∆ν is
divided by Eq. (9.12).
In themeasurement, the loss rate is κ/2pi = 1.5MHz. D2/2pi = 16 kHz and r = −60.
For a soliton with τs = 150 fs, the mode number of the Raman SSFS is µR ∼ −20
and the ratio |ar |2/EA = D1τssech2[pi(r − µR)D1τs/2]/8 ∼ 7 × 10−4. As the CP
solitons have similar powers, the locking bandwidth is estimated as ωL ∼ |G |/4. In
this case a backscattering rate of 4 kHz can provide a 1 kHz locking bandwidth.
9.4 Conclusion
In summary, counter-propagating solitons have been demonstrated in a high-Q
optical microresonator. Both the relative repetition rates and the relative spectral
location for the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions are independently tuned
by tuning of the corresponding optical pumping frequencies. Two distinctly different
locking phenomena have also been observed. In the first, the repetition rates lock
to the same value. The pumping frequencies are different when this locking occurs
so that the two soliton comb spectra are offset slightly in the optical frequency, but
have identical comb tooth spacing. The interferogram of the two pulse trains has
no baseband time dependence when this locking occurs. In the second form of
locking, the pumps are typically tuned apart to larger difference frequencies and the
solitons are observed to lock at different repetition rates with a difference that divides
into the pump-frequency difference. The origin of this locking is associated with
optical locking of two comb teeth, one from each soliton. Since the two pumps are
derived from the same laser, this additional comb tooth locking effectively results
in the two comb spectra being locked at two different positions in their spectra.
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The resulting high level of mutual soliton coherence is observable in the baseband
inter-soliton beat spectra which features very narrow spectral lines spaced by the
difference in the locked soliton repetition rates. In effect, this second form of
locking creates two frequency combs in the same device with distinct repetition
rates and optical frequencies, but that are optically locked. It is potentially useful in
dual comb spectroscopy and dual comb LIDAR applications [111] where it would
obviate the need for two separate frequency combs and the associated inter-comb
locking hardware. In the next chapter, its application as a Vernier spectrometer will
be discussed [109]. Finally, it is noted that while single clockwise and counter-
clockwise solitons have been generated, it is also possible to create states containing
multiple solitons.
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C h a p t e r 10
VERNIER SPECTROMETER USING COUNTERPROPAGATING
SOLITON MICROCOMBS
1Frequency-agile lasers are ubiquitous in sensing, spectroscopy and optical com-
munications [224–226] and measurement of their optical frequency for tuning and
control is traditionally performed by grating and interferometer-based spectrometers,
butmore recently thesemeasurements canmake use of optical frequency combs[43].
Frequency combs provide a remarkably stable measurement grid against which opti-
cal signal frequencies can be determined subject to the ambiguity introduced by the
equally spaced comb teeth. The ambiguity is resolved for continuously frequency
swept signals by counting comb teeth [154] relative to a known comb tooth, and this
method has enabled measurement of remarkably high chirp rates [227]. However,
many signal sources will experience intentional or unintentional frequency jumps.
Here, the ambiguity can be resolved using a second frequency comb that has a dif-
ferent comb tooth spacing so as to provide a frequency Vernier scale for comparison
with the first comb [36, 228, 229]. This Vernier concept is also used in dual comb
spectroscopy[105, 211], but in measuring active signals the method can be enhanced
to more directly (and hence quickly) identify signal frequencies through a signal
correlation technique [36]. Moreover, continuous as opposed to discretely sampled
frequencies are measured in the active approach. The power of the Vernier-based
method relies upon mapping of optical comb frequencies into a radio-frequency
grid of frequencies, the precision of which is set by the relative line-by-line fre-
quency stability of the two frequency combs. This stability can be guaranteed by
self-referencing each comb using a common high-stability radio-frequency source
or through optical locking of each comb to reference lasers whose relative stability
is ensured by mutual locking to a common optical cavity.
In this chapter, we show that a single microresonator provides rapid and broad-band
measurement of optical frequencies with a relative frequency precision comparable
to conventional dual frequency comb systems. Dual-locked counter-propagating
(CP) solitons having slightly different repetition rates are used to implement a
Vernier spectrometer. Laser tuning rates as high as 10 THz/s, broadly step-tuned
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Vernier spectrometer using counterpropagat-
ing soliton microcombs”, Science 363, 965-968 (2019).
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lasers, multi-line laser spectra and also molecular absorption lines are characterized
using the device. Besides providing a considerable technical simplification through
the dual-locked solitons and enhanced capability for measurement of arbitrarily
tuned sources, our results reveal possibilities for chip-scale spectrometers that exceed
the performance of table-top grating and interferometer-based devices.
10.1 Concept of Vernier spectrometer and measurement of static lasers
We demonstrate a broad-band, high-resolution Vernier microresonator soliton spec-
trometer (MSS) using a single miniature comb device that generates two mutually-
phase-locked combs. The principle of operation relies upon an optical phase lock-
ing effect observed in the generation of counter-propagating solitons within high-Q
whispering gallery resonators [99]. Soliton generation in microresonators is being
studied for miniaturization to the chip-scale of complete comb systems and these
soliton microcombs have now been demonstrated in a wide range of microresonator
systems [70]. It has been shown that counter-propagating solitons can have distinct,
controllable repetition rates and that their underlying comb spectra can be read-
ily phase locked at two spectral points [99]. This mutual double-locking creates
line-by-line relative frequency stability for the underlying microcomb spectra that
is more characteristic of fully self-referenced dual comb systems. The resulting
Vernier of comb frequencies in the optical domain maps to an exceptionally stable
radio frequency grid for implementation of the spectrometer.
Phase-locked CP solitons
The spectral relationship of the doubled-locked cw and ccw solitons reveals the
inherent optical frequency Vernier (Figure 10.1(A)). A single laser source is mod-
ulated (Figure 10.1(B)) to produce the two mutually-coherent pump lines at order
µ = N with frequency separation ∆ν (MHz range). The distinct pump frequencies
cause the soliton repetition rates to differ by ∆ fr as a result of the Raman self-
frequency-shift [87, 88, 90, 99, 166]. As detailed elsewhere, the cw and ccw combs
will experience frequency locking (induced by optical backscattering) at order µ = 0
for certain pumping frequencies [99]. This locking requires that ∆ν = N∆ fr . Also,
because the two pump frequencies are derived from radio-frequency modulation
of a single laser source, they have a high relative frequency stability (∆ν is very
stable) and are effectively locked at order µ = N . This double locking sets up a
stable Vernier in the respective soliton comb frequencies. The counter-propagating
























































































































































































Figure 10.1: Spectrometer concept, experimental setup and static measurement.
(A) Counter propagating soliton frequency combs (red and blue) feature repetition
rates that differ by ∆ fr , phase-locking at the comb tooth with index µ = 0 and
effective locking at µ = N thereby setting up the Vernier spectrometer. Tunable
laser and chemical absorption lines (grey) can be measured with high precision.
(B) Experimental setup. AOM: acousto-optic modulator; CIRC: circulator; PD:
photodetector. Small red circles are polarization controllers. Inset: scanning
electron microscope image of a silica resonator. (C) Optical spectra of counter-
propagating solitons. Pumps are filtered and denoted by dashed lines. (D) Typical
measured spectrumofV1V2 used to determine order n. For this spectrum: ∆ fn1−∆ fn2
= 2.8052 MHz and ∆ fr = 52 kHz giving n = 54. (E) The spectrograph of the dual
soliton interferogram (pseudo color). Line spacing gives ∆ fr = 52 kHz. White
squares correspond to the index n = 54 in panel C. (F) Measured wavelength of an
external cavity diode laser operated in steady state. (G) Residual deviations between
ECDL laser frequency measurement as given by the MSS and a wavemeter. Error
bars give the systematic uncertainty as limited by the reference laser in panel B.
GHz soliton repetition rate) [55]. Details on the soliton generation process can be
found elsewhere [67, 99, 156]. Typical optical spectra of cw and ccw solitons span
the telecommunication C-band (Figure 10.1(C)).
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Operation principle
The spectrometer operates as follows. A test laser frequency fL is measured using
either of the following expressions: fL = n fr1,2 + ∆ fn1,2 + f0 where n is the comb
order nearest to the laser frequency, fr1,2 are the comb repetition rates, ∆ fn1,2 are
the heterodyne beat frequencies of the test laser with the two frequency comb teeth
at order µ = n, and f0 is the frequency at µ = 0. fr1,2 and ∆ fn1,2 are measured
by co-detection of the combs and the test laser to produce the electrical signals
V1,2 in Fig. 1B. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) of V1V2 gives the spectral line at
n∆ fr (Fig. 1D) using the correlation method [36] and in turn the order n. The
correlation method can be understood as a calculation of the frequency difference
∆ fn2 − ∆ fn1 = n∆ fr by formation of V1V2 followed by fast Fourier transform (FFT).
The FFT spectrum of V1V2 gives the spectral line at n∆ fr (Fig. 1D). To determine n
requires ∆ fr = fr2 − fr1 which is measured by heterodyne of the solitons to produce
electrical signal V3. Figure 1E is a narrow frequency span of the FFT of V3 and
shows how the optical frequency Vernier is mapped into a stable radio-frequency
grid with line spacing ∆ fr . The order corresponding to the FFT of the V1V2 signal
(Fig. 1D spectrum) is also indicated. These steps are performed automatically to
provide a real time measurement of fL relative to f0. f0 is determined by applying
this procedure to the reference laser frequency fref (stabilized using an internal
molecular reference). All of these data inputs are automatically processed in real
time to measure fL .
Measurement of a static laser
As a preliminary test, the frequency of an external-cavity-diode-laser is measured
and compared against a wavemeter. Figures 10.1(D) and (E) (n = 54) are from
this measurement. The real-time measured wavelength of the laser (Figure 10.1(F))
fluctuateswithin±0.02 pmover a 5ms time interval. Themeasurementwas repeated
from1545 to 1560 nmwith residual deviations less than 0.1 pmversus thewavemeter
measurement (Figure 10.1(G)). These deviations are believed to be limited by the
wavemeter resolution (±0.1 pm). The systematic uncertainty of absolute wavelength
in the current setup is set by the reference laser to around ±4 MHz (±0.03 pm).
10.2 Measurement of dynamic lasers and high-resolution spectroscopy
The large, microwave-rate free-spectral range of the MSS enables tracking of lasers
undergoing fast-chirping or discontinuous broadband tuning. Although correlation













































































































































































Figure 10.2: Laser tuning and spectroscopy measurements. (A) Measurement of
a rapidly tuning laser showing index n (upper), instantaneous frequency (middle),
and higher resolution plot of wavelength relative to average linear rate (lower), all
plotted versus time. (B) Measurement of a broadband step-tuned laser as for laser in
panel A. Lower panel is a zoom-in to illustrate resolution of the measurement. (C)
Spectroscopy of H12C14N gas. A vibronic level of H12C14N gas at 5 Torr is resolved
using the laser in panel A. (D) Energy level diagram showing transitions between
ground state and 2ν1 levels. The measured (reference) transition wavenumbers are
noted in red (blue).
the laser relative to the combs can be acquired at a much faster rate set by the
desired time-bandwidth-limited resolution. To avoid aliasing of the correlation
measurement (i.e., to determine n uniquely), the amount of frequency-chirping
should not exceed the repetition rate fr within the measurement window TW , which
imposes a maximum resolvable chirping-rate of fr ×∆ fr . This theoretical limit is 1
PHz/s for the MSS and represents a boost of 100× compared with previous Vernier
spectrometers [36].
Measurement of rapid continuous-tuning of an external cavity diode laser is shown
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in Figure 10.2(A). The correlation measurement evolves as the laser is tuned over
multiple FSRs of the comb and thereby determines the index n as a function of time
(Figure 10.2(A) upper panel). Measurement of the linear frequency chirp (-12.4
THz/s) as well as the frequency versus time at high resolution (by subtracting the
average linear frequency ramp) are shown in the Figure 10.2(A) middle and lower
panels, respectively. The discontinuities in the measurement are caused by electrical
frequency dividers used to reduce the detected signal frequency for processing by
a low-bandwidth oscilloscope. The dividers can be eliminated by using a faster
oscilloscope. In Figure 10.2(B) measurement of broadband step tuning (mode
hopping) of an integrated-ring-resonator tunable III-V/Silicon laser diode [230] is
presented. Fast step tuning between 1551.427 nm and 1557.613 nm every 1 ms
with the corresponding index n stepping between n = 64 and n = 29 is observed.
The lower panel in Figure 10.2(B) gives a higher resolution zoom-in of one of the
step regions. The data points in these measurements are acquired over 1µs so the
resolution is approximately 1 MHz.
This combination of speed and precision is also useful for spectroscopic measure-
ments of gas-phase chemicals using tunable, single-frequency lasers. To demon-
strate, an absorption line of H12C14N at 5 Torr is obtained by a scanning laser
calibrated using the MSS (Figure 10.2(C)). The linewidth is around 2.6 GHz and
the absorbance is as weak as 0.12 dB. Separate measurements on vibronic transi-
tions between the ground state and 2ν1 states were performed. The corresponding
transition wavenumbers obtained by pseudo-Voigt fitting are in excellent agreement
with the HITRAN database (Figure 10.2(D)) [231].
10.3 Measurement of multi-line spectra
To illustrate a measurement of more complex multi-line spectra, a fiber mode-
locked laser (FMLL) is characterized (Figure 10.3(A)). The FMLL full spectrum
(Figure 10.3(B)) was first bandpass filtered to prevent detector saturation. Also,
the frequency extraction procedure is modified to enable unique identification of
many frequencies. The reconstructed FMLL spectrum measured using the MSS is
plotted in Figure 10.3(C). In an additional study of the FMLL, the MSS is used to
measure 6 closely-spaced-in-frequency groups of lines located at various spectral
locations spanning 2500 free-spectral-range’s of the mode locked laser (Figure
10.3(D)). A linear fitting defined as fm = fo + m frep is plotted for comparison by
using the photodetector-measured FMLL repetition rate frep = 249.7 MHz, where
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Figure 10.3: Measurement of a fiber mode-locked laser. (A) Pulse trains generated
from a fiber mode-locked laser (FMLL) are sent into an optical spectral analyzer
(OSA) and the MSS. (B) Optical spectrum of the FMLL measured by the OSA. (C)
Optical spectrum of the FMLL measured using the MSS over a 60-GHz frequency
range (indicated by dashed line). (D) Measured (blue) and fitted (red) FMLL mode
frequencies versus index. The slope of the fitted line is set to 249.7 MHz, the
measured FMLL repetition rate. (E) Residual MSS deviation between measurement
and fitted value.
respectively. The residual deviation between the measurement and linear fitting is
shown in Figure 10.3(E) and gives good agreement. The slight tilt observed in
Figure 10.3(E) is believed to result from drifting of soliton repetition rates which
were not monitored real-time. Also, variance of residuals within each group comes
from the 300 kHz linewidth of each FMLL line. Drifting of the reference laser
and FMLL carrier-envelope offset also contribute to the observed residuals across
different measurements.
10.4 Signal processing




Through heterodyne of the test laser with the nearest comb teeth, the phase ψ of the
test laser is related to the electrical signals V1,2 by
V1,2 ∝ cos(ψ − 2piνn1,2t), (10.1)
where νn1,2 represent the frequencies of nearest comb teeth and have order n. We
also have νn2− νn1 = n∆ fr as a result of the CP soliton locking. A Hilbert transform
is used to extract the time-dependent phase ψ − 2piνn1,2t from V1,2 which thereby
gives the heterodyne frequencies via
∆ fn1,2 = Ûψ/2pi − νn1,2. (10.2)
Each data point of ∆ fn1,2 is obtained by linear fitting of the phase over a specified
time interval that sets the frequency resolution. Similarly, the heterodyne frequency
between the reference laser and the soliton comb can be retrieved to determine the
frequency f0 (see discussion in main text).
The Fourier transform of the product V1V2 is given by








∝ δ(| f | − n∆ fr),
(10.3)
where sum frequency terms in the integral are assumed to be filtered out and are
therefore discarded. To accurately extract the above spectral signal the acquisition
time window TW should be an integer multiple of 1/∆ fr , which is also related
to the pump frequency offset ∆ν by TW = NWN/∆ν where N is the pump order
and NW is an integer. Moreover, the number of sampled points, which equals the
product of oscilloscope sampling rate fsamp and TW , should also be an integer (i.e.,
fsampNWN/∆ν is an integer). Here, fsamp is usually set to 2.5 or 5 GHz/s and it is
found that simple adjustment of ∆ν is sufficient to satisfy this condition. As a result
it is not necessary to synchronize the oscilloscope to external sources. It is noted
that this method is simpler than the asynchronous detection used in previous work
[36].
On account of the limited bandwidth of the oscilloscope used in work, it was
necessary to apply electrical frequency division to the detected signals for processing
by the oscilloscope. When frequency dividers are used (division ratio r = 8), the
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divided electrical signals (indicated by superscript d) yield
Vd1,2 ∝ cos((ψ − 2piνn1,2t)/r). (10.4)
As a result, the divided frequencies also satisfy ∆ f dn1,2 = ∆ fn1,2/r and the correlation
between the divided signals scales proportionally by
∆ f dn1 − ∆ f dn2 = n∆ fr/r . (10.5)
Therefore the required resolution bandwidth to resolve the ambiguity n from the
measured correlation is ∆ fr/r which increases the minimal acquisition time to
TdW = rTW .
Multi-line spectra
The algorithm used here to extract a large number of frequencies simultaneously
using theMSS is different from the previous single-frequencymeasurements. Rather
than multiplying the signals V1 and V2 followed by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
in order to determine the microcomb order, we directly FFT the signals V1 and V2
followed by filtering and then frequency correlation. This avoids the generation
of ambiguities. To explain the approach, first consider an implementation similar
to that reported in the main text. There, a fiber mode locked laser (FMLL) comb
with free-spectral-range (FSR) of about 250 MHz was optically filtered to create a
narrower frequency range of FMLL laser lines extending over only a fewmicrocomb
teeth. The signals V1 and V2 upon FFT therefore produce a large set of frequencies
representing the individual beats of each FMLL laser line (indexm) with microcomb
modes (index n). Figure 10.4(A) gives a narrow frequency span of a typical FFT
generated this way for both theV1 andV2 signals. A zoom-in of one pair ofV1 andV2
signals is provided in Figure 10.4(B) and a remarkably precise frequency separation
between the beats (in view of the spectral breadth of each beat) can be determined
by correlating the upper (blue) and lower (red) spectrum (see Figure 10.4(C)). This
precision results from the underlying high relative frequency stability of the cw and
ccwmicrocomb frequencies. As described in themain text this frequency separation
is a multiple of ∆ fr and plot of the correlation versus the frequency separation (in
units of ∆ fr) is provided in Figure 10.4(C) where the peak of the correlation gives
the index n = 63 for this pair of beat frequencies. Proceeding this way for each
pair of peaks in Figure 10.4(A) allows determination of n from which the frequency
of the corresponding FMLL line can be determined. It is interesting to note that
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Figure 10.4: Multi-frequency measurements. (A) A section of V˜1,2. Pairs of
beatnotes coming from the same laser are highlighted and the derived n value is
marked next to each pair of beatnotes. (B) Zoom-in on the highlighted region near
858MHz in (A). Two beatnotes are separated by 1.0272MHz. (C) Cross-correlation
of V˜1 and V˜2 is calculated for each n and the maximum can be found at n = 63.
correspond to FMLL lines that are higher and lower in frequency relative to the
microcomb modes with indices n=63, 64, and 65. The relative alignment of the
blue and red peaks which switches sign for these sets of beat frequencies allows
determination of which FMLL line is lower and higher in frequency relative to the
microcomb teeth.
To provide more rigor to this explanation, the electrical signals consist of multiple




Vm1,2, Vm1,2 ∝ cos(ψm − 2piνµ(m)1,2t), (10.6)
where ψm and νµ(m)1,2 represent the phase of the m-th FMLL mode and the fre-
quencies of the microcomb order nearest to this FMLL mode, respectively, and
where µ(m) denotes the comb order nearest the m-th FMLL mode. As described in
the main text the frequencies νµ(m)1,2 are related to the repetition rate difference by
νµ(m)2 − νµ(m)1 = µ(m)∆ fr . The FFT of V1,2 is denoted by V˜1,2 and the correlation
given in Figure 10.4(C) (and used to determine the comb order n of each spectral
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component) is given by∫ ∆ fm1+κ/2
∆ fm1−κ/2





















where ∆ fm1 denotes the peak frequency of the beatnote, κ is a predetermined range
of integration to cover the linewidth of the beatnote (here κ = 2 MHz), and where
sum frequency terms in the integral have been discarded. Therefore for each spectral
component m, its associated microcomb order number µ(m) can be determined by
varying n in the above correlation until it reaches maximum (see Figure 10.4(C)).
The n value with the maximum correlation will be assigned to the peak as the tooth
number µ(m) and then the absolute frequency can be recovered.
The limit of this process to accommodate more FMLL frequencies is much higher
than that given by the filter bandwidth studied in this work. It is instead set by
the spectral density of FMLL-microcomb beat lines that can be reasonably resolved
within the microcomb FSR spectral span.
10.5 Conclusion
Our soliton spectrometer uses dual-locked counter-propagating soliton microcombs
to provide high resolution frequency measurement of rapid continuously and step
tuned lasers as well as complex multi-line spectra. In combination with a tunable
laser, the spectrometer also enables precise measurement of absorption spectra
including random spectral access (as opposed to only continuous spectral scanning).
Further optimization of this system could include generation of solitons from distinct
mode families thereby allowing tens-of-MHz repetition rate offset to be possible
[100]. If such solitons can be dual-locked, the increased acquisition speed would
enable measurement of chirping-rates much higher than PHz/s. Operation beyond
the telecommunications band would also clearly be useful and could use internal
[68] or on-chip spectral broadeners [232], and methods for generation of soliton
microcombs into the visible band are possible [116]. Besides the performance
enhancement realized with the soliton microcombs, the use of dual-locked counter-
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propagating solitons provides a considerable technical simplification by eliminating
the need for a second mutually phase locked comb. Finally, chip integrable versions
of the current device employing silicon nitride waveguides are possible [73]. These
and other recently demonstrated compact and low-power soliton systems [85, 86]
point towards the possibility of compact microresonator soliton spectrometers.
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C h a p t e r 11
IMAGING SOLITON DYNAMICS IN MICRORESONATORS
1Temporal solitons are indispensable in optical fiber systems [119] and exhibit
remarkable nonlinear phenomena [233]. The potential application of solitons to
buffers and memories [69, 157] as well as interest in soliton physics has stimu-
lated approaches for experimental visualization of multi-soliton trajectories. Along
these lines, the display of solitons trajectories in a co-moving frame [234] allows
an observer to move with the solitons and is being used to monitor soliton control
and interactions of all types in fiber systems [195, 234–240]. However, this useful
data visualization method relies upon soliton pulse measurements that are either
limited in bandwidth (pulse resolution) or record length. It is therefore challenging
to temporally resolve solitons over the periods often required to observe their com-
plete evolution. For example, the time-lens method [241] can provide the required
femtosecond-resolution, but has a limited record length set by the pump pulse. Also,
while the relative position of closely-spaced soliton complexes [239] can be inferred
over time from their composite DFT spectra [242], Fourier inversion requires the
constituent solitons to have similar waveforms which restricts the generality of the
technique. Efforts that combine these two methods were also reported very recently
[243, 244].
These limitations are placed in sharp focus by recent demonstrations of soliton
generation in microresonators [66–68, 72, 76, 77, 245]. This new type of dissipa-
tive soliton [125] was long considered a theoretical possibility [157] and was first
observed in optical fiber resonators [69]. Their microresonator embodiment poses
severe challenges for imaging of dynamical phenomena by conventional methods,
because multi-soliton states feature inherently closely spaced solitons. Preliminary
real-time measurements using time lens [246] and direct detection [96] were ex-
plored, but were limited in either recording length or pulse resolution. Nonetheless,
the compactness of these systems has practical importance for miniaturization of
frequency comb technology [43] through chip-based microcombs [51, 52]. In-
deed, spectroscopy systems [105, 107], coherent communication [114], ranging
[110, 111], and frequency synthesis [104] demonstrations using the new miniature
1Work presented in this chapter has been published in “Imaging soliton dynamics in optical micro-
cavities”, Nat. Commun. 9(1):3565 (2018).
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platform have already been reported. Moreover, the unique physics of the new
soliton microresonator system has lead to observation of many unforeseen physical
phenomena involving compound soliton states, such as Stokes solitons [89], soliton
number switching [247], and soliton crystals [98].
In this chapter, we report imaging of a wide range of soliton phenomena in mi-
croresonators. Soliton formation, collisions [238], breathing [94, 235, 248, 249],
Raman shifting [87, 250] as well as soliton decay are observed. Significantly,
femtosecond-time-scale resolution over arbitrary time spans (distances) is demon-
strated (and required) in these measurements. Also, real-time spectrograms are
produced along-side high-resolution soliton trajectories. These features are derived
by adapting coherent linear optical sampling [251] and electric-field cross correla-
tion [252] to the problem of microresonator soliton imaging. Beyond the necessity
to employ a new method for imaging soliton motion in microresonators, the high
repetition rate of microresonator solitons (10s of GHz and higher) is advantageous
in sampling-based recording of motion.
11.1 Coherent sampling of soliton motion
Concept of coherent sampling
To image the soliton trajectories, a separate optical probe pulse stream is generated at
a pulse rate that is close to the rate of the solitons to be imaged in the microresonator.
The small difference in these rates causes a pulse-to-pulse temporal shift of the probe
pulses relative to themicroresonator signal pulses as illustrated in Figure 11.1(a). By
heterodyne detection of the combined streams, the probe pulses coherently sample
the microresonator signal producing a temporal interferogram [38, 211] shown in
Figure 11.1(a). Ultimately, the time shift per pulse accumulates so that the sampling
repeats in the interferogram at the ‘frame rate’ which is described below, and is
close in value to the difference of sampling and signal rates. Probe pulses have a
sub-picosecond temporal resolution that enables precise monitoring of the temporal
location of the soliton pulses. Moreover, the coherent mixing of probe and soliton
pulses allows extraction of each soliton’s spectral evolution by fast Fourier transform
of the interferogram. In principle, the probe pulses can be generated by a second
microresonator soliton source operating in steady state. However, in the present
measurement, an electro-optical (EO) comb is used [252–254]. The EO comb pulse
rate is conveniently adjusted electronically to match the rates of various phenomena
being probed within the microresonator. The experimental layout of the EO comb
will be shown later in this chapter.
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Figure 11.1: Coherent sampling of dissipative Kerr soliton dynamics. (a) Con-
ceptual schematic showing microresonator signal (red) combined with the probe
sampling pulse train (blue) using a bidirectional coupler. The probe pulse train rep-
etition rate is offset slightly from the microresonator signal. It temporally samples
the signal upon photo detection to produce an interferogram signal shown in the
lower panel. The measured interferogram shows several frame periods during which
two solitons appear with one of the solitons experiencing decay. (b) Left panel is
the optical spectrum and right panel is the FROG trace of the probe EO comb (pulse
repetition period is shown as 46 ps). An intensity autocorrelation in the inset shows
a full-width-half-maximum pulse width of 800 fs. (c) Microresonator pump power
transmission when the pump laser frequency scans from higher to lower frequency.
Multiple ‘steps’ indicate the formation of solitons. (d) Imaging of soliton formation
corresponding to the scan in panel (c). The x-axis is time and the y-axis is time in
a frame that rotates with the solitons (full scale is one round-trip time). The right
vertical axis is scaled in radians around the microresonator. Four soliton trajectories
are labeled and fold-back into the cavity coordinate system. The color bar gives their
signal intensity. (e) Soliton intensity patterns measured at four moments in time
are projected onto the microresonator coordinate frame. The patterns correspond to
initial parametric oscillation in the modulation instability (MI) regime, non-periodic
behavior (MI regime), four soliton and single soliton states.
Soliton and EO frequency combs
The soliton signal is produced by a 3 mm diameter silica wedge resonator with
FSR of 22 GHz and intrinsic quality factor above 200 million [55, 67]. The device
generates femtosecond soliton pulses when pumped at frequencies slightly lower
than a cavity resonant frequency [67]. To sample the 22 GHz soliton signal the EO
comb was formed by modulation of a tunable continuous wave (CW) laser. The
EO comb features ∼ 1.3 THz optical bandwidth (within 1 dB power variation) and
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an 800 fs FWHM pulse width measured by frequency-resolved optical gating and
autocorrelation as shown in Figure 11.1(b). Further details on the experimental
setup are provided in the Discussion section. In all presented measurements, the
pump laser of the resonator scans linearly from higher to lower frequency to initiate
parametric oscillation [61] in the microresonator followed by chaotic dynamics.
Ultimately, ‘step-like’ features are observable in the resonator transmitted power
(Figure 11.1(c)) indicating the formation of soliton states [66]. The typical pump
power and laser scan speed are ∼ 70 mW and ∼ −1 MHz/µs, respectively.
As described above, heterodyne-detection of the soliton signal and the EO-comb
pulse produces the electrical interferogram. The period of the signals in the interfero-
gram is adjusted by tuning the EO-comb repetition rate. In the initial measurements,
it is set to ∼ 10 MHz lower than the rate of the microresonator signal so that the
nominal period in the interferogram is ∼ 100 ns. To display the interferogram signal
a co-rotating frame is applied. First, a frame period T is chosen that is close to the
period of signals of interest in the interferogram. Integer steps (i.e., mT) are plotted
along the x-axis while the interferogram is plotted along the y-axis, but offset in
time by the x-axis time step (i.e., t − mT). To make connection to the physical
time scale of the solitons, the y-axis time scale is also compressed by the same
bandwidth compression factor (T× FSR) that accompanies the sampling process.
The y-axis scale is accordingly set to span one microresonator round-trip time. A
typical measurement plotted in this manner is given in Figure 11.1(d). Because
this way of plotting the data creates a co-rotating reference frame, a hypothetical
soliton pulse with an interferogram period equal to the frame rate T would appear as
a horizontal line in Figure 11.1(d). On the other hand, slower (higher) rate solitons
would appear as lines tilted upward (downward) in the plot. In creating the imaging
plot, a Hilbert transformation is applied to the interferogram followed by taking the
square of its amplitude to produce a pulse envelope intensity profile. The vertical
co-rotating time axis can be readily mapped into an image of the soliton angular
position within the circular microresonator as shown in Figure 11.1(d).
Imaging of soliton motion
Imaging of soliton formation and multi-soliton trajectories is observable in Figure
11.1(d). For comparison with the transmitted power, the time-axis scale is identical
in Figure 11.1(c) and Figure 11.1(d). As the pump laser frequency initially scans
towards the microresonator resonant frequency its coupled power increases. At
∼ 8 µs the resonator enters the modulation instability regime [66, 69, 157]. Ini-
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tially, a periodic temporal pattern is observable in Figure 11.1(d) corresponding to
parametric oscillation [61]. Soon after, the cavity enters a regime of non-periodic
oscillation. At∼ 31 µs, this regime suddenly transitions into four soliton pulses. The
soliton positions evolve with scan time and disappear one-by-one. All solitons have
upward curved trajectories, showing that the soliton repetition rate decreases as the
scan progresses. This soliton rate shift is caused by the combination of the Raman
self-frequency shift effect and anomalous dispersion in the silica resonator [87, 88]
and a similar effect on soliton trajectory is observed in optical fiber resonators
[250]. Finally, the cavity states at four moments in time are plotted within the cir-
cular microresonator in Figure 11.1(e). These correspond to parametric oscillation,
non-periodic modulational instability, four soliton, and single soliton states.
11.2 Observation of transient soliton dynamics
A variety of non-repetitive multi and single soliton phenomena were measured in
both temporal and spectral domains. To enable more rapid imaging the repetition
rate of EO comb was adjusted to produce an interferogram at a rate of approximately
50 MHz. The frame period, T , was then reduced accordingly to approximately 20
nsec.
Soliton collisions
Fig. 11.2 presents observations of two solitons interacting. Soliton annihilation is
observed in Figure 11.2(a), wherein two solitons move towards each other, collide,
create an intense peak upon collision and then disappear. A new phenomena, a ‘wave
splash’, is observed immediately following the collision. While this phenomenon
has never before been discusssed or observed, it is worthwhile to note that it appears
in recently reported simulations [240]. In Figure 11.2(b), two solitons collide but
quickly recover and then collide again, after which point one soliton is annihilated.
Fig. 11.2(c) shows a third example in which solitons merge and a single soliton
emerges. In a fourth case shown in Figure 11.2(d), soliton ‘hopping’ accompanies
annihilation of a soliton. Interestingly, all soliton collisions are observed at the
beginning of soliton formation (in the soliton breathing regime). After this regime,
the soliton relativemotion quickly stabilizes preventing collisions. This stabilization
process is investigated in a later section. Also, as noted earlier, the observation of
these complex motions requires measurement of events in close temporal proximity
over long time spans. Finally, numerical simulations of soliton collisions are shown
as inset panels in Figure 11.2. The collisional features observed in experiments,
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Figure 11.2: Measurements of non-repetitive soliton events. (a) Two solitons collide
and annihilate. A wave splash appears in the collision. (b) Two solitons survive a
collision, but collide again and one soliton is annihilated. (c) Two solitons collide
and merge into a single soliton. (d) A soliton hops in location when another soliton
is annihilated. The measurement frame rate is 50 MHz in all panels. Inset panels
show similar collision events from numerical simulation, including the appearance
of the wave splash (inset in panel (a)).
including the wave splash in Figure 11.2(a), are reproduced in the simulations.
Soliton breathing
Figure 11.3 shows measurement of a breathing soliton [248] in both the temporal
and frequency domains. The intensity of an individual breather soliton is imaged in
Figure 11.3(a). Spectral breathing was explored in fiber-ring resonators using the
DFT method [235]. In this work, the spectral breathing is observed by applying
a Fourier transform to the interferogram signal[211]. Figure 11.3(b) shows the
resulting spectrogram plotted over the same time interval as Figure 11.3(a), wherein
the spectrum is widest when the breather soliton has its maximum peak power. This
spectrum also reveals the changing breather period with frequency scan, which has
previously been observed by measurement of soliton power [94, 96]. A zoom-in
of the soliton temporal breathing is shown in Figure 11.3(c). The combined high
frame rate and sub-ps temporal resolution enable the corresponding amplitude and
pulse width of the breather to be extracted and these are plotted in Figure 11.3(d).
As an observation unrelated to the breathing action, the soliton spectral envelope in
Figure 11.3(b) is continuously red shifted in frequency by the Raman self-frequency
shift [67, 87] as its average power increases (increasing time in the plot).
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Figure 11.3: Temporal and spectral measurements of breather solitons. (a) Motion
of a single soliton state showing peak power breathing along its trajectory. Panel (c)
presents the zoom-in view of the white rectangular region. (b) Spectral dynamics
corresponding to panel (a). The y-axis is the relative longitudinal mode number
corresponding to specific spectral lines of the soliton. Mode zero is the pumped
microresonator mode. The soliton spectral width breaths as the soliton peak power
modulates. The spectrum is widest when peak power is maximum. (c) Zoom-in
view of the white rectangular region in panel (a). (d) Soliton amplitude and pulse
width breathing corresponding to panel (c). The frame rate is 50MHz for all panels.
11.3 Tracking relative soliton motion and soliton decay
Monitoring relative soliton position in real time is important for study of soliton
optical memories [69, 157], their interaction and control [195, 234] as well as in
soliton crystals [98]. Previously, microresonator soliton relative positions have
been measured by auto-correlation [156], frequency-resolved optical gating [66]
and synchronized cross-correlation [98]. However, with an update rate limited by a
mechanical delay line, thesemethods are only useful formeasurement of steady-state
phenomena. In this work, relative soliton positions can be measured in real time
from the interferogram thereby enabling study of their relative motion dynamics.
To plot soliton relative position, one soliton is selected to be the reference (i.e., zero
point of the angular position) and the angular position relative to the reference soliton
is defined from −pi to pi. Two representative measurements are shown in Figures
11.4(a)-(b) wherein the laser frequency is scanned from high to low frequency. Even
though the reference-soliton round-trip rate is changing as the laser frequency is
scanned (see, for example, Figure 11.1(d)), the solitons experience extended stable
relative motion relative to one another. In Figure 11.4(a), the solitons stabilize
relative to each other within a few µs after formation and in Figure 11.4(b), the
relative positions are stable from 9 to 22 µs and then destabilize. It is believed that
the stabilization of solitons is related to the presence of a dispersive wave caused
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by an avoided mode crossing [84, 247]. Note that ultimately, all of the solitons

































































































Figure 11.4: Measurement of relative soliton positions and soliton decay. (a) Plot of
the relative positions of four solitons while the pumping laser frequency is scanned
(high to low). The reference soliton, used to establish zero angular position, is
indicated and all solitons have stable relative positions after only several µs of
motion. (b) The relative positions of five solitons is measured versus time as the
pump laser frequency is scanned. The soliton relative positions stabilize and then
destabilize at 22 µs. The frame rates for panels (a) and (b) are 10 and 50 MHz,
respectively. (c) Interferogram envelope showing a single soliton experiencing
decay. An exponential fitting is given as the dashed black line. (d) The measured
pulse width (blue) is plotted versus time and its resolution limit (dashed blue line) is
set by the EO comb pulse width. The product of soliton amplitude and pulse width
is plotted in red.
Soliton decay is also analyzed using the sampling method. The measurement results
are shown in Figures 11.4(c)-(d). In the experiment, the pump laser frequency is
continuously tuned towards lower frequencies. After soliton formation, at some
point the cavity-laser frequency detuning exceeds the soliton existence range and
the soliton decays [66, 67]. Figure 11.4(c) shows the interferogram signal just before
and during the decay. Pulse widths (τs) are extracted during the decay process and
are plotted in Figure 11.4(d). Also plotted in Figure 11.4(d) is the product of pulse
width and soliton peak amplitude (AE ). Curiously, the soliton pulse width and peak
amplitude preserve the same soliton product relationship as prior to decay. This
is an indication that the decaying soliton pulse in the microresonator is constantly
adapting itself to maintain the soliton waveform. A similar behavior is known to
occur for conventional solitons in optical fiber [128]. To the authors knowledge, this
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is the first time this behavior has been observed in real time. In the Methods section
the amplitude decay of the soliton in the interferogram, trace is analyzed to extract
a decay time and the cavity Q factor.
11.4 Numerical simulation
Time (µs)




















































Figure 11.5: Simulation of microresonator soliton formation. (a) Simulated in-
tracavity power plotted versus time as the pumping laser is tuned across a cavity
resonance from higher to lower frequencies. The step features correspond to the
formation of solitons. (b) Simulation results corresponding to panel (a) and showing
the formation of multiple solitons. In the simulation, the Raman effect and avoided
mode crossing are included.
The soliton dynamics are governed by the Lugiato-Lefever (LL) equation [127]
augmented by Raman [87, 88] and avoided mode crossing [153] effects. The LL
equation can be simulated numerically using the split-step method [128]. Simu-
lated intracavity power versus temporal profiles for soliton formation are presented
Figure 11.4(a) and, for comparison with the imaging data in Figure 11.1(d), the cor-
responding simulated multi-soliton trajectories are plotted in Figure 11.4(b). In the
simulation, the laser frequency is linearly scanned from higher to lower frequency.
Moreover, the Raman effect and one avoided mode crossing are included in the sim-
ulation. Concerning the vertical axis scale, it is noted that because the periodicity of
the soliton interferogram signals varies by less than 1 % during the scan, the vertical
co-rotating time axis can be readily mapped into the soliton angular position axis
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within the circular microresonator as shown in Figures 11.1(d) and (e). The features
of soliton formation and evolution observed in Figure 11.1(d) compare well with
the numerical simulation.
11.5 Experimental details
Figure 11.6 divides the experimental setup into three sections. In the microresonator
section, a tunable, continuous-wave (cw) laser is used to pump the microresonator
for production of solitons. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplifies
its power to 500 mW and an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) is used for rapid
control of power to the microresonator. A tunable bandpass filter (BPF) is used to
block the spontaneous emission noise from the EDFA. The pump is coupled into
the microresonator through a tapered-fiber [130, 139]. The emitted power from
the microresonator (along with transmitted pump power) is split by a 90/10 fiber
coupler. 10 percent of the power is sent to a fiber-Bragg grating (FBG) filter to
separate the pump power and the microcomb power. The drop port output is the
pump power transmission, while the through-port output is the comb power. Both
the pump transmission and the microcomb power are detected with photodetectors
(125 MHz bandwidth). The other 90 percent of the power is combined with the
electro-optic (EO) modulation comb sampling pulse using a second fiber coupler.


















































Figure 11.6: Experimental setup. Schematic showing the three functional sections
in the experiment. CW laser: continuous-wave laser; EDFA: erbium-doped-fiber-
amplifier; AOM: acousto-optic modulator; BPF: bandpass filter; PC: polarization
controller; PM: phase modulator; IM: intensity modulator; PS: phase shifter; ATT:
attenuator; Amp: RF amplifier; DC: DC voltage source; WS: optical waveshaper;
FBG: fiber-Bragg-gating; PD: photodetector.
In the EO comb setup, a pump laser is amplified by an EDFA to 200 mW and
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then phase modulated by three tandem lithium niobate modulators. The EO comb
and microresonator setup can share the same pump laser when the acousto-optic
modulator can provide a frequency offset higher than half of the electrical bandwidth
of the interferogram signal (to avoid frequency folding). This is the case in Figure
11.1. However, they can also use separate pump lasers, which is demonstrated
in Figure 11.2 and Figure 11.3. The modulators are driven by amplified electrical
signals (frequency close to 22GHz) that are synchronized by electrical phase shifters.
The output power of the electrical amplifiers is 33 dBm. The phase modulated pump
is then coupled to an intensitymodulator to select only portions of thewaveformwith
a uniform chirp. The intensity modulator is driven by the recycled microwave signal
from the external termination port of the first phase modulator. The modulation
intensity and phase are controlled by an electrical attenuator and phase shifter.
A programmable line-by-line waveshaper is used to flatten the EO comb optical
spectrum and to nullify the linear chirping so as to form a transform-limited sinc-
shaped temporal pulse. The average power from the waveshaper output is around
100 µW. The EO pulses are amplified by an EDFA before combining with the
microresonator signal.
In the interferogram measurement, the microresonator signal and the EO pulses are
combined in a 90/10 coupler and are then detected by a fast photodetector with 50
GHz bandwidth. An FBG filter is used to block the pump laser of the microresonator
to avoid saturation in the photodetector. All photodetected signals are recorded using
a 4 GHz bandwidth, 20 GSa/s sampling rate oscilloscope. The center frequencies
for the interferogram are around 0.7 GHz and 2.1 GHz for 10 MHz and 50 MHz
frame rate, respectively. The compression factors for the interferograms are 2200
and 440 for the 10 MHz and 50 MHz frame rate measurements, respectively.
11.6 Conclusion
Imaging of nonlinear dynamical phenomena including complex soliton interactions
with high temporal/spatial resolution over arbitrary time/length spans has been
demonstrated. The temporal resolution in the current experiment is limited to 800
fs; however, resolution at the 10s of fs level is possible by spectrally broadening
the EO comb [50] used for coherent sampling. It is also possible to replace the
EO-comb with a microcomb that is closely matched to the FSR of a microresonator
to be sampled. Such matching has been recently used to implement dual soliton mi-
crocomb spectroscopy measurements [105, 107]. In this case, even higher sampling
rates would be possible that would enable GHz-scale frame rates. The coherent
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sampling method can serve as a general real-time state visualization tool to monitor
the dynamics of microresonator systems. It would provide an ideal way to monitor
the formation and evolution of soliton complexes such as Stokes solitons [89], soli-
ton number switching [247], and soliton crystals [98]. It can also be used to monitor
the state of chip-based optical memories based on microresonator solitons.
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C h a p t e r 12
SUMMARY
The success of soliton microcombs over past years is a milestone of integrated
photonics. It does not only provide a miniaturized platform for precise measure-
ment, but also open up a pyramid of novel physical phenomena. In this thesis we
have shown a series of nonlinear process related to soliton microcombs, including
their formation, impact of Raman nonlinearity and mode interactions, and dynamics
of counter-propagating solitons. We have also demonstrated applications such as
dual-comb spectroscopy and vernier spectrometer based on soliton microcombs.
The future of microcombs is undoubtedly promising. Using more advanced mi-
crofabrication techniques, microresonators with higher Q factors are anticipated,
which would significantly reduce the power budget so as to bring fully-integrated
microcomb sources to life.
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